ABSTRACT
Reimagining the Jesus Tradition: Orality, Memory, and Ancient Biography
This study attempts to provide informed answers as to why the gospels are
similar yet different. By noting the inadequacy of the traditional literary
paradigm—which accounts for the nature of the gospels almost exclusively by
appealing to the literary activities of the evangelists at the writing stage—the
dissertation argues that informed answers about the same yet different gospel
accounts (SDGA) can be gained by taking into full consideration various factors
at different stages of Jesus tradition. This study adopts an eclectic approach in
reimagining the Jesus tradition in general and the SDGA in particular, and thus
explores three areas of research in turn: orality, memory, and ancient biography.
The dissertation concludes with two overarching implications for future research.
First, the traditional literary paradigm cannot be the sole explanation for the
SDGA and a number of possible factors that this study points out should be
seriously considered in any future investigation of this topic. Second, the future
study of the SDGA must show sensitivity to ancient media culture and
conventions. The fact that Jesus, tradents of the Jesus tradition, and the
evangelists lived in a deeply oral culture forces us to rethink the SDGA in light of
the studies of orality and memory. The literary activities of the evangelists can be
best understood in a specific historical context where similar activities were
widely attested in ancient biographers.
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CHAPTER 1
Framing the Discussion

One Jesus or four Jesuses? The Jesus of history or the Christ of faith? Is Jesus a
historical person in the past who can be objectively portrayed, or a figure who can be
constantly reconstructed in conformity to the different needs of the present? Are the
gospels different stories of Jesus or various histories of Jesus?1 Not many scholars
would respond to these questions with affirmative either/or answers; rather, they
would prefer more nuanced both/and approaches, although the nature of both/and
merits further clarifications. Acknowledging the significance of these questions, the
present study seeks informed answers for the overarching question of how the Jesus
tradition should be understood.

1.1 The Research Problem and Its Significance
In general, the Jesus tradition refers to a body of traditional materials that contain
Jesus’s words and deeds, whether oral or written, that may or may not be included in
the canonical gospels. However, the specific aspect of the Jesus tradition on which
this project concentrates is the “consistent character” of the gospel accounts—the

1

This question echoes the primary concern of Samuel Byrskog, Story as History—History as
Story: The Gospel Tradition in the Context of Ancient Oral History (Boston: Brill, 2002). Following
nd
the 2 edition of The SBL Handbook of Style (p. 33), I will use gospel(s) in lowercase throughout
this study when referring to the canonical four gospels and their related subjects (e.g., gospel genre or
gospel studies). I will make an exception when the expression is a part of the biblical title (e.g., the
Gospel of Luke) or in quotations from other works.

1
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feature that James D. G. Dunn often calls “the same yet different.”2 Time and time
again, the evangelists narrate the same story of Jesus with different wording and
various details. The reasons for this continuity and discontinuity among the gospel
accounts are unknown as is the person or persons responsible for these discrepancies.
Perhaps Jesus himself told the same story differently in various settings, or the
varying accounts might be the result of different transmission processes during
which the initial message of Jesus reproduced a series of varied versions. They might
also be due to the gospel writers who had their own theological agenda that led them
to adapt the Jesus tradition. As this series of ideas implies, determining the nature of
“the same yet different gospel accounts” (SDGA) is a complex task that takes into
account at least three different stages of the Jesus tradition: the initial stage in which
Jesus’s words and deeds were revealed, the transmission stage during which the Jesus
tradition was more or less conserved and changed over a period of time, and the

writing stage in which the evangelists put together the available Jesus tradition into
written gospels, again by conserving and changing the traditional materials.3
Historically, scholars have primarily focused on the last stage of the Jesus
tradition—the writing stage—when addressing the issue of SDGA. They attempt to
answer the following types of issues: (1) the available sources that the evangelists

2
3

James D. G. Dunn, The Oral Gospel Tradition (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2013), 5.

I must emphasize at least three stages. There could be other stages that affected the final
shape of the gospels such as the copying stage or the reception stage. However, these two stages
mostly address the period after the composition of the gospels, which is beyond the scope of our
investigation.
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had at the time of their writing (source criticism), (2) the determination of the first
Synoptic Gospel on which the other two Synoptics more or less depend (literary
dependence theory), and (3) an evangelist’s redactional activities and their
implications for the evangelist’s theological concerns (redaction criticism). These
historical-critical methods certainly offer partial explanations for why the Jesus
tradition represents a symbiosis of fixity and flexibility; however, they are inadequate
in some respects in that they do not construe the first two stages of the Jesus
tradition—the initial stage and the transmission stage—properly. Although another
traditional historical-critical method, form criticism, was originally designed to
explore these two stages of the Jesus tradition, it is also found wanting on several
grounds, as explained below in more detail.4 One important reason is that form
critics imagined the oral culture primarily with a literary mindset, the so-called
Gutenberg Paradigm.5 In short, although form criticism has ignited the ensuing

4

For a general discussion and evaluation of form criticism, see Robert H. Stein, Studying the
Synoptic Gospels: Origin and Interpretation, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2001), 173–233;
Christopher M. Tuckett, “Form Criticism,” in Jesus in Memory: Traditions in Oral and Scribal
Perspectives, ed. Werner H. Kelber and Samuel Byrskog (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2009),
21–38; Norman Perrin, “Form Criticism,” DJG: 288–94; for brief critiques of form criticism, see
Werner H. Kelber, “The Oral-Scribal-Memorial Arts of Communication in Early Christianity,” in
Jesus, the Voice, and the Text: Beyond The Oral and the Written Gospel, ed. Tom Thatcher (Waco,
TX: Baylor University Press, 2008), 243–46.
5

For instance, James D. G. Dunn argues, “Bultmann took up the challenge when he defined
the purpose of form criticism thus: ‘to study the history of the oral tradition behind the gospels.’
Unfortunately, however, Bultmann could not escape from the literary mind-set, his own literary
default setting; he could not conceive of the process of transmission except in literary terms. This
becomes most evident in his conceptualization of the whole tradition about Jesus as ‘composed of a
series of layers.’ The imagined process is one where each layer is laid or builds upon another.
Bultmann made such play with it because, apart from anything else, he was confident that he could
strip off later (Hellenistic) layers to expose the earlier (Palestine) layers. The image itself, however, is
drawn from the literary process of editing, where each successive edition (layer) is an edited version
(for Bultmann, an elaborated and expanded version) of the previous edition (layer). But is such a
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scholarly attempts to discover a proper model of the oral Jesus tradition, form
criticism itself cannot be considered such a model.
The insufficiency of previous methodologies and the complex stages of the
Jesus tradition invite the employment of an eclectic approach to reimagining the
Jesus tradition in general and the issue of the SDGA in particular. Such an approach
should incorporate different perspectives from various methodologies or models
because no one model of the Jesus tradition can explain all things but can clarify only
some parts, as many scholars have noted.6 Thus, in order to reconstruct a more
comprehensive picture of how the Jesus tradition would have been
performed/transmitted/written, the present study focuses on three areas of
research—orality, memory, and ancient biography. Roughly speaking, the studies of
orality and memory are primarily concerned with the first two stages of the Jesus
tradition, whereas the discussion of ancient biography primarily deals with the last

conceptualization really appropriate to a process of oral retellings of traditional material? Bultmann
never really addressed the question, despite its obvious relevance. He simply assumed that the
transmission of oral tradition was no different in character from the transmission of already written
tradition” (emphasis original; A New Perspective on Jesus: What the Quest for the Historical Jesus
Missed [Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2005], 39); for the general tendency of literary mindset in
New Testament scholarship, see Terence C. Mournet, Oral Tradition and Literary Dependency:
Variability and Stability in the Synoptic Tradition and Q, WUNT 195 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck,
2005), 13–53.
6

For instance, Eric Eve states, “It may be that none of the models of oral tradition we have
reviewed gives a totally comprehensive account of the tradition behind the Gospels. It is, in any case,
quite likely that no one model applies to the whole process from the ministry of the Jesus to the
writing of the Gospels” (Behind the Gospels: Understanding the Oral Tradition [London: SPCK,
2013], 177). Similarly, Michael F. Bird says, “After examining all the proposed models for the oral
transmission of the Jesus tradition, noting the pros and cons of each one, I want to suggest that no
single model possesses the explanatory power to account completely for the shape of the Gospels”
(The Gospel of the Lord: How the Early Church Wrote the Story of Jesus [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
2014], 112).
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stage. The word primarily must be noted because all three areas of research will
eventually have some implications for different stages of the Jesus tradition; however,
the distinction is made for demonstrating the primary emphasis of each research
area. Since detailed analysis of these research areas and their implications for the
SDGA will require a long journey in the pages following, I will briefly mention the
significance of each area of research.
Orality studies are of vital importance because both Jesus and the evangelists
lived in a predominantly oral culture in which their ways of perceiving and
communicating ideas were radically different from those of today, which are largely
influenced by print culture. Memory studies are equally important in that they offer
a big picture of how humans—as both individuals and members of a society—tend
to remember the past. Thus the critical analysis of orality and memory studies will
provide essential pieces for a larger puzzle of envisaging the Jesus tradition and its
transmission; however, some qualifications must be stated from the outset. Since
these studies have wide-ranging approaches and subtopics that have produced (and
continue to produce) a number of books and articles, one project cannot cover many,
let alone all, issues in depth, nor does the current project pretend to be able to do so.
Thus, a broad sketch of these research areas is given in the next two chapters with
special attention to how orality and memory studies may inject new insights into
comprehending the nature of the SDGA. A greater proportion of this study is given
to the exploration of an uncharted territory, namely, the gospels as ancient
biographies and their implications for the SDGA. Although scholars have explained
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the similarities and differences among the gospel accounts in a number of ways, the
issue of the SDGA has been rarely explored in light of the gospel genre.7 This is even
more striking when one recognizes that the majority of scholars have viewed the
gospels as ancient biographies since Burridge’s magnum opus.8 The present study

7

To my knowledge, two exceptions would be Craig S. Keener and Michael R. Licona. For the
works of Keener and Licona, see idem, The Gospel of Matthew: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2009), 16–24; idem, The Historical Jesus of the Gospels (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2009), 73–84; idem, The Gospel of John: A Commentary, vol. 1, 2 vols. (Peabody, MA:
Hendrickson, 2010), 11–34; idem, “Assumptions in Historical-Jesus Research: Using Ancient
Biographies and Disciples’ Traditioning as a Control,” JSHJ 9 (2011): 30–39; idem, “Reading the
Gospels as Biographies of a Sage,” BurH 47 (2011): 59–61; Michael R. Licona, Why Are There
Differences in the Gospels?: What We Can Learn from Ancient Biography (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2017).
8 Richard A. Burridge, What Are the Gospels?: A Comparison with Graeco-Roman Biography,
SNTSMS 70 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992). This is the first edition of Burridge’s
book published in 1992, which is the revised version of his doctoral thesis from the 1980s. This book
has made the most convincing case for the gospels as ancient biographies, which created a renewed
consensus on gospel genre. His arguments are nicely summarized in his short book, Four Gospels,
One Jesus? (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1994), 5–8. For the foundational works before Burridge that
had argued for the gospels as ancient biographies, see Charles H. Talbert, What Is a Gospel?: The
Genre of the Canonical Gospels (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1977); David E. Aune, The New Testament in
Its Literary Environment, LEC 8 (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1987), 46–76; idem, “Greco-Roman
Biography,” in Greco-Roman Literature and the New Testament: Selected Forms and Genres (Atlanta:
Scholars Press, 1988), 107–26; Philip L. Shuler, A Genre for the Gospels: The Biographical Character
of Matthew (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1982); Graham N. Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth in New Testament
Preaching, SNTSMS 27 (London: Cambridge University Press, 1974), 117–26; idem, A Gospel for a
New People: Studies in Matthew (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1990), 62–64. It is interesting to note that
Stanton’s position on this issue is changed primarily due to Burridge’s work. Although Stanton’s
earlier work in 1974 demonstrated the remarkable similarities between the gospels and ancient
biographies, he was not ready to label the gospels as ancient biographies. But in his 1990 work, he
admits that his conclusion was too cautious then and he can “now accept that the gospels are a type
of Graeco-Roman biography” (64). For other works after Burridge, still adding fresh perspectives, see
Dirk Frickenschmidt, Evangelium Als Biographie: Die Vier Evangelien Im Rahmen Antiker
Erzählkunst, TANZ 22 (Tübingen: Francke, 1997); Maria Ytterbrink, The Third Gospel for the First
Time: Luke within the Context of Ancient Biography (Lund: Lund University—Centrum för teologi
och religionsvetenskap, 2004); John Fitzgerald, “The Ancient Lives of Aristotle and the Modern
Debate about the Genre of the Gospels,” ResQ 36 (1994): 209–21; Graham N. Stanton, The Gospels
and Jesus, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 14–18; James D. G. Dunn, Jesus
Remembered, vol. 1 of Christianity in the Making (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), 184–86; Martin
Hengel, “Eye-Witness Memory and the Writing of the Gospels: Form Criticism, Community
Tradition and the Authority of the Authors,” in The Written Gospel, ed. Markus Bockmuehl and
Donald A. Hagner (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 72.
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intends to fill this lacuna. The main argument of the study of ancient biographies is
that many of the differences among the gospel accounts can be reasonably explained
by the compositional techniques that the evangelists employed as ancient
biographers.

1.2 The Scope and Justification of the Study
Every study has a focus, and thus selections and eliminations are unavoidable. The
present study is not an exception. Before proceeding, it will be helpful to state the
focus of this study and its limitations.
In order to describe the scope and justification of this study adequately, I take
a somewhat unconventional approach by narrating how this project came to have the
current shape. In an earlier stage of my writing, I originally planned to address the
compositional techniques of ancient biographers and to investigate how these
techniques can shed new light on the task of explaining many of the SDGA. In this
stage, I read a number of scholarly works about orality and memory in an attempt to
detect the deficiencies or lacunae in these research areas. I wanted to suggest the
priority and urgency of my avenue of research, as many writers of dissertations do in
their competing research areas. Ironically, after reviewing the relevant literature, my
position regarding orality and memory was significantly changed. Rather than
merely mentioning them as competing methodologies in the section about the
history of scholarship, I decided to incorporate their perspectives into my study, and
thus to include the studies of orality and memory as separate chapters. The inclusion
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of these chapters results in the loss of the focused study of ancient biographies.
However, their inclusion is deliberate because the overall argument of this study is
that informed answers to a given SDGA can be properly obtained by taking into full
account various stages of the Jesus tradition. Unlike the traditional literary paradigm,
which almost exclusively concerns the writing stage, the present study identifies
diverse factors in the first two stages of the Jesus tradition that might contribute to
the SDGA—this is where the studies of orality and memory are most relevant.
The next part of this project addresses the compositional techniques of
ancient biographers. Some readers may think that the shift from the studies of
orality and memory to the study of ancient biography seems abrupt or even
contradictory. The study of ancient biography, after all, deals with the literary
activities of the evangelists, whereas the studies of orality and memory have been
stressing the inadequacy of the traditional literary paradigm. To be clear, what the
present study finds faulty regarding the traditional literary paradigm is not its focus
on literary activities per se, but its almost exclusive focus on them in interpreting the
issues precipitated by the SDGA. In other words, the present study denies neither
the fact that the evangelists used written sources nor the fact that many of the SDGA
can be explained in literary terms. This is why part of the present study explores the
compositional techniques of ancient biographers, which would have implications for
the literary activities of the evangelists as the biographers of Jesus. However, as I
argue in the next paragraph and in the following pages in more detail, part of our

9
study (i.e., the compositional techniques of ancient biographers) offers a better
literary explanation about the SDGA than the traditional literary paradigm does.
Overall, the three research areas of this study (i.e., orality, memory, and
ancient biography) nicely cover the three different stages of the Jesus tradition and
they all fill the gaps where the traditional literary paradigm is found deficient. The
studies of orality and memory investigate the areas that the traditional literary
paradigm rarely considers—various factors in the initial and transmission stages.
The study of ancient biography attempts to offer better explanations about the
literary activities of the evangelists at the writing stage. It is true that both the
traditional literary paradigm and the study of ancient biography concern the writing
stage but their differences should be noted. The main difference between them is
that the study of ancient biography provides a specific historical context for the
literary activities of the evangelists while the traditional literary paradigm does not.
In the traditional literary paradigm, the differences among the gospels are primarily
explained by the evangelists’ different purposes and redactional activities. However,
writers in different times and places—say, modern historians—can equally
emphasize or minimize some aspects of their shared sources in order to achieve their
immediate purposes. In this sense, the explanations of the traditional literary
paradigm can be applied to any writer in general but these explanations do not have
much to say specifically about the literary conventions of ancient writers including
the evangelists. However, the study of the gospels as ancient biography is more
intentional in offering a plausible historical context for the evangelists’ literary
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activities. I argue that their literary activities are best understood in the context of
the compositional techniques of ancient biographers. As the present study
demonstrates in more detail, ancient biographers (both before and after the
evangelists) widely used various compositional techniques and this, in turn, created
many of the differences among the parallel accounts about the same hero or event.
The implication is that, if the evangelists wrote their gospels as ancient biographers
of Jesus, many of the differences among the gospels could be understood in light of
their use of these similar compositional techniques. In short, the three areas of
research nicely address the three stages of the Jesus tradition and fill the lacunae
where the traditional literary paradigm is found wanting.
Since the present study examines various research areas, its scope has
limitations. The main task of this study is to identify the factors at various stages of
the Jesus tradition that may contribute, whether individually or collectively, to the
final shape of the gospels (i.e., the same yet different). In doing so, the contributions
of the chapters concerning orality and memory are modest in that these chapters are
closer to a compiled study rather than a proposed argument. These chapters first
collect relevant information from a number of recent interdisciplinary studies about
orality and memory and then analyze and propose how these various findings can
shed further light on the stability and variability of the Jesus tradition. Despite the
nature of these chapters largely as a compilation of relevant data for the analysis of a
given SDGA, these chapters could be a springboard for any serious research on
reimagining the Jesus tradition in general and the SDGA in particular. Many of the
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factors of orality and memory are discussed intermittently in other works, but to my
knowledge, the focused study on these factors is rare. In the previous works, an
extended list of these factors was not usually provided, but only some of the factors
were mentioned when they were relevant to the discussion topic under review.
Furthermore, since the topics of orality and memory have a wide range of subtopics
and correlating issues, it is easy to be trapped in detailed technical discussions even
before getting the big picture or identifying issues that may be germane to the SDGA.
Of course, extracting lessons and implications from those discussions that would
shed light on the SDGA is still another story. These chapters do not provide a
systematic model as to how to discern and work out these factors of orality and
memory for the actual analysis of the gospel texts. Nonetheless, the clear implication
of these chapters is that these factors should be seriously considered when one
explains a given SDGA. The traditional literary paradigm often does not take into
account these factors.
The most original contribution of this study can be found in chapters 4
through 6 where I examine a number of ancient biographies in light of their
compositional techniques. Given that “the majority of scholars currently view the
gospels as ancient biographies,”9 it is surprising that the issue of how the
compositional techniques of ancient biographies can illuminate the SDGA has been

9

Youngju Kwon, “Charting the (Un)Charted: Gospels as Ancient Biographies and Their
(Un)Explored Implications,” in Biographies and Jesus: What Does It Mean for the Gospels to Be
Biographies?, ed. Craig S. Keener and Edward T. Wright (Lexington, KY: Emeth, 2016), 59.
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rarely addressed. Of course some scholars have paid due attention to the
compositional conventions of ancient writers. F. Gerald Downing10 and R. A.
Derrenbacker11 are pioneering scholars who have explored various aspects of ancient
compositional conventions, including the cumbersome nature of ancient
manuscripts, inconvenient writing environments, the process of ancient book
production and publication, and ancient compositional techniques. Although their
research takes a similar approach to that of the current project, their scope and
purposes are quite different. The former’s research findings are used primarily for
eliminating some of the solutions to the Synoptic problem and eventually
determining the priority of one solution over others in light of ancient compositional
conventions. The former’s scope is wider than that of the current project, and their
research explores various areas of ancient compositional conventions and different
types of ancient writers. However, the present study intends to address a specific

aspect of ancient compositional conventions of a specific group of ancient writers,
namely, the compositional techniques of ancient biographers. Although from time to
time this project will examine the compositional techniques of other types of ancient

10

F. Gerald Downing, “Redaction Criticism: Josephus’ Antiquities and the Synoptic Gospels
(I),” JSNT 8 (1980): 46–65; idem, “Redaction Criticism: Josephus’ Antiquities and the Synoptic
Gospels (II),” JSNT 9 (1980): 29–48; idem, “Compositional Conventions and the Synoptic Problem,”
JBL 107 (1988): 69–85.
11 Robert A. Derrenbacker, Ancient Compositional Practices and the Synoptic Problem,
BETL 186 (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2005); idem, “The ‘External and Psychological
Conditions Under Which the Synoptic Gospels Were Written’: Ancient Compositional Practices and
the Synoptic Problem,” in New Studies in the Synoptic Problem: Oxford Conference, April 2008:
Essays in Honour of Christopher M. Tuckett, ed. Paul Foster et al., BETL 239 (Leuven: Peeters, 2011),
435–57.
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writers such as historians, those examinations will occur primarily in the contexts of
comparing parallel accounts of other ancient biographers who narrate the same
episode.
The most extensive and focused study of how ancient compositional
techniques may explain many of the SDGA comes from the research of Michael R.
Licona. In his recent book entitled Why Are There Differences in the Gospels?: What

We Can Learn from Ancient Biography, he persuasively argues that ancient
biographers often used various compositional techniques and many of the
differences in the gospels can be reasonably explained by these techniques. In order
to corroborate his argument, he explores a number of Plutarch’s biographies and
demonstrates how differently Plutarch depicted the same episodes in his different
biographies due to these compositional techniques. Then he shows that the
evangelists as ancient biographers employed the same techniques, which in turn
caused many of the differences in the gospels.
Like Licona, I originally planned to propose a set of compositional techniques
of ancient biographers and to demonstrate how these techniques may provide a fresh
way of explaining the SDGA. However, after going through a number of other
ancient biographies, I realized that I have nothing much to add to his list of
compositional techniques. Instead, building on his list, which Licona himself largely
draws from classical scholarship,12 I further claim that these compositional

12

A similar list of compositional techniques and its descriptions and examples can be found
in Christopher Pelling, “Plutarch’s Adaptation of His Source-Material,” JHS 100 (1980): 127–40, esp.
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techniques are found not only in Plutarch’s biographies but also in many other
ancient biographies on a more general level.
The present study is very similar to Licona’s work in its overall thesis that
many of the differences in the gospels are probably due to the compositional
techniques that the evangelists as ancient biographers adopted. However, regarding
choosing samples, the present study differs from Licona’s work. Although Licona’s
choice of samples is certainly proper and commendable, it can be improved in three
important respects. First, all of Licona’s samples are from Plutarch’s Parallel Lives,
which were written between 96 and 120 CE, namely, during a period after the
composition of the Synoptic Gospels.13 Thus it is preferable to have earlier
biographical samples in order to say, at least theoretically, that the evangelists could
know the compositional techniques used in such earlier biographies for the
composition of the gospels. Second, Licona effectively shows that the narrative
components of the same episode are placed and structured in a variety of ways in
Plutarch’s different biographies, but these samples are limited in some sense because
they are “how Plutarch alone told the story.”14 In order to find a closer analogy with
the gospel writing of the evangelists, we need different kinds of samples where one
can examine how different authors depict the same hero or episode differently for

127–31. Pelling’s article is republished later in his Plutarch and History: Eighteen Studies (Swansea:
Classical Press of Wales, 2002), 91–115.
13

Licona, Why Are There Differences, 16.

14

Ibid., 24 (emphasis mine).
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their purposes. Third, Licona’s samples include only Plutarch’s biographies that
addressed chronologically distant heroes, who had died at least 140 years (i.e.,
Antony’s death at 30 BCE and Plutarch’s composition at 110 CE) up to 192 years ago
(i.e., Sertorius’s death at 72 BCE and Plutarch’s composition at 120 CE).15 Since the
evangelists wrote their gospels not long after Jesus’s death, in order to find a better
analogy, it is preferable to have the biographies dealing with more recent figures.
Having considered these three criteria, I chose three sets of ancient writings
for the present analysis: Xenophon’s (and sometimes Nepos’s and Plutarch’s)

Agesilaus and Hellenica; and Suetonius’s and Plutarch’s Galba and Tacitus’s
Histories; Suetonius’s and Plutarch’s Otho and Tacitus’s Histories. The first set was
written before the composition of the gospels. The second and third sets were
written roughly after the composition of the gospels, but these sets are helpful to see
how different authors described the same hero differently just as the evangelists did
with their hero, Jesus. Most of the biographers in these sets wrote about recent
heroes whose stories and episodes might be rather easily confirmed or disconfirmed
by living eyewitnesses.16 Plus, all three sets include historical work because by
comparing how a biographer and a historian narrate the same episode differently,
one may be in a better position to judge what the compositional techniques of
biographers are.

15

Ibid., 19.

16

Tomas Hägg, The Art of Biography in Antiquity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

2012), 41.
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It must also be noted that the chapters about ancient biography do not
include the analysis of how the evangelists employed similar compositional
techniques in their writings that could explain many of the SDGA. Given that Licona
already did a superb job on this analysis of gospel parallels in light of the
compositional techniques,17 in these chapters I rather focus on the analysis of
different samples of ancient biographies that Licona did not cover.
Finally, regarding the scope of this project, I do not discuss how various
factors in three areas of research work out together in the analyses of different cases
of the SDGA, primarily due to the limited space. I could have added one chapter
about a case study of the SDGA at the end of this project. However, I judge it better
to pursue the actual analyses of various cases of the SDGA in my future research
because one chapter might be helpful but is not sufficient to make the case about
how to discern various factors and to determine one’s priority over other factors.
Further, the process of finding an answer to a given SDGA is more like performing
an art (rather than applying a mathematical formula) where an interpreter’s
weighing the evidence involves not only the critical investigation of each factor but
also a certain amount of interpretation and imagination in judging which factor(s)
should be prioritized. Thus, the actual analyses of diverse cases of the SDGA merit a
more extended space than one chapter, which will be my next research project.

17

Licona, Why Are There Differences, 112–84.
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1.3 The Plan of the Study
Before proceeding, it may be helpful to state the plan of our study briefly. Chapter 2
addresses the question of how to reimagine the Jesus tradition in general and the
SDGA in particular in light of orality studies. This chapter deals with several topics,
such as the difficulties in studying the oral tradition, the justification of orality
studies, and the use of the findings of orality studies to shed new light on the SDGA.
Chapter 3 turns the focus toward memory studies. Due to the wide-ranging research
areas and subjects of memory studies, narrowing down the topics is necessary. Thus,
this chapter revisits a number of scholars and works, with special attention to how
recent research on memory can help one reconceptualize the final shape of the
gospels (i.e., the same yet different). The main argument of this chapter is that a
number of memory factors might contribute to the SDGA, and these factors should
be taken into account in any serious study about a given case of the SDGA. Chapters
4 through 6 explore three sets of ancient biographies and histories, arguing that
ancient biographers made use of several compositional techniques, resulting in
discrepancies among the parallel accounts. The implication of these chapters is that
the evangelists as ancient biographers of Jesus would have equally used these
compositional techniques, which could explain many of the differences among the
gospel accounts. Chapter 7 concludes with remarks of summaries, contributions, and
implications of this study.

CHAPTER 2
Orality Studies: How the Story of Jesus Was Told

This chapter concerns orality studies that have bearing primarily on the first two
stages of the Jesus tradition (i.e., the initial stage and the transmission stage).1 The
recognition of the oral tradition behind the gospels has a long history, but
reimagining the Jesus tradition in light of orality studies is quite a recent
development. Virtually no scholars would deny that the Jesus tradition was orally
transmitted over a period of time prior to the gospels being written down, but the
biblical guild has been very slow to accept the full implications of the oral Jesus
tradition. Many scholars either admit the presence of the oral Jesus tradition simply
as “lip service,”2 or even if they purport to take seriously the oral dimension of the
gospels, they often construe the gospels with a still predominantly literary mindset.3

1

The word primarily must be emphasized because we cannot completely rule out the
implications of this chapter for the writing stage as well (e.g., compositional in an oral mode).
2

For this matter, Alan Dundes’s cry is still echoing: “Although it is true that many scholars
have acknowledged that both the Old and New Testaments were originally in oral tradition before
being written down, they have, in my opinion, failed to carry that admission to its logical conclusion.
In effect, the nod to prior oral tradition consists largely of lip service. Yes, there was initial oral
tradition, but then these scholars go on to consider the Bible as a purely religious or literary text,
totally ignoring the possible debt to oral tradition. For the vast majority of Bible scholars, ‘Oral
tradition is an uncertain and usually corruptible vehicle of information,’ and ‘In situations where both
written and oral tradition exist, written tradition drives out oral’” (Holy Writ as Oral Lit: The Bible as
Folklore [Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 1999], 19). The last two internal quotations are from
Richard P. C. Hanson, Tradition in the Early Church (London: SCM, 1962), 17, 21.
3 Richard A. Horsley, who is one of the main proponents of the oral Jesus tradition, pointed
out the predominance of a literary mindset: “The standard agenda of New Testament studies,
embodied in introductory courses and textbooks, was to identify the ‘author’ (‘writer’) of each book,
the ‘church’ in and for which it was ‘written,’ and date of the writing, so that (passages in) the biblical
books could be interpreted in their original historical context. It was simply assumed that after they
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However, the simple fact that the first-century Mediterranean world was a deeply
oral culture invites one to reevaluate the assumptions and methods of gospel studies
that are primarily fed by print culture. Fully recognizing this problem, a group of
biblical scholars has produced a body of literature that proposes various constructive
models of how to reimagine the Jesus tradition and its transmission process in light
of orality studies.4 Building on the research findings of this recent scholarship, the

were ‘written,’ ‘biblical books’ were circulated and readily available for people to ‘read’ and ‘interpret.’
Similarly, it was standard to think of the books of ‘the Law (Torah) and the Prophets’ and at least
some of ‘the Writings’ as ‘biblical,’ already widely available in writing for most Jews to ‘read’ in ‘early
Judaism’ in the second-temple period. ‘Judaism’ was understood as a ‘religion of the book’ in which
the Scripture was regularly read and interpreted. It was simply assumed that the ‘writers’ of New
Testament texts had copies of the books of the Hebrew Bible (‘Old Testament’) in front of them, from
which they took ‘quotations.’ Following in the path of ‘(early) Judaism’ in which it had originated, and
pioneering use of the more easily useable codex instead of parchment scrolls, ‘(early) Christianity’ also
quickly became a ‘religions of the book’” (Text and Tradition in Performance and Writing, BPC 9
[Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2013], vii). In a similar vein, Richard W. Swanson critiqued the gospel
scholars who envisioned the gospels and their authors with almost completely literary mindset:
“Synoptic hypothesizers supposed that the Gospel being read was laid out on a library table along
with Q (and Special Matthew and Special Luke, if the interpreter hypothesizing happened to be B. H.
Streeter) in order to accomplish the composition of the other canonical, measured Gospels. These
orderly compositions were imagined to be the written work of writers with written sources” (“Toward
a Thick Performance of the Gospel of Mark,” in From Text to Performance, ed. Kelly R. Iverson, BPC
10 [Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2014], 183). Burton L. Mack may be the very exemplar who represents
such a highly literary mindset, when he describes Mark’s writing project: “Mark’s Gospel … was
composed at a desk in a scholar’s study lined with texts … [such as] chains of miracle stories,
collections of pronouncement stories in various states of elaboration, some form of Q, memos on
parables and proof texts, the scriptures, including the prophets, written materials from the Christ cult,
and other literature representative of Hellenistic Judaism” (A Myth of Innocence: The Gospel of Mark
and Christian Origins [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1988], 322–23). Mack’s quoted words are from Richard
A. Horsley, Jesus in Context: Power, People, & Performance (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2008), 6.
4

Since the present study deals with various works of orality studies in the following pages,
here it is sufficient to mention some pioneering works done in the biblical field and outside it. For the
biblical field, Albert B. Lord, “The Gospels as Oral Traditional Literature,” in The Relationships
among the Gospels: An Interdisciplinary Dialogue, ed. William O. Walker, Jr (San Antonio, TX:
Trinity University Press, 1978), 33–91; Werner H. Kelber, The Oral and the Written Gospel: The
Hermeneutics of Speaking and Writing in the Synoptic Tradition, Mark, Paul, and Q (Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1983); Thomas E. Boomershine, “Peter’s Denial as Polemic or Confession: The Implications
of Media Criticism for Biblical Hermeneutics,” Semeia 39 (1987): 47–68; Joanna Dewey, “Oral
Methods of Structuring Narrative in Mark,” Int 43 (1989): 32–44; Paul J. Achtemeier, “Omne Verbum
Sonat: The New Testament and the Oral Environment of Late Western Antiquity,” JBL 109 (1990): 3–
27; Pieter J. J. Botha, “Mark’s Story as Oral Traditional Literature: Rethinking the Transmission of
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purpose of this chapter is to present how orality studies can reconceptualize the
Jesus tradition in general and the issue of SDGA in particular.
A traditional way of doing this task is to survey the main figures and works in
this field; that is, reviewing previous scholarship.5 Although this method is certainly
popular and has it own merits, the present chapter rather takes a thematic approach
due to its scope and space. Our primary concern is to demonstrate how orality
studies can change the understanding of why the gospels look as they do—the same
yet different. Thus, rather than providing the general history of previous scholarship,
this study addresses some relevant topics of orality studies more closely in order to
see how those discussions may transform the perception of the SDGA or the
Synoptic problem.6 This chapter covers the following topics: (1) difficulties in

Some Traditions About Jesus,” HvTSt 47 (1991): 304–31; Kenneth E. Bailey, “Informal Controlled
Oral Tradition and the Synoptic Gospels,” AsJT 5 (1991): 34–54. Most of these works in the biblical
field were indebted to previous works done in other academic fields. For instance, Albert B. Lord, The
Singer of Tales, Harvard Studies in Comparative Literature 24 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1960); Eric A. Havelock, Preface to Plato (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1963); Ruth
Finnegan, Oral Poetry: Its Nature, Significance, and Social Context (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1977); Walter J. Ong, Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of the Word
(London: Routledge, 1982); John Miles Foley, Immanent Art: From Structure to Meaning in
Traditional Oral Epic (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991).
5

Employing this method can be seen in such works as Robert C. Culley, “Oral Tradition and
Biblical Studies,” OrT 1 (1986): 30–65; Mournet, Oral Tradition and Literary Dependency, 54–99;
Kelly R. Iverson, “Orality and the Gospels : A Survey of Recent Research,” CurBR 8 (2009): 71–106;
Rafael Rodríguez, Oral Tradition and the New Testament: A Guide for the Perplexed (London:
Bloomsbury, 2014), 33–52.
6

Mark Goodacre once provided the definition of the Synoptic problem: “The Synoptic
Problem might be defined as the study of the similarities and differences of the Synoptic Gospels in
an attempt to explain their literary relationship” (emphasis original; The Synoptic Problem: A Way
Through the Maze, BibSem 80 [London: Sheffield Academic, 2001], 16). I agree with Goodacre who
says that the gist of the Synoptic problem is “the similarities and differences of the Synoptic Gospels”
(that which I call the “SDGA” in this study). But I would disagree with him in so far as he conceives
the Synoptic problem primarily, if not exclusively, with the literary mindset (“in an attempt to explain
their literary relationship”). The present chapter will argue that the similarities and differences of the
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studying the oral tradition, (2) justification of orality studies, and (3) the gospels and
the oral tradition.

2.1 Difficulties in Studying the Oral Tradition
Given some obvious difficulties in studying oral tradition, the general hesitancy on
the part of biblical scholars to embrace the full implications of orality studies may be
understandable. Thus, these difficulties must be addressed before further exploration
of how orality studies can reshape the understanding of the Jesus tradition in general
and the issue of SDGA in particular.

2.1.1 Only Written Gospels Remain
One of the most fundamental problems in studying oral tradition lies in the fact that
no one has any observable records of Jesus’s speech or early Christians’ oral
performance about Jesus. Only the written gospels are available.7 The irony is that
one has to explore the oral Jesus tradition by means of the written gospels.

gospel accounts may not come solely from the literary activities of the evangelists such as their using
previous literary materials (thus similarities) and redacting available literary materials (thus
differences). Further, the present chapter will positively argue that the phenomenon of the SDGA can
be reasonably explained by appreciating the oral dimensions of the Jesus tradition and its
transmission.
7

David Rhoads and Joanna Dewey, the leading biblical scholars of orality studies and
performance criticism, encapsulate this problem: “We do have the texts of the New Testament, but we
do not have speech; nor, of course, do we have access to ancient performances” (“Performance
Criticism: A Paradigm Shift in New Testament Studies,” in From Text to Performance, ed. Kelly R.
Iverson, BPC 10 [Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2014], 20). This crux is also expressed by an array of scholars
such as Kelber, The Oral and the Written Gospel, 44; Holly E. Hearon, “The Implications of Oraltiy
for Studies of the Biblical Text,” in Performing the Gospel: Orality, Memory and Mark, ed. Richard A.
Horsley, Jonathan A. Draper, and John Miles Foley (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2006), 8; Stephen E.
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Those who are skeptical about studying the oral Jesus tradition emphasize the
fact that at the end of the day the evangelists decided to write their version of Jesus’s
story rather than continuing to proclaim it orally. In other words, if the evangelists
chose one Jesus tradition over others—whether oral or written—and committed that
particular version of Jesus’s story into writing, why should anyone care about
studying the oral Jesus tradition? If a certain oral Jesus tradition could have been
(but eventually was not) a part of the written gospels, it might be not as important
as others that were included in them. Even if a certain oral tradition found its way to
being a part of the written gospels, one might wonder if it is still deemed as oral
tradition properly in the most basic sense. In Barry W. Henaut’s words, “the oral
phase is now lost, hidden behind a series of Gospel texts and pre-Gospel sources that
are full-fledged textuality—a textuality that does not intend to preserve an accurate
account of the oral tradition but rather to convey a theological response to a new
sociological situation.”8
The underlying assumption of this hesitancy in, or even objection to,
studying oral tradition is that orality and textuality (or more broadly, literacy) are
different media and thus mutually exclusive. It is assumed that they cannot stand
together. The line of thought in this assumption goes something like this: If Jesus
Young, Jesus Tradition in the Apostolic Fathers: Their Explicit Appeals to the Words of Jesus in Light
of Orality Studies, WUNT 311 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011), 10, 70–71; Antoinette Clark Wire,
The Case for Mark Composed in Performance, BPC 3 (Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2011), 41; Rodríguez,
Oral Tradition and the New Testament, 2–3.
8

Barry W. Henaut, Oral Tradition and the Gospels: The Problem of Mark 4, JSNTSup 82
(Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993), 14.
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uttered certain important words that were heard in the ears of people and preserved
in their hearts for a while, then they were simply oral tradition with no space for
textuality at the moment. Once particular words of Jesus were written in a document,
oral speech had to give precedence to the written composition. The written tradition
would gain more sense of permanence and authority, whereas other versions of the
oral Jesus tradition might be regarded as, at best, secondary.
In response to this assumption, it is true that orality and literacy are different
media that possess different modes of expression and reception.9 However, the
mentality of “the Great Divide”—that the oral and the written media are so vastly
different that they cannot operate in the same realm—is not tenable, nor is the
priority of a written tradition over an oral one entirely correct. As a number of
fieldworks have shown, the oral and the written media can and do coexist despite
their differences.10 Concerning the priority, oral communication was pervasive in

9

For a fine article that explains the differences of the two media, see Kathy Maxwell, “From
Performance to Text to Performance: The New Testament’s Use of the Hebrew Bible in a Rhetorical
Culture,” in From Text to Performance, ed. Kelly R. Iverson, BPC 10 (Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2014),
158–81. For more concise discussions, see also Kelber, The Oral and the Written Gospel, 14–5; Wire,
The Case for Mark, 5–6; Horsley, Text and Tradition, xi–xiii.
10 For instance, Rosalind Thomas says: “The tendency to see a society (or individual) as
either literate or oral is over-simple and misleading. The habits of relying on oral communication (or
orality) and literacy are not mutually exclusive.… As we have seen, the evidence for Greece shows
both a sophisticated and extensive use of writing in some spheres and what is to us an amazing
dominance of the spoken word. Fifth-century Athens was not a ‘literate society,’ but nor was it quite
‘oral society’ either. Clearly oral communication and writing are far from incompatible here (nor are
they now, of course, in the modern world, though people often speak as if they were). We can see that
the presence of writing does not necessarily destroy all elements of a society, and orality does not
preclude complex intellectual activity. Not only did philosophers discuss extremely difficult problems
without using writing to help, but dense and complex literature was regularly heard rather than read
by its public. The written word was more often used in the service of the spoken” (Literacy and
Orality in Ancient Greece [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992], 4). The overlap between
orality and literacy is not an unusual phenomenon limited to fifth-century Greece. For various
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ancient society, and ancient people generally bestowed more credit to oral witness or
tradition over its written counterpart.11
Returning to the original issue, the written gospels still call for the study of
the oral Jesus tradition. In other words, the oral Jesus tradition can be seen in the
written gospels due to the strong probability of the symbiosis of the oral and written
media. The interface of the oral and written media is common in ancient society. As
Bird says, “Oral media (such as speeches) were often written down, while written
media (such as letters) were often delivered orally.”12 Further, regarding the priority
issue, the fact that the first-century Mediterranean world is predominantly an oral
culture forces one to redirect his or her focus when envisioning the Jesus tradition—
this tradition as primarily oral rather than primarily literary.13 For those who have
been raised in and shaped by print culture, the valuation of written sources over oral
counterparts seems understandable but might be alien to Jesus and early Christians.
fieldworks and research on this issue, refer to a series of articles under the title of “Texts with Roots
in Oral Tradition” in John Miles Foley, ed., Teaching Oral Traditions (New York: Modern Language
Association, 1998), 321–99.
11

For a number of ancient examples of this position, see Loveday Alexander, “The Living
Voice: Scepticism Towards the Written Word in Early Christian and in Graeco-Roman Texts,” in The
Bible in Three Dimensions: Essays in Celebration of Forty Years of Biblical Studies in the University
of Sheffield, ed. David J. A. Clines, Stephen E. Fowl, and Stanley E. Porter, JSOTSup 87 (Sheffield:
JSOT Press, 1990), 221–47.
12
13

Bird, The Gospel of the Lord, 77.

What it means to reimagine the Jesus tradition with the priority of orality in the oralwritten interface can be found in the statements of Susan Niditch, although her statements were
originally addressed to the situation of ancient Israel: “All of these examples [written inscription] thus
find their place on the oral-literate continuum, and all of these examples of literacy in ancient Israel
do not in the least overturn the suggestion that Israelites live in a world heavily informed by the oral
end of the continuum” (Oral World and Written Word: Ancient Israelite Literature [Louisville:
Westminister John Knox, 1996], 59).
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If this is true, one may have to redirect the focus or emphasis. In other words,
previous scholarship looked at how the written gospels, whose main sources were
written, incorporated oral sources from time to time. However, given the
predominance of oral culture and media in the time of Jesus and the evangelists, now
one may have to examine different kinds of issues, with an opposite emphasis, such
as how greatly the oral tradition shaped the ways the gospels were written or how
the written gospels functioned in a predominantly oral society.
In sum, given the interface between orality and textuality, the binary model—
once one medium arrives, then the other medium should disappear—is neither
tenable nor desirable. Thus, the kind of picture needed when envisaging the gospel
tradition14 is somewhere between being exclusively oral (i.e., each gospel as a
transcription of an oral performance event) and being exclusively literary (i.e., each
gospel being a refined literary work that solely comes from literary composition such
as copying and editing of available literary sources). Although one may not
completely exclude these two extremes out of the picture, the more plausible
position in reimagining the gospel tradition would be the interaction or interface
between the oral and the written media while giving priority to the former.15 More

14

In this study I will often use terms like “the Jesus tradition” and “the gospel tradition.”
Although both terms roughly refer to a body of tradition about Jesus, the major difference between
the two should be explicitly stated here in order not to create unnecessary confusion. The main
difference is that the Jesus tradition concerns traditional material that “may or may not included in
the canonical gospels,” whereas gospel tradition refers only to the Jesus tradition that is included in
the canonical gospels, whether it is oral or written.
15

Kelber’s comments on the spectrum of the relationship between the oral and the written
media are brief but helpful: “Contemporary theorists of orality appear virtually unanimous in
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precisely, when one imagines the Jesus tradition, one must deal with rhetorical
culture in which, although writing was present and used in some important respects,
oral communication was still predominant.16 The nature, degree, and manner of this
interface between the oral and written media are discussed in more detail as this
study unfolds, but for now it is sufficient to note that the interface model reminds us
that the written gospels can be an effective means or tool for studying the oral Jesus
tradition.

emphasizing the linguistic integrity of the difference between spoken versus written words. The
manner and degree of difference is controversial, ranging from A. B. Lord’s proposition that the two
media are ‘contradictory and mutually exclusive,’ to R. Finnegan’s suggestion of overlaps and
interactions, to W. J. Ong’s thesis that successive stages both reinforce and transform preceding ones”
(The Oral and the Written Gospel, 14). Earlier Kelber in The Oral and the Written Gospel took the
position of Lord’s conflict model, whereas later Kelber, with a majority of orality scholars, is more
leaning to Finnegan’s interaction model. The later Kelber’s position can be found in such comments:
“I am now aware, possibly much more than when I was writing OWG [The Oral and the Written
Gospel], that there were manifold and complex interactions between orality and writing in the ancient
world” (Werner H. Kelber and Tom Thatcher, “‘It’s Not Easy to Take a Fresh Approach’: Reflections
on The Oral and the Written Gospel,” in Jesus, the Voice, and the Text: Beyond The Oral and the
Written Gospel, ed. Tom Thatcher [Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2008], 30). See also Kelber’s
comments, “When set against the background of the ancient Near Eastern and Mediterranean culture
of communication, the preformative-chirographic dynamics of the early scriptural materials of the
Hebrew Bible, the Jesus sayings, and the rabbinic tradition make good sense: by and large they were
embedded in an oral biosphere where scribal-oral-scribal interfaces were the rule” (“The History of
the Closure of Biblical Texts,” in The Interface of Orality and Writing: Speaking, Seeing, and Writing
in the Shaping of New Genres, ed. Annette Weissenrieder and Robert B. Coote, BPC 11 [Eugene, OR:
Cascade, 2015], 81).
16

Vernon K. Robbins, “Progymnastic Rhetorical Composition and Pre-Gospel Traditions: A
New Approach,” in Synoptic Gospels: Source Criticism and the New Literary Criticism, ed. Camille
Focant (Louvain: Leuven University Press, 1993), 116–18; Pieter J. J. Botha, “Mute Manuscripts,” in
Orality and Literacy in Early Christianity, BPC 5 (Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2012), 14.
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2.1.2 Genre Difference
Even if one can study the oral tradition through written gospels, another major
obstacle must be overcome: the genre difference. Many orality studies explore the
aspects and characteristics of oral poem, but the gospels are not poetry; they are
written in the form of prose and narrative. Paul Foster’s complaint encapsulates this
problem:
[I]nferences from Parry and Lord concerning the oral transmission of
Homeric epics are not applicable. They based their research on empirically
collected data that observed the oral performance of epic poetry that was
generically related to Homeric material that was likewise seen to have a preliterary phase of several centuries. However, the Gospels are not epic poems,
there is no empirically genre-related data set from which one may infer
shared features with the oral phase of Gospel traditions.17
As Foster’s complaint indicates, some of the major pioneering works in
orality studies, such as Albert Lord’s Singer of Tales, Ruth Finnegan’s Oral Poetry,
and John Miles Foley’s Immanent Art, focus on epic poetry or oral poems in different
times (from ancient Homeric epic to Beowulf in medieval period) and spaces (from

17 Paul Foster, “Memory, Orality, and the Fourth Gospel: Three Dead-Ends in Historical
Jesus Research,” JSHJ 10 (2012): 211. Foster is highly suspicious of an orality approach due to genre
difference, but the proponents of orality studies also admit that this is a problem or at least that one
should be careful in applying the research of orality to the gospels. To mention two examples: “In
contemplating the feasibility of an oral gospel, one ought not to appeal to the oral compositions of
the Iliad and Odyssey. Exceedingly helpful as the oral studies of Milman Parry, A. B. Lord and B.
Peabody are, they do not permit us to draw direct correspondences between the Homeric epics and
the gospels. The Iliad and the Odyssey are oral poetry in metrical language. The gospels are prose
narratives with a heavy oral substratum, but in themselves something other than transcribed orality”
(Kelber, The Oral and the Written Gospel, 78–79); “The oral formulaic theory of Parry and Lord has
met with a number of criticisms.… In relation to the study of the New Testament the relevance of the
Parry-Lord theory has been questioned on the grounds that the synoptic tradition is plainly not epic
poetry” (Eve, Behind the Gospels, 5).
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“South African praise poems” to “Anglo-American ballads”).18 Apparently, the
generic difference between oral poems and the gospels does not permit making any
meaningful analogy about the transmission of tradition. However, since not all
orality studies concentrate on oral poems, still there is room where one can apply the
research of orality to the Jesus tradition in the gospels.
As numerous pieces of evidence from fieldworks and research present, orality
studies are not limited to certain types of literature (such as oral poems); rather, the
power of orality studies lies in the fact that they are appealing to the deeper logic and
popular convention of oral culture that go beyond (as well as include) the talk of
genre. One can find an array of studies that dealt with a number of varied genres and
fields of oral tradition such as proverb,19 narrative and prose,20 declamation,21
drama,22 historiography,23 genealogy and family tradition,24 myth and religion,25

18

Finnegan, Oral Poetry, ix.

19

André Lardinois, “The Wisdom and Wit of Many: The Orality of Greek Proverbial
Expressions,” in Speaking Volumes: Orality and Literacy in the Greek and Roman World, ed. Janet
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law,26 philosophy,27 and a mindset and worldview in general.28 Thus, the argument
that the genre difference between oral poem and the gospels prevents the
incorporation of orality studies’ insights to the interpretation of the gospels cannot
be warranted. When pursuing orality studies, one actually looks for something
deeper and wider (i.e., culture, worldview, assumptions, practices, and conventions)
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than (of course including) the matter of genre. The plain fact that the world in the
time of Jesus and the evangelists was primarily an oral culture calls for the
reexamination of diverse issues in light of orality studies: oral dimensions of Jesus’s
teaching and proclamation, oral transmission of the Jesus tradition, important
characteristics of oral tradition, reading and writing as oral/aural activity, the
importance of memory in oral society, and many more related issues addressed in
more detail in the following pages. In sum, genre difference cannot be an obstacle to
applying the research of orality to gospel studies.

2.1.3 Sufficient Length of Time
After overcoming these two difficulties (i.e., studying the oral tradition through the
written gospels and recognizing genre difference),29 another objection still remains.
The objection has to do with the sufficient length of time by which one may judge
whether certain oral sources can be regarded as traditional or not. The protesters
claim that the whole enterprise of explaining the Jesus tradition in light of orality
studies should be questioned, if one recognizes that the latter (i.e., orality studies)
deals with oral traditions transmitted over an extended period of time, often several
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Alexander J. M. Wedderburn once summarized these two difficulties well: “However, the
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centuries,30 whereas the former (i.e., the Jesus tradition) underwent a short span of
time for oral transmission, only a few decades before it being written down.
For this reason, some scholars such as Jan Vansina argue that a proper
distinction between oral history and oral tradition should be made. According to
Vansina, oral history deals with “reminiscences, hearsay, or eyewitness accounts
about events and situations which are contemporary, that is, which occurred during
the time of the informants,” whereas oral tradition considers the oral sources that
“are no longer contemporary … [and] have passed from mouth to mouth, for a
period beyond the lifetime of the informants.”31 If one follows Vansina’s scheme,
Homeric epics are no doubt oral tradition while the gospels are close to oral history.
Although Vansina’s distinction is helpful, the sharp dichotomy must be rejected
because not all historians and anthropologists would agree that the span of time is
30
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an absolute criterion for determining whether a certain oral source can be regarded
as traditional or not.
In an important article that investigates various meanings and connotations
of words such as tradition and traditional,32 Ruth Finnegan argues that the time
lapse can be neither the sole nor the prominent factor that makes a certain oral
source traditional. In line with the majority view of various academic disciplines
stressing that recent phenomena or events can also be established as tradition,
Finnegan asserts, “In this sense, the age of ‘tradition’ has now become accepted as a
relative rather than an absolute matter (something worth investigating rather than
just taking for granted).”33 Further, another prominent oral historian, Elizabeth
Tonkin, claims that when considering oral tradition more weight should be placed
on the frequency of transmission than on its duration.34 After all, what matters is not
the time length itself of oral sources but their significance to the identity and
formation of a given community. In other words, if those sources have been recited
and remembered in a community frequently enough to establish their significance
and authority, then they can be considered as important tradition, regardless of their
age. If this is the case, given that Jesus made significant impacts upon his immediate
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followers and early Christianity from the beginning as well as in the ensuing periods,
Jesus materials can be seen as tradition in spite of their relatively short time of
transmission.35

2.1.4 Oral Tradition Is Not Monolithic but Variegated
Despite the great insights of oral-formulaic theory into the subsequent orality studies,
the theory made a false impression that “oral tradition represented a single, unified
phenomenon across all cultures, eras, languages, and social contexts.”36 Among
many statements from Parry and Lord that underscore this idea, one is worth
quoting at some length:
The purpose of the present collection of oral texts has … been made not with
the thought of adding to the already vast collections of [South Slavic] poetry,
but of obtaining evidence on the basis of which could be drawn a series of
generalities applicable to all oral poetries [emphasis mine]; which would
35
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allow me, in the case of a poetry for which there was not enough evidence
outside the poems themselves of the way in which they were made, to say
whether that poetry was oral or not, and how it should be understood if it
was oral.… A method is here involved, that which consists in defining the
characteristics of oral style [emphasis original].37
As some scholars point out correctly, part of the reason for viewing oral tradition as
a monolithic concept or phenomenon comes from a larger assumption that orality
and literacy are mutually exclusive categories with no gradation between the two.38 If
orality and literacy are clear-cut compartments with no mixture or continuum, then a
tradition belonging to either category—say, oral tradition—must have its own logic
and conventions that may be generally shared throughout different times and
locations, it is argued. However, as opposed to this assumption of a binary model,
orality scholars argue that this point might be acceptable in theory but actual
fieldwork reveals that different cultures display a variety of types of oral traditions39
as well as their creative interactions with written traditions.40 Along with its culture-
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specific dimension, the diversity of oral tradition will be multiplied if one considers
that other factors, such as genre, performer, audience, specific context of
performance, and different rules and modes of oral communication, can also be
variables.
In this sense, as Finnegan notes,41 to designate some oral materials as oral
tradition is not very helpful because the more important aspects of oral tradition are
disclosed with the following inquiries: (1) from what culture or society this oral
tradition was derived, (2) what kind of oral tradition it was (e.g., informal oral
tradition such as rumor or joke, or formal such as magic formula or religious ritual),
(3) to whom or to what community the speech was delivered, (4) for what purpose
the sayings were uttered, and (5) what is the specific setting a given performance
had.
Oral tradition as specificity rather than generality must be taken into account
seriously when one applies the research of orality to gospel studies. However, the
specificity of oral tradition should not be exaggerated to the extent of claiming that
one cannot draw some recurring elements from various oral traditions at all.
Particularly noteworthy is that the diversity and specificity of oral tradition are
emphasized in reaction to the extreme of a binary model or Great Divide in which
one cannot properly speak of different types or modes of orality (and those of
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literacy as well). However, if one pushes this point (i.e., the diversity and specificity
of oral tradition) too far in maintaining that there are no patterned elements of oral
tradition, he or she might be also falling into the trap of another extreme. After all,
those who stress culture-, genre-, situation-, or performance-specific dimension of
oral tradition admit that, despite its diversity, some important patterns of oral
tradition can be found and suggested.
For instance, Foley, who once argued, “oral traditions are vastly more
widespread and heterogeneous” and then asked, “just how do we approach the
plenitude and diversity that is oral tradition?” eventually proposed four overarching
categories of oral tradition in which numerous types of oral tradition can be roughly
understood: Oral Performance, Voiced Texts, Voices from the Past, and Written Oral
Traditions.42 Foley’s questions are worth asking again for anyone who is serious
about discovering some core elements of oral tradition in the midst of its
numerously varied expressions: “How do we grasp all of this remarkable diversity
without falling victim to the trap of descriptive reductionism? Is there any coherent
pattern that rationalizes such extraordinary variety in language, genre, dynamics,
and social embedding?”43
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Similarly, Finnegan as “one of the most frequent and most influential critics
of oral-formulaic theory” once questioned the theory’s widely held assumption that
“there is a single and identifiable phenomenon called ‘oral literature’ (or more
specifically ‘oral poetry’) about which it is possible to generalize.”44 But then she
argued elsewhere that “in spite of the importance of these diversities [of oral
literature],” there are some “striking characteristics of oral as distinct from written
literature.”45 In other words, Finnegan rejects the monolithic concept of oral
tradition, but she does not deny the possibility of discovering some important
characteristics of oral tradition.46
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In short, the caveats that can be drawn from this debate are these: One
should possess a more nuanced approach to oral tradition since the specificity and
diversity of oral tradition constantly call for judicious utilization and application of
orality studies for the task of comprehending the Jesus tradition. However, at the
same time, one can identify some important characteristics of oral tradition that may
shed new light on the comprehension of the Jesus tradition in general and the SDGA
in particular.47
Concluding this section and in preparation of the next discussion, one can
note that some major difficulties in studying the oral tradition are not
insurmountable. Rather, they may function as helpful caveats that prevent anyone
from doing a mechanical application of orality research. Although the purported
difficulties in studying the oral tradition can be resolved, the issue of why oral
studies are so urgent for understanding the Jesus tradition is not addressed yet. The
justification of orality studies lies in the plain fact that the first-century
Mediterranean world was a predominantly oral culture. Unpacking the expression

predominantly oral in depth will show (more negatively) how the current status of
biblical scholarship obsessed with literary paradigm is misleading in some important

47 For another line of argument for the validity of finding defining characteristics of oral
tradition despite admitting its diversity, see Mournet, Oral Tradition and Literary Dependency, 160–
64; more briefly, see also his “The Jesus Tradition as Oral Tradition,” in Jesus in Memory: Traditions
in Oral and Scribal Perspectives, ed. Werner H. Kelber and Samuel Byrskog (Waco, TX: Baylor
University Press, 2009), 54–56.
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respects48 and (more positively) how one can reimagine the Jesus tradition freshly in
light of the discussions of being predominantly oral.

2.2 Justification of Orality Studies: Ancient World as Predominantly Oral
Those who are hesitant to embrace the significance of the oral Jesus tradition may
ask: If the literary dependence theories can explain many of the synoptic
interrelationships, then why on earth should we study the oral Jesus tradition? The
quick answer to this question is that one needs to give due attention to the media
world of the first century in which the dominant mode of communication was

oral/aural. Briefly speaking, in antiquity the consumers of gospel stories were
primarily hearers rather than readers. Further, the evangelists were writers primarily
in an oral mode, which means they consulted far more oral sources, often relied on
memories rather than written sources, and involved oral/aural activities in the
writing process, to say the least. If one, whether consciously or unconsciously,
projects the assumptions and practices of print culture into ancient texts that might
reflect different uses of available media, he or she engages in the fallacy of “media
eisegesis.”49 This section is another attempt to avoid this media eisegesis and to offer
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a media-sensitive reading of the gospels. To accomplish this, as mentioned earlier,
one needs to unpack the idea that the first-century Mediterranean world was

predominantly oral, and this task involves detailed discussions on the three
interrelated subjects: limited literacy, the dominance of oral communication, and
writing in a predominantly oral society.

2.2.1 Limited Literacy
One of the reasons why the task of judging the extent of literacy in the first-century
Mediterranean world is difficult is that competing positions on this issue provide
equally convincing evidence and arguments. Given a wide attestation of books and
different kinds of writings (from graffiti to official imperial documents), some
scholars present an optimistic view of literacy as in the following statement: “The
world into which Christianity was born was, if not literary, literate to a remarkable

degree.”50 However, other scholars such as William V. Harris argue otherwise,
envisaging a low literacy rate: “Among the inhabitants of the [Roman] Empire in
general, though a few used writing heavily and though some knew how to use
written texts without being literate, for most the written word remained
inaccessible.”51
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Part of the reason for such conflicting viewpoints on ancient literacy is due to
the confusion between literacy and textuality, as Keith poignantly notes.52 According
to Keith, the proponents of high literacy falsely posit that since an abundant number
of texts existed in the first century, early Christians would be largely literate.
However, the prevalent use of texts does not necessarily lead to high literacy because
in ancient times it was entirely possible and even commonplace that people could
access texts without having the ability to read or write them. Brian Stock
encapsulates this point: “Literacy is not textuality. One can be literate without the
overt use of texts, and one can use texts extensively without evidencing genuine
literacy.”53 In other words, in using Keith’s terms, “widespread textuality” and
“widespread illiteracy” can coexist.54
Another factor that may result in opposing viewpoints of ancient literacy is
the lack of recognition about different degrees of literacy. The kinds of literacy such
52
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as writing a signature or reading a simple road sign are radically different from those
of literacy that require more sophisticated skills such as composing a script for
rhetorical declamation or interpreting Scriptures. Many more levels of literacy exist
between or beyond these types.55 If one embraces simple kinds of literacy in an
estimation of the extent of literacy, the rate will increase; however, if one limits the
definition of literacy to more sophisticated levels, then the result will decrease
considerably. In addition, reading and writing are entirely different categories that
should be taken into account separately when calculating literacy rate. Writing was a
rarer skill than reading, and the former was confined to only a tiny percentage of
people.56 If one considers that reading, interpreting, and writing Scriptures are not
the kinds of literacy such as writing a signature, the low literacy rate is more
probable when studying ancient literacy in the times of Jesus and the evangelists.
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Even if one may think that these two factors (i.e., confusion between
textuality and literacy and different kinds of literacy) are simply a matter of
interpretation and cannot be used as proof for either position, far more pieces of
evidence affirming the position of a low literacy rate are present. At this juncture, it
is worth revisiting William V. Harris’s arguments whose thesis is that the literacy
rate in antiquity was around 10 percent. Despite some scholars’ exaggerated
complaint that Harris ignored the complexity of literacy and focused narrowly on
producing a numeric scale of ancient literacy,57 Harris’s arguments, though outdated
in some respects, are still informed and thus confirmed or slightly modified by
subsequent generations of scholars.58
For the present purpose, Harris’s discussion on preconditions for obtaining
mass literacy is pertinent.59 Harris surveys various preconditions for the spread of
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literacy that have been attested in different ages and explores how those factors are
more or less relevant to studying ancient literacy. The preconditions he mentioned
are as follows: printing press, invention of alphabet, industrialization, urbanization,
religious motivation (e.g., the desire to read sacred writings), and subsidized
elementary education. Some of these factors such as the printing press and
industrialization were simply unavailable to early Christians and thus not germane to
the discussion of ancient literacy. Even if some (e.g., the alphabet) were available in
antiquity, Harris argues that considerable time, often several centuries, is required
for these factors to be worked out for promoting wide literacy.60
As to urbanization, Harris and other scholars point out that several elements
make drawing specific conclusions about ancient literacy difficult. One cannot
definitely say that some occupations requiring more or less literate skills were
confined exclusively either to urban areas or to rural counterparts,61 nor can one tell
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how much and to what extent the rural areas were under the influence of the city
culture.62 In addition, despite the correlation between the facilities of cities/towns
and the spread of literacy, one has still difficulty in evaluating from available sources
“what proportion of the Roman population lived within the reach of the amenities of
towns.”63 However, the general patterns about literacy64 and Jewish inhabitation65
with regard to urbanization seem to confirm the plausibility of the hypothesis of low
literacy in antiquity.
Religious motivation merits further explications due to this element having
often been considered as evidence for higher literacy among Jews. Harris cites some
occasions from later periods when religious motivation to read sacred writings
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highly encouraged people to possess a certain level of reading literacy.66 In line with
this point, Meier notes that Jews in the first centuries appeared to share the same
spirit as well: “With such pivotal importance attributed to these Scriptures by devout
Jews, it is no wonder that the pious would hold the ability to read and expound the
sacred texts in high esteem.… To be able to read and explain the Scriptures was
revered goal for religious minded Jews. Hence literacy held special importance for
the Jewish community.”67
However, regardless of the issue whether religious motivation can be a
decisive impetus to the spread of literacy,68 socio-economic status may play a far
more important role in determining the level of literacy. Both camps of scholars,
whether low literacy or high literacy in antiquity, admit that the opportunities of
elementary education were available only to a small group of people, especially those
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in power and wealth.69 Even if the powerless had a deep respect for sacred writings,
the shortage of financial resources and leisure time might not permit them to gain
even the opportunities of the minimum education to read the Scriptures, let alone to
achieve a high level of literacy for interpreting and expounding them. In this sense,
Bar-Ilan’s question is all the more relevant when estimating ancient literacy: “Why
should a farmer send his son to learn how to read when it entails a waste of working
time (= money)?”70 The scenario that religious motivation fostered wide literacy
might be true among elite groups, but it must have been extremely difficult for the
common people, those who were already overwhelmed with their everyday works
and labors.
Subsidized elementary education is the very precondition for mass literacy to
which Harris granted his most attention. Although he gathered an impressive
amount of evidence from ancient sources, archaeological findings, and relevant
secondary literature, reiterating the salient points of his argument is sufficient to
demonstrate his position.71 Harris does not deny other means of obtaining the
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opportunities for basic education such as education at home, going to school at one’s
own expense (which was normally paid by parents), hiring private tutors, and
learning from itinerant teachers, but even these possible means of education outside
subsidized schooling were usually limited to the upper class and thus their
accumulative effects would not greatly enhance the widespread illiteracy. Harris also
notes that the ideas or suggestions for promoting mass literacy have been present in
different epochs of the Greco-Roman world, from archaic times to late antiquity, but
then he emphasizes that the presence of a belief is one thing but putting such a
belief into practice is an entirely different matter. He goes on to provide numerous
historical instances underscoring that the ideal might be mass literacy but the reality
was widespread illiteracy. Harris also stresses that although the philanthropic acts of
offering funds for education were attested from time to time, most were directed to
higher education, not to the elementary education that might have led to mass
literacy. Further, some genuine attempts to promote mass literacy by subsidized
education in the Hellenistic period existed, but this kind of benefaction began to
decrease significantly from the first century BCE and onward, including during the
times of Jesus and the evangelists. In the final analysis, putting all these together,
Harris argues the following: Given that publicly funded education is a primary factor
for promoting mass literacy and that such evidence was lacking in antiquity, one
might have to assume that illiteracy was the rule rather than the exception.
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2.2.2 The Dominance of Oral Communication
If illiteracy was the rule rather than the exception, the attention must be given to the
simple fact that the dominant mode of communication in antiquity was oral/aural.
This seeming platitude needs to be unpacked a bit further in three ways: (1) ancient
thinkers shared the idea that spoken words must take precedence over the written, (2)
not only in the level of idea but also in practice, different kinds of oral
communications were widely utilized among the common people as well as the elite,
and (3) the presence of numerous writings must be understood in the specific
context of the ancient world which was predominantly oral.

2.2.2.1 Predilection for Spoken Words
Ancient people preferred to use spoken words rather than written statements, not
simply because only the former was available for them to use but because it was
generally considered more reliable and trustworthy. Unlike modern assumptions that
written words are exact and unchanging and thus to be more trusted, putting a high
value on spoken words was almost ubiquitous throughout ancient periods. Seeing
various comments of ancient thinkers may allow readers to glimpse at this general
predilection for oral communication.
Many ancient historians, especially Greek historians, were in favor of oral
testimonies over against written documents when writing history. The larger context
that created this tendency had to do with ancient historians’ valuation of accuracy or
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truthfulness.72 Ancient historians’ pursuit of truth in writing history led them to
prefer firsthand sources such as historians’ direct participation in the event and/or
oral testimonies from eyewitnesses. Herodotus, the father of historiography, thus
says in the programmatic statement about his method, “Thus far all I have said is the
outcome of my own sight and judgment and inquiry. Henceforth I will record
Egyptian chronicles, according to that which I have heard, adding thereto somewhat
of what I myself have seen.”73 In a similar vein but more rigorous manner,
Thucydides affirms the same spirit:
But as to the facts of the occurrences of the war, I have thought it my duty to
give them, not as ascertained from any chance informant nor as seemed to me
probable, but only after investigating with the greatest possible accuracy each
detail, in the case both of the events in which I myself participated and of
those regarding which I got my information from others. And the endeavour
to ascertain these facts was a laborious task, because those who were eyewitnesses of the several events did not give the same reports about the same
things, but reports varying according to their championship of one side or the
other, or according to their recollection.74
Although some may think that Thucydides’s comments on the presence of unreliable
oral testimonies argue against our position (i.e., ancients’ preference for oral
testimony rather than written statement), it must be noted that written documents
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are not even mentioned here as primary sources.75 In other words, according to
Thucydides’s scheme, oral testimonies as primary sources may require careful
scrutiny, but written documents by themselves cannot even be considered as
adequate sources.
In this context Polybius’s severe critique of Timaeus as an armchair historian
can gain its proper understanding. Despite Polybius finding faults with many aspects
of Timaeus, the pertinent point is that Polybius criticized Timaeus as an unqualified
historian due to the latter’s heavy reliance on books and documents in writing
history. In Polybius’s opinion, “industry in the study of documents is only a third
part of history and only stands in the third place … [and] to believe, as Timaeus did,
that relying upon the mastery of material alone one can write well the history of
subsequent events is absolutely foolish.”76 Thus, “[h]aving lived for nearly fifty years
in Athens with access to the works of previous writers, he [Timaeus] considered
himself peculiarly qualified to write history, making herein, I think, a great
mistake.”77 Since in all these remarks Polybius’s overall contrast is between
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experience and bookish-mode research, written sources cannot be placed at the first
rank, whereas more direct experiences must be prioritized such as historians either
being the participants themselves or critical investigators of other participants’ oral
testimonies.
A similar sentiment continues to be kept in later periods and can be found
even among those who are not technically historians but interested in the subject of
writing history: “As to the facts themselves, he should not assemble them at random,
but only after much laborious and painstaking investigation. He should for
preference be an eyewitness, but, if not, listen to those who tell the more impartial
story, those whom one would suppose least likely to subtract from the facts or add to
them out of favour or malice.”78 In this remark the pattern remains the same—
historians being the eyewitnesses themselves as the first rank, then oral testimonies
of other participants as the second, and no mention of written documents as
authoritative sources.
A fondness for oral communication can be discovered not only in ancient
historians but also in other intellectuals, including skilled practitioners, outside the
field of history.79 In her essay, Alexander makes a convincing case that rhetoricians,
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craftsmen, teachers, and philosophers demonstrate strong predilection for oral
discourse over written documents. Taking these four types of intellectuals as our
framework, this section will briefly revisit some major ancient sources that address
the supremacy of oral communication.
It should occasion no surprise that rhetoricians and orators value oral
communication since they admire the power of persuasion by word of mouth. Thus,
when discussing the qualifications of statesmen, Cicero argues that they must
possess both wisdom and eloquence:
These men [i.e., good statesmen like Cato, Laelius, and Africanus] possessed
the highest virtue and an authority strengthened by their virtue, and also
eloquence to adorn these qualities and protect the state. Therefore, in my
opinion at least, men ought none the less to devote themselves to the study of
eloquence.… For from eloquence the state receives many benefits, provided
only it is accompanied by wisdom, the guide of all human affairs. From
eloquence those who have acquired it obtain glory and honour and high
esteem. From eloquence comes the surest and safest protection for one’s
friends.80
Although Quintilian does not suggest the complete prohibition of written materials,
he is basically skeptical of any kinds of writings that may prevent orators’ memory:
I certainly allow such brief notes and books as can be held in the hand and
which we may legitimately glance at from time to time.… Reliance on this
makes us careless about learning by heart, and it mutilates and deforms the
style. Personally, I am against writing anything we do not propose to
memorize, because in this situation too our thoughts may revert to our
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carefully worked-up text and prevent us from taking any chance that presents
itself.81
Quintilian’s skepticism about writing reminds readers of Socrates’s oft-quoted
lament (expressed in Plato’s writing) on the invention of writing;82 thus he elsewhere
stresses the role of teachers as orators rather than readers: “He [a teacher] should
himself deliver at least one speech, preferably several, a day, for his class to take
away with them. For even if he provides them with plenty of examples for imitation
from their reading, better nourishment comes, as they say, from the ‘living voice’
(viva vox), especially from a teacher whom … the pupils love and respect.”83 Pliny
the Younger exhibits basically the same attitude with Quintilian when he encourages
his friend to hear a great orator, Isaeus, on site rather than reading books at home:
“You may say that you have authors as eloquent whose works can be read at home;
but the fact is that you can read them any time, and rarely have the opportunity to
hear the real thing. Besides, we are always being told that the spoken word (viva vox;
literally, ‘living voice’) is much more effective.”84
As to craftsmen, they are often forced to pay more attention to oral teachings
rather than written instructions. Just as today medical doctors or surgeons cannot
gain proper knowledge by merely reading books, ancient craftsmen were aware of
81
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the importance of practical knowledge that could be obtained only by direct
experiences with, or oral instructions from, masters. Thus Galen says, “There may
well be truth in the saying current among most craftsmen, that reading out of a book
is not the same thing as, or even comparable to, learning from the living voice.”85
Elsewhere he also remarks, “I blame the earliest writers on the forms of plants,
holding it better to be an eyewitness by the side of the master himself and not to be
like those who navigate out of books.”86
Then, lastly, teachers and philosophers can been seen together since their
rationales for the approval of oral instructions and the depreciation of writings are
overlapping. The upshot is that serious teachings or profound thoughts cannot be
adequately conveyed in written words; rather, their full expressions come to life only
through interacting dialogues and intimate relationships between teachers and
disciples. Thus Plato, one of the greatest philosophers in history, firmly believes that
writing is an inadequate means for delivering most important doctrines of his
teaching: “There is no writing of mine on these matters, nor will there ever be one.
For this knowledge is not something that can be put into words like other sciences;
but after long-continued intercourse between teacher and pupil, in joint pursuit of
the subject, suddenly, like light flashing forth when a fire is kindled, it is born in the
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soul and straightway nourishes itself.”87 In a similar vein, Seneca, while confessing
his pleasure of sharing wisdom to his friend, Lucilius, states: “The living voice (viva

vox) and the intimacy of a common life will help you more than the written word.”88
Such a list can go on, but the point must be evident by now. Although
writings were not completely forbidden and were used for certain purposes,89 the
high value on spoken words was widespread among ancient intellectuals across
disciplines. The question that remains, which is the next topic of discussion, is how
far this idea was realized in the real lives of people in flesh and blood. One wonders
if the preference for oral communication exists only in the minds of intellectuals or if
it could be found in the real practices of common people as well.

2.2.2.2 Living Everyday Lives by Word of Mouth
One certain corollary of a low literacy rate is that ordinary people who did not
possess literate abilities should find ways of living their everyday lives without these
abilities. To describe the general state of affairs regarding the real lives of ancients,
ordinary people could deal with most matters of their everyday lives by word of

mouth, and in the case of having certain matters that required such literate abilities,
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they could access different kinds of intermediaries who performed these tasks on
their behalf.
As Harris documented well in his book, during the late Republic and the
Roman Empire (esp. between 100 BCE and 250 CE) the upper class usually
employed writing in some contracts and financial transactions. They often kept
records of large amounts of money used for loans and business matters. It was not
unusual for the higher-status people to write signatures or receipts for some smaller
transactions. By the first century CE, some forms of written documents were widely
attested such as wills, contracts, and marriage/divorce statements.90 However, this
seeming prevalent use of writing among elite groups must be qualified by Harris’s
two points: “[I]t is plain that in practically any province [of some backward parts of
the Empire] the well-to-do and some of the artisans made at least some limited use
of writing” and that even written documents became effective when being performed
“orally.”91
If this is the case with members of the upper class, then it takes little
imagination to think that ordinary people could take care of almost all matters of
their everyday lives by word of mouth without the utilization of reading and writing.
Horsley, relying on Harris, describes the living patterns of common people:
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Among the ordinary people in the Roman empire, urban artisans and rural
peasants, transactions of all kinds took place in oral communication, usually
face to face. Even “legal” agreements such as loans were conducted orally,
perhaps confirmed by witnesses, the transfer of symbolic objects, and/or
personal oaths. Such interaction was governed by age-old custom and ritual.
Personal witnesses and testimony were far more trustworthy than written
documents that could be altered by those who might use them for their own
advantage. Indeed the people were often suspicious of writing as an
instrument of their landlords or rulers.92
Writing was employed in various civic and political matters of the Roman
Empire. On the part of Roman authorities and officials, the large territory for control
and communication might necessitate the use of writing. The communications
between governors and administrative personnel were often conducted by way of
written correspondences. Certain imperial affairs such as census or taxation that
dealt with an extraordinary number of people required some sort of documentations.
Those in certain positions or jobs such as soldiers were expected to know letters.93
However, some counter facts that militated against the extensive use of writing must
also be noted: The presence of such bureaucratic writings was one thing and the
ordinary people’s contact with these writing was another—“such contact was slight
except in abnormal circumstances”; even in these abnormal circumstances, which
demanded at least a certain level of writing ability, the illiterates could have always
asked professional scribes to write official certificates or documents on their behalf;
in addition, as to the diffusion of crucial information to a wider audience, “the
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traditional way to communicate with a large public was through criers (kerukes,

praecones)” and these intermediaries who translated imperial written messages into
spoken words were numerous in the Roman Empire.94 In short, despite some uses
and necessities of writing in the empire, disseminating important information to
wider citizens was still done primarily by oral communication.
At this juncture, it should be mentioned that the predominance of oral
communication was applicable not only to ordinary people but also to the elite group
who had literate abilities. Stated otherwise, ordinary people communicated orally
with no choice, but the elite, by their choice, preferred oral communication even
when they could do the same job by using their literate abilities. Just as the practices
of reading and writing among common people were deeply “embedded in the
dominant oral medium of communication,”95 these activities were often oral/aural
for the elite as well.96 In general, ancient reading was not a silent, visual perception
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of letters primarily done with eyes and minds as modern people do in reading novels
or newspapers; rather, it was an oral/aural activity primarily done with voices and
ears, whether reading a text aloud to oneself or if people hear a professional reader
reciting a text for them. Although silent reading was not completely lacking in
antiquity,97 vocalization of letters was still the dominant way of deciphering written
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texts. Preference for the practice of reading aloud was partly due to the physical
conditions of written texts, as Rhoads and Dewey correctly notes:
[S]crolls were nothing like our modern printed books. The scrolls themselves
were expensive and difficult to handle; frequent unrolling would wear away
words.… The writing [on scrolls] was made up of a continuous sequence of
one uppercase letter after another without a break. The handwritten scrolls
had no punctuation, no lowercase letters, no spaces between words, sentences,
or paragraph, and no chapter or verse designations.98
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These physical conditions of written texts made it difficult that professional readers
could read the texts on site without preparation. The physical conditions forced
readers to be already familiar with texts before performance, which in turn led to
oral performance without much relying on the written texts. Thus, in antiquity
reading often came to be oral/aural activity.
Likewise, writing or composition was largely an oral/aural activity. Authors
commonly dictated their words or ideas to someone else who wrote them using a
wax tablet, scroll, papyrus, or codex. In this regard, whether the poet Virgil,99 the
philosopher Seneca,100 or the letter-writer Paul,101 they all shared the same practice.
Moreover, authors could compose their works orally depending largely on
memory,102 or often decided to perform their writings for gaining wider audience or
fame.103 The works being performed were not limited to songs or short verses of
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poetry relatively easy to rehearse but included extended narratives or dense works
such as history104 and philosophy.105 Although the settings for, and audiences of,
performance varied,106 “[t]he primary means of publication in Greco-Roman
antiquity was oral performance.”107 Thus, the dominance of oral communication in
public and private settings, where numerous books and ideas were aurally heard
rather than visually read both to the educated and uneducated, keeps us from
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exaggerating the gap between the upper and lower classes in terms of their access to
written literature.108
The last, but not the least, point that deserves attention is that many scholars
argue that the predominance of oral communication is well observed far into and
beyond the medieval period and even after the invention of the printing press. To
quote various comments briefly would suffice to demonstrate this point. Classicist
William A. Johnson, relying on medievalist Paul Saenger’s work,109 says, “[S]paces
between words, firstly widely used in the tenth and eleventh centuries, allowed for
the first time a shift from reading aloud to reading silently.”110 Similarly, classicist,
Rosalind Thomas, in light of the research of medievalist Michael T. Clanchy,111
speaks of “the gradual change in medieval England from a general reliance on
memory and oral communication … to greater and greater trust in documents.”112
Early biblical media critic, Boomershine, depending on William Nelson’s article,113
notes that it was not until the seventeenth century that silent reading became
108
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pervasive.114 Oral historian Paul Thompson, building on the work of the medieval
figure Bede,115 argues that “Bede’s attitude to evidence, and his assumption that he
could be most trusted where he had been able to collect oral evidence from
eyewitnesses himself, would have been shared by all the most critical historians into
the eighteenth-century.… Neither the spread of printing, nor the secular rationality
of the Renaissance, brought any changes in this way.”116

2.2.2.3 Writing in a Predominantly Oral Society
If ancients, whether educated or uneducated, placed great trust on spoken words,
then one wonders why they cared about putting certain oral traditions into writing.
It is ironic to note that one can know ancient valuation on spoken words primarily
through various written records. Although different uses of writing in ancient society
have already been mentioned (2.2.2.1–2),117 this section states its functions, needs,
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and significance more explicitly. In other words, despite ancients’ general preference
for spoken words, writing also carried some sense of importance and authority from
time to time.
Diodorus’s sayings are an exceptional example of expressing ancients’ view on
the usefulness and importance of writing:
[I]t is by means of this [i.e., literacy in general, writing in particular] that the
most important and the most useful of life’s business is completed—votes,
letters, testaments, laws, and everything else which puts life on the right track.
For who could compose a worthy encomium of literacy? For it is by means of
writing alone that the dead are brought to the minds of the living, and it is
through the written word that people who are spatially very far apart
communicate with each other as if they were nearby. As to treaties made in
time of war between people or kings, the safety provided by the written word
is the best guarantee of the survival of the agreement. Generally it is this
alone which preserves the finest sayings of wise men and the oracles of the
gods, as well as philosophy and all of culture, and hands them on to
succeeding generations for all time. Therefore, while it is true that nature is
the cause of life, the cause of the good life is education based on the written
word.118
Diodorus’s comments are illuminating when one formulates circumstances
where writing was used and even favored in antiquity. At times ancient people
thought of no other way than writing in order to perform certain tasks. Along with
Diodorus’s instances (i.e., “votes, letters, testaments, laws”), one may add the
following to this list. Writing was required when dealing with an extraordinary
number of people such as in taking a census, collecting taxes, or handling
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bureaucratic matters, as previously discussed.119 Ancient historians used written
sources when oral sources were unavailable or unreliable at best, or needed crosschecking.120
Ancient people sometimes employed writing by necessity but at other times
they chose it intentionally over against spoken words. Here the question, “Why on
earth would ancients, who inhabited a predominantly oral society where spoken
words were generally favored and writing involved expensive cost and hard labor,
care about writing something down?”121 becomes extremely important. According to
Tom Thatcher, one of the driving motivations to put some material into writing
comes from the strong desire to “preserve [important] memories and/or traditions …
that might otherwise be forgotten.”122 The notion that writing is durable and, in a
sense, permanent was widely shared by ancients,123 of which Clement’s attitude is
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revealing.124 In spite of his predilection for oral teaching, Clement admitted that
writing has an important role—a “remedy for forgetfulness.”125 This is also the very
context in which Diodorus’s comments can be properly understood: Writing can
summon “the dead,” which might be otherwise forgotten, “to the minds of the
living,” and it can be an effective means of preserving wisdom and knowledge for
“succeeding generations for all time.” In short, again in Thatcher’s words, “As time
goes by, memories falter, witnesses disappear, traditions are distorted through
transmission, and rituals are reshaped. Writing, however, is durable.”126
Again as Diodorus’s comments imply,127 another important reason for the
ancients’ use of writing is that it is effective for reaching wider audience, not in the
sense that many people can read written documents but in the sense that writing can
communicate important messages across a wide range of regions, including distant
locations. Some activities dealing with long distance might necessitate the use of
124
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writing,128 but one must not ignore the instances when the deeper motive in the use
of writing was to convey important messages to a wider audience.129 “Gradually, in
the first century C.E. … the publication of the text itself gained increasing
importance for writers who wanted to reach a larger public.”130 Early Christian letter
writers, who usually had specific readers or an audience in mind, did not preclude
the possibility that their writings could be read “by more than one congregation,” as
Paul’s saying implies: “And when this letter has been read among you, have it read
also in the church of the Laodiceans; and see that you read also the letter from
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Laodicea” (Col 4:16).131 However, in the case of gospel writing, the wider audience
can be more easily conceived. Despite a novel proposal that the evangelists wrote
their gospels for reaching the elite who entertained written books,132 the evangelists
probably envisaged a general audience from the beginning of their written
composition.133 Regarding the evangelists’ intentional choice of writing for reaching
a wider audience, Bauchkam’s comments are worth quoting at length:
Anyone who wrote a Gospel must have had the opportunity of teaching his
community orally. Indeed, most Gospels scholars assume that he frequently
did so. He could retell and interpret the community’s Gospel traditions so as
to address his community’s situation by means of them in this oral context.
Why should he go to the considerable trouble of writing a Gospel for a
community to which he was regularly preaching? Indeed, why should he go
to such trouble to freeze in writing his response to a specific local situation
which was liable to change and to which he could respond much more
flexibility and therefore appropriately in oral preaching? The obvious function
of writing was its capacity to communicate widely with readers unable to be
present at its author’s oral teaching. Oral teaching could be passed on, but
much less effectively than a book. Books, like letters, were designed to cross
distances orality could not so effectively cross. But whereas letters usually
(though not invariably) stopped at their first recipients, anyone in the first
century who wrote a book such as a bios expected it to circulate to readers
unknown to its author.… Why should Mark, if Mark was the first evangelist,
have written merely for the few hundred people, at most, who composed the
Christian community in his own city, when the very act of writing a book
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naturally suggest the possibility of communicating with Greek-speaking
Christians elsewhere?134
Finally, in certain circumstances the use of writing makes spoken words more
trustworthy, public, and authoritative. These cases are most confusing and trickiest
regarding the relationship between oral communication and writing. As seen
previously, ancients generally regarded oral testimony more trustworthy than writing.
However, in some situations oral agreement could be easily manipulated and thus
people tended to rely on written statement in order to solidify what had been uttered.
Diodorus’s earlier remark about the “treatise in the time of war” was surely such an
example. Similar cases can be found in a number of other areas including business,
law, politics, and religion in antiquity.135 Choosing writing instead of continuing to
communicate orally was done not only because it could gain an additional proof
besides oral testimony but also because an independent authority or power was
sometimes given in the very act of writing.
The authority of writing may come from its unintelligibility in such a way
that writing simply creates awe or numinous feeling for those who do not know
letters. This is certainly possible and well attested in various ancient practices.136 In
this view, writing is often perceived as a means of oppression, as opposed to oral
134
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communication as a way of liberation.137 In other words, given that in antiquity only
a tiny number of people were able to read and write, literacy itself could be a power
to control others.138 As to the written gospels, however, such an abusive quality of
writing must be rejected because writing can also be used in a democratic fashion,
“so that anyone who wants may see it,”139 which echoes the evangelists’ concern for
a wider audience. However, one cannot completely ignore the symbolic force of
writing in a predominantly oral society where the majority of people do not enjoy
direct access to these written sources; thus, in some respects, “the written word
carries special weight or authority.”140 For this reason, in antiquity, some oral
decrees were inscribed and erected for public display in order to declare their validity
more officially and authoritatively.141 Similarly, when numerous oral traditions
compete with one another for gaining supremacy over others, writing can be an
effective means for claiming its authority. The evangelists’ choosing a specific
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version of Jesus’s story among many others and putting it into writing can be
understood in this light (cf. John 20:30–31; 21:24–25).142 In other words, writing a
gospel may be intended to fix or freeze a particular portrayal of Jesus at least for
some time. Here to fix or freeze does not mean that the particular portrayal of Jesus
is permanently stabilized but signifies that one may want to emphasize that portrayal
of Jesus over against others for whatever reasons.143
As a way of summary, this section dealing with the significance of writing can
be seen as an anomaly in the chapter focusing on the predominance of orality.
Although chapters 4–6 will revisit the issue of writing in more details, this issue is
brought up here to stress that the interface between orality and writing is complex
and nuanced and that the predominantly oral culture does not preclude the use and
significance of writing at all. Having recognized this nuanced interface, the next
point to consider is that if the first-century Mediterranean world was a
predominantly oral culture, how this recognition can transform the perception of the
gospels whose accounts exhibit the dynamic tension of similarities and differences.

2.3 Gospels and Oral Tradition
Traditionally, the composition and reception of the gospels are conceptualized
primarily with literary assumptions and practices. The evangelists are often
142
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perceived as writers who mainly employ written materials, copying some and editing
others, to produce a coherent portrayal of Jesus. In this scheme, the striking
similarities among the gospels are the result of direct literary dependence. However,
literary dependence theory is not very helpful in explaining the differences among
the gospels. Thus, the major differences are often attributed to other factors than
literary dependence such as evangelists’ unique theologies, and unfortunately, the
minor differences are often simply unaddressed with no explanation, or easily
bypassed with a loose reference to oral tradition. In literary dependence theory, oral
tradition is not seriously considered, and, if considered at all, it often turns out to be
an empty rhetoric to fill a gap where literary dependence theory cannot offer
confident explanations of the issue in question.144
Similarly, as to the reception of the gospels, one often imagines ancient
consumers of gospel stories primarily as readers rather than hearers. One easily
projects his or her print-culture assumptions and practices onto early Christians as if
they also had easy access to the written gospels, easily checked relevant written
sources such as the Old Testament and parallel gospel passages whenever they
wished, and contacted gospel stories primarily by reading visually rather than
hearing aurally. However, all these assumptions begin to unravel as soon as one
realizes that early Christians lived in a predominantly oral culture where only a tiny
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number of people could read and write, most people valued spoken words rather
than written ones, and even reading and writing were often practiced orally/aurally.
Consequently, in order to address the issue of how a predominantly oral
culture transforms our perception of the gospels whose accounts exhibit the dynamic
tension of similarities and differences, one needs to reimagine the gospel tradition in
light of the forgoing discussion of orality studies. This involves further investigation
of two topics: the nature of oral tradition and the social locations of the Jesus
tradition.

2.3.1 The Nature of Oral Tradition
It has been noted earlier (2.1.4) that neither the homogeneous concept of oral
tradition nor the endlessly heterogeneous picture of oral tradition can be accepted.
In other words, oral tradition is sufficiently diverse that one cannot easily talk about
its universal characteristics that are found across time, space, genre, and the like.
However, at the same time, oral tradition is sufficiently coherent that one may speak
of some important characteristics. The emphasis on the diversity and specificity of
oral tradition can be a medicine to those who are quick to claim universals and
generalities without recourse to a particular context where a particular oral tradition
arises. However, to those who are afraid of finding some important recurring
patterns of oral tradition, the emphasis on the diversity of oral tradition seems to
function already as a poison.
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Another difficulty in addressing the striking characteristics of oral tradition
lies in the fact that orality and writing are interrelated in perplexing ways, and this
complexity does not allow us to identify such characteristics neatly. Since writing
may enter any of the different stages of oral tradition, whether an initial oral delivery,
oral transmission, oral composition, or many other stages of oral tradition, one
cannot definitely say that such-and-such characteristic is attributed to an oral
medium rather than a written one. Further, some scholars note that a set of allegedly
general characteristics of oral tradition is not exclusively found in oral traditional
literature but may also be detected in written literature; thus, they argue that the
attempts to discover general characteristics of oral tradition are, at best,
misleading145 or even “lose all utility.”146 These caveats must be heard in ways that
guard against making injudicious sweeping claims about oral characteristics.
However, a too cautious approach that does not even try to find such characteristics
may be another serious mistake. A better way of handling this issue is to think of the
nature of oral tradition that remains fairly consistent despite changing circumstances.
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One prominent element in the nature of oral tradition is that it involves
performance.147 Despite the complex interface between orality and writing, what
makes oral tradition oral often comes from performance.148 The fact that oral
traditional literature is performed at some point is an important characteristic of oral
tradition that is distinctive enough from its written counterpart. Although Finnegan
has been ardently arguing that it is extremely difficult to find universal
characteristics of oral tradition, she regards performance as “one of the striking
characteristics of oral as distinct from written literatures.”149 Similarly, as Foley’s
table for “A Spectrum of Oral Traditions” indicates, most types of oral tradition
entail performance at some point, except for one category (i.e., Written Oral
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Traditions).150 However, two qualifications regarding this category must be noted.
First, Foley adds that “this may be one of the smaller of our four categories,” which
implies the still predominant role of performance in oral tradition.151 Second,
despite the nature of Written Oral Traditions (i.e., being
composed/performed/received in writing), this type of oral tradition was originally

orally performed before it being eventually committed to writing, as Foley’s
examples of this category show. More forcefully than Finnegan and Foley, Richard
Bauman places performance at the very foreground in the analysis of verbal art or
oral tradition.152 If these scholarly views are correct, one may claim quite confidently
that performance is a constant element or a defining characteristic of oral tradition.
If performance is integral to the nature of oral tradition, then one wonders how this
perception affects the view of the Jesus tradition that must be conceived primarily as
oral tradition.
The brief answer is that every performance of oral tradition varies in one way
or another; thus, multiformity or flexible accounts of the Jesus tradition should not
come as a surprise. In a literary paradigm, the variances of the gospel accounts are
regarded as anomalies that are often explained by factors other than literary
dependence or sometimes simply ignored without much explanation. By contrast, in
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an oral tradition paradigm, the variances of the gospel accounts are rather to be
deemed as the primary mode of existence. To put it differently, the flexible accounts
among the gospel parallels are neither anomalies nor problems; they are the
representative manifestations of oral tradition.
It is helpful to see diverse factors that may prompt each performance of the
tradition to be fresh and different. For one thing, unlike written literature that tends
to keep some distance from readers, oral performance normally involves the direct
contact with a specific audience. This immediate contact with audience can greatly
affect the ways a performer presents available traditional materials. Primarily who
constitutes the audience,153 how responsive the audience is to performance,154 and
how familiar the audience is with traditional material155 are all relevant factors that
may change the length, word choice, sequence, and various elements of the
performance. Of course a writer also may envision readers in mind at the time of
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composition, which can affect the presentation of his or her writing to some extent
but surely not to the extent that is caused by the immediate contact with audience as
in oral performance. For example, performers often introduce new elements to the
main plot or eliminate other existing ones, depending on the immediate response
from the audience in question, which is not open to the written composition.
Variations in performing the tradition also hinge on the active role of
performer. Different studies of orality have demonstrated the point that a performer
can often make creative contributions to the shared tradition while at the same time
his or her drawing on it. As Lord says, although the singer of tales utilizes a
collection of traditional stock phrases in his performance, he is not “one who merely
reproduces what someone else or even he himself composed” but is “a creative
composer.”156 In Foley’s concept, although the performer is primarily the one who
possesses “inherent meaning” derived from the tradition, he or she is sometimes
ingenious enough to generate “conferred meaning” created by the performer rather
than the tradition.157 In Finnegan’s scheme, some performances involve a
performer’s concentrated effort to memorize the tradition, while other performances
are the result of a performer’s long deliberation on the subject and creative
composition.158
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A specific context where the tradition is performed is another factor that may
adjust the content and style of performance. The context sets up boundaries and
expectations within which oral performance gains its proper meaning.159 Words can
mean anything without context, but they must mean something in a specific context.
To express the same point from the performer’s perspective, the performer should
consider the specific context of performance seriously if she wants her performance
to fall on the ears of audience meaningfully. Where she is largely determines what
she can say. Not only moderns but also ancients realize the significance of the
context in oral performance, of which Quintilian’s statement is typical:
Time and location also need special consideration. The time may be sad or
happy, ample or limited, and the orator must be prepared for all these
possibilities. The location too makes a difference—is it public or private,
crowded or secluded, in your own city or another, in camp or in the forum?—
and each circumstance demands its own forms and a certain special mode of
eloquence. After all, if we consider the other activities of life, it is not always
appropriate to do the same things in the forum, in the senate house, on the
Campus, in the theatre, and at home. Many activities not in themselves
reprehensible, and indeed sometimes necessary, are thought disgraceful if
done elsewhere than where custom allows.160
The degree of creativity in performing the tradition also depends on the
nature of tradition. Some traditions are expected to preserve as carefully as possible,
while other traditions are subject to change more easily and rapidly. Bailey’s models
159
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of Middle Eastern oral tradition can demonstrate the point. Bailey identifies at least
three categories of oral tradition: informal uncontrolled, formal controlled, and
informal controlled. Informal uncontrolled oral traditions are the ones that have “no
identifiable teacher nor student and no structure within which material is passed
from one person to another” and thus possess no sense of control so that “all is fluid
and plastic, open to new additions and new shapes.”161 Formal controlled oral
traditions are the opposite. There are clearly identifiable teachers, students, and
structures in transmitting tradition, and “the material is memorized … and thus
preserved intact.”162 Informal controlled oral traditions are the ones “whereby there
was ‘no set teacher and no specifically identified student’ and yet the community
exercised control over the tradition.”163 Different degrees of fixity and flexibility are
observed in this last category of oral tradition.164 To give one example for each
category, rumors (informal uncontrolled) often suffer rapid and significant
distortions, liturgical formulas (formal controlled) are recited with greater precision,
and parables (informal controlled) are told in ways that the main plot remains
constant but the details may vary per performance. Bailey’s model of oral tradition
may not explain all the data of oral tradition across time and space, but it is
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sufficient to show that performers handle different types of oral tradition with
different care and precision.
Thus far two points have been highlighted. First, despite the difficulty of
identifying universal characteristics of oral tradition, there is at least a “striking
characteristic” of oral tradition, which is performance. Second, performance tends to
produce varied and flexible accounts of the tradition. With these in mind, if one
grants that the first-century Mediterranean world is a predominantly oral one, “a
world of rampant illiteracy, a world where information was communicated orally, a
world where knowledge in the vast majority of cases came from hearing rather than
from reading,” then at least he or she has to be more intentional to consider orality
factors in reimagining the Jesus tradition.165 In a number of possible occasions,
orality factors might come into play in shaping the Jesus tradition. For example,
Jesus might have performed basically the same teaching before different audiences in
different circumstances;166 the initial words and deeds of Jesus were probably reperformed and transmitted primarily by word of mouth;167 the gospel writers might
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have consulted far more available oral traditions (in addition to written sources),
some of which were in the end incorporated into the written gospels;168 and even
after some of the Jesus tradition was frozen to some extent in written gospels, given
widespread illiteracy, they might have continued to be performed and received
primarily orally/aurally.169 All these different stages of the Jesus tradition involve
some kind of performance, which tends to produce varied and flexible accounts of
the tradition. Thus, in reimagining the Jesus tradition in general and the SDGA in
particular, one must consider more seriously the possibility that many of the varied
gospel accounts had their origins in this performance-nature of oral tradition.
At this juncture, it must be noted that not many orality scholars would deny
the usefulness of literary dependence theory altogether. In line with many orality
scholars, I would argue that some striking correspondences among the gospel
parallels are best explained by literary dependence.170 However, even when
admitting the significance of written sources and literary activities at the time of
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gospel writing, one must try harder to incorporate various orality factors in
comprehending the disagreements among the gospel accounts before too quickly
finding the explanations in the literary activities of the evangelists. One may
probably never know definitely whether the variations came from different oral
performances of the tradition or from some sort of literary activities. Nevertheless,
the significant role of oral performance in shaping the Jesus tradition is remarkable
enough that it urges scholars to reorient their ways of seeing the variations of the
gospel accounts. That is, in the traditional literary paradigm, the variations are
understood primarily or even almost exclusively as the results of literary redactions,
and orality factors are either completely ignored or treated as subsidiary at best.
However, our approach invites the students of the gospels to consider orality factors
at least as seriously as literary activities. Perhaps in certain cases, they may have to
give more weight to orality factors when comprehending the different accounts of
the gospels because oral performance and aural reception were the dominant modes
of communication in antiquity.

2.3.2 The Social Locations of the Jesus Tradition
If the previous section addresses performance as a recurring pattern of oral tradition
across time and space, this section examines the specific social locations where the
Jesus tradition was performed, re-performed, and received. The great insight of
ethnography of performance is that every performance is culture-specific and thus
considering the particular social location of performance is indispensable for its
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proper understanding.171 In sympathy with such a position, I examine possible social
locations of the performance of the Jesus tradition. Such an investigation is
important for the present purposes because it may enhance our understanding of the
final shape of the gospel tradition—the same yet different. By way of contrast, while
performance (as a fair generality of oral tradition) often results in variations in
tradition, the possible social locations of performing the Jesus tradition (as a
specificity of oral tradition) tend to increase the chance for the preservation and
stability of the tradition. The possible social locations of the Jesus tradition are
liturgical or ritual settings, didactic settings, and eyewitness testimony.

2.3.2.1 The Jesus Tradition in Liturgical or Ritual Settings
It was previously noted that performance, as a rule, produces varied accounts of the
tradition depending on a host of factors. It was also observed that the nature of
tradition often determines the degree of its retention. Concerning the nature of
tradition and its influence on preservation, many orality scholars point out that
liturgical or ritual tradition tends to be preserved more faithfully than other kinds of
tradition.172 Since liturgical or ritual tradition is normally regarded as important to
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the identity and life of a community, the community and its members continue to
remember and rehearse the tradition fairly regularly in their different formal and
informal gatherings. A few examples may illustrate the point. Ong, relying on
Sherzer’s article,173 notes that the comparison of tape recording and transcription of
oral performances among the Cuna reveals that the lengthy puberty rite formula is
reproduced verbatim despite the nine-year time lapse between the two different
performances.174 Similarly, Finnegan remarks about Rgveda, “[Its] religious and
liturgical nature … has, it seems, made verbal memorization imperative.”175 The
faithful conservation of such material is even more remarkable once one realizes that
the length of Rgveda is “about 40,000 lines (it consists of 10 books including in all
over 1,000 hymns)” and the period of its oral transmission is “for centuries.”176
Although liturgical or ritual tradition, from time to time, may allow for some kinds
of flexibility in different performances,177 there is little doubt that the nature of this
tradition increases the chance for the stability and constancy of the tradition.
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Bringing these insights to apprehending the Jesus tradition, several facts and
factors are to be remembered. First, “our earliest Christian literature is the textual
product of the oral activities of the early Church, including proclamation,
apologetics, exhortations, prayers, debates, hymns, creeds, and storytelling,” many
of which can be found in liturgical settings.178 Second, just as “the Torah reading
was certainly a prominent part of synagogue ritual by the first century,”179 the public
reading of some Christian writings that contained the Jesus tradition was likely to be
a significant part of early Christian gatherings. Despite the meagerness of direct
evidence from the first century, the second-century writer Justin Martyr says, “And
on the day which is called the day of the sun there is an assembly of all those who
live in the towns or in the country, and the memoirs of the apostles [possibly
referring to the gospels, but if not, at least a body of tradition that contains Jesus’s
words and deeds] or the writings of the prophets are read for as long as time permits”
(Apol. 1.67). In other words, the public reading of some Christian writings “as a vital
part of the weekly assembly was, by that time, an established and probably universal
Christian liturgical custom.”180 Third, related to the second point, the dearth of the
evidence for such reading practice in the first century is partly due to the fact that
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Christian writings, including the gospels, were still gaining their scriptural status
and thus not yet finally canonized. Granted this, one can still think of more informal
ritual settings where different groups of early Christians remembered and rehearsed
the words and deeds of Jesus in their gatherings.181 In short, if this reconstruction is
correct (i.e., the Jesus tradition was shaped largely in liturgical settings), then one
may expect more stability of the tradition.

2.3.2.2 The Jesus Tradition in Didactic Settings
Scholars generally agree that Jesus was often perceived as a teacher despite his other
roles and titles. It is one of the “almost indisputable facts” that Jesus had disciples,
that is, the twelve as well as many more followers.182 All four canonical gospels
depict that both insiders and outsiders called Jesus a teacher or rabbi.183 The Jewish
historian Josephus also identified Jesus, first and foremost, as “a wise man” or “a
teacher.”184 If many contemporaries perceived Jesus as a teacher, then what are the
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implications of this fact regarding the SDGA? In order to answer this question, one
needs to examine briefly how ancient disciples normally viewed their teachers.185
In general, ancient disciples had much respect for their teacher, often
expressed in how teachers educated their pupils and how disciples treated their
master’s teachings. It was not unusual for a teacher to ask his or her pupils to
memorize some important teachings or sayings. Thus, some teachings were often
shaped in memorable forms for the sake of the effective impartation of information.
Further, memorization was an essential element for all levels of ancient education,
both Jewish186 and Hellenistic.187 Disciples were also expected to preserve a teacher’s
instructions carefully and to pass on the body of important teachings to others
faithfully. This was often the case even at times when disciples happened to be in
disagreement with the teacher’s lessons. The careful preservation of important
teachings might come not only from disciples’ memorization of some core doctrines
(which may be less relevant to the transmission of the Jesus tradition), but also from
disciples’ frequent exposures to the teacher’s different performances of the same
185
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teaching before different audiences (which may be more pertinent to the
transmission of the Jesus tradition).188
All in all, although didactic settings do not guarantee the intact transmission
of important teachings,189 the normal ancient view of disciples as faithful bearers of
the master’s teachings seems to highlight the stability of the tradition. Moreover, the
fact that Jesus’s disciples remained “respected leaders and teachers in the Jesus
movement during the critical period of oral transmission before written gospel
appeared” further increases the chance for the careful transmission of the Jesus
tradition.190

2.3.2.3 The Jesus Tradition as Eyewitness Testimony
The reliability of eyewitness testimony largely hinges on the reliability of memory.
Since the next chapter will delve into the issue of memory, for the moment, it is
sufficient to address two specific factors that would make the Jesus tradition as
eyewitness testimony more reliable.

188

“Although some memorization very probably occurred during Jesus’s teaching ministry,
the urgent nature of Jesus’s mission meant that there was no time to be wasted on systematic
impartation of encyclopedic knowledge when other villages desperately had to hear the gospel of the
kingdom” (Bird, The Gospel of the Lord, 86).
189

Even Gerhardsson, who is often claimed to be the champion of formal controlled
tradition, allows for some sort of flexibility of the tradition; see Birger Gerhardsson, “Illuminating the
Kingdom: Narrative Meshalim in the Synoptic Gospels,” in Jesus and the Oral Gospel Tradition, ed.
Henry Wansbrough, JSNTS 64 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1991), 296–97.
190

Keener, Historical Jesus, 140.
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First, it must be remembered that the time span between Jesus’s original
events and the initial gospel composition is rather short, “more than three or at most
four decades … while the eyewitnesses maintained a dominant position in early
Christianity.”191 When it comes to the Jesus tradition, technically speaking, one is
dealing with not oral tradition that has been transmitted “for at least several
generations” but oral history that has “occurred within the life span of the
narrator.”192 The short time span of oral transmission by eyewitnesses cannot mean
the absence of any kind of distortions, but it can mean at least that eyewitnesses may
function as the strong tradents that keep the coherence of the tradition, let alone
barring its fabrication.
Second, in oral cultures, by their nature, memory cultivation is omnipresent.
Thus, in terms of individual memory, one can generally assume that the ancients’
ability to remember tends to be far better than moderns’. The power of collective
memory must be emphasized as well. In oral cultures, despite the presence of gifted
tradents as individuals, the community as a whole actively participates in the
preservation of the tradition foundational to the identity and life of the
community.193 In this context, what one must envisage is not so much a number of

191

Keener, Historical Jesus, 151.

192

Paul Rhodes Eddy and Gregory A. Boyd, The Jesus Legend: A Case for the Historical
Reliability of the Synoptic Jesus Tradition (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2007), 289 n. 72.
193

“We are not dealing with simply with the memories of key individuals but are pursuing
instead the individual, collective, and cultural memories that acquired in the early churches. When a
memory is shared within a group it becomes in some sense a corporate memory, since others can now
rehearse the same memory in new performances, and similarly the group can also regulate and correct
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cases of faulty memories of individuals who hear unfamiliar stories only a few times
and are asked to recall later, as a community and its members that hear “commonly
known, identity-shaping material spoken countless times by an array of tradents
within a communal performance.”194 Once again, if these specific factors are inserted
into the reconceptualization of the Jesus tradition, then the chance for the stability of
the Jesus tradition may be significantly raised.

2.4 Conclusion
To review the line of major arguments briefly is sufficient for concluding remarks.
This chapter claims that, despite some difficulties in studying the oral tradition, to
do so is necessary because the Jesus tradition was originated and continued to be
shaped in a predominantly oral culture. When one envisages the Jesus tradition, he
or she should take seriously the facts that in the times of Jesus and the evangelists
the literacy rate was extremely low, spoken words were more valued than the written

the factuality of any new recital by common consent, especially if the originators of the memory are
still present” (Bird, The Gospel of the Lord, 96).
194 Eddy and Boyd, The Jesus Legend, 281. Dunn made a similar statement: “Attempts to
shed light on how memory functioned in first century Palestine regularly seem to assume that modern
experience of remembering is a sufficient guide.… For example, in his discussion of the subject
Dominic Crossan seems to assume as a model something more of the order of the serendipitous
remembering of a college reunion across a twenty year gap. So fragmentary and ‘flash-bulb’ memories
become the norm. But does that give us any guidance in relation to a group memory which was
important to the group and which was rehearsed in the group on several or many occasions across the
twenty years?” (“Social Memory and the Oral Jesus Tradition,” in Memory in the Bible and Antiquity,
ed. Loren T. Stuckenbruck, Stephen C. Barton, and Benjamin G. Wold, WUNT 212 [Tübingen: Mohr
Siebeck, 2007], 180). Still a similar remark (in comparing between “chains” and “nets” memory) can
be found in Alan Kirk, “Memory Theory and Jesus Research,” in Handbook for the Study of the
Historical Jesus: How to Study the Historical Jesus, Vol. 1, ed. Tom Holmén and Stanley E. Porter
(Leiden: Brill, 2011), 822–24.
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ones, and oral performance and aural reception were the primary modes of
communication.
After providing a thick description of a predominantly oral world, the chapter
presents diverse insights of orality research that can enhance the comprehension of
the SDGA. In line with the position of many prominent orality scholars, including
Foley and Finnegan, this study addresses a perennial problem in which one is too
quick to claim general characteristics of oral tradition without much attention to
culture-, genre-, or context-specific dimension of each oral tradition. However, the
study also notes that it is equally problematic if one is simply satisfied with
disturbingly endless variations of oral tradition and does not even try to discover its
striking characteristics.
One of the striking characteristics of oral tradition, which is distinctive
enough from the written, can be found in the fact that oral tradition, by its nature,
involves performance at some point. This performance-dimension of oral tradition,
which is fairly consistent across time and space, tends to produce varied and flexible
accounts of the tradition. Thus, the implication is that one should not be surprised
by the presence of different accounts among the gospel parallels. Given that the
Jesus tradition was initiated and processed primarily in an oral mode, one must
consider seriously the possibility that many of these different accounts were
performance variations.
Once having affirmed performance as a recurring pattern of oral tradition, the
chapter examines the possible specific social locations where the Jesus tradition was
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performed and received. The combination of the facts that a number of eyewitnesses,
whether individuals and communities, remained prominent tradents of the Jesus
tradition and that the Jesus tradition was often performed in a liturgical and didactic
settings seems to increase the chance for the stability of the Jesus tradition
significantly, thereby causing the same accounts among the gospel parallels.

CHAPTER 3
Memory Studies: How the Story of Jesus Was Remembered

This chapter concerns memory studies that have bearing primarily on the first two
stages of the Jesus tradition (i.e., the initial stage and the transmission stage).1
Memory studies are complex since they involve a number of fields and subfields and
the related topics and issues.2 Precisely due to this complexity of memory studies,
the scope of this study must be specified at the outset. Since the primary concern of
this study is to identify the deeper logic of the characteristic features of the gospels
(i.e., the same yet different), this chapter revisits major scholars and their works in a
number of fields that may shed light on this issue. The chapter discusses three
subjects: neglect of memory as a research topic in biblical studies, contemporary
memory studies, and memory in antiquity.

1

The word primarily must be emphasized because we cannot completely rule out the
implications of this chapter for the writing stage as well (e.g., ancients’ extensive use of memory in
composition).
2

“Social memory studies is … a nonparadigmatic, transdisciplinary, centerless enterprise”
(Jeffrey K. Olick and Joyce Robbins, “Social Memory Studies: From ‘Collective Memory’ to the
Historical Sociology of Mnemonic Practices,” Annual Review of Sociology 24 [1998]: 106); similarly,
“Memory studies is [sic] by no means a unified, coherent field” (Gabriel Moshenska, “Working with
Memory in the Archaeology of Modern Conflict,” Cambridge Archaeological Journal 20 [2010]: 34); I
owe this reference to Michael J. Thate, Remembrance of Things Past?: Albert Schweitzer, the Anxiety
of Influence, and the Untidy Jesus of Markan Memory, WUNT 351 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2013),
189; similarly, see Egbert J. Bakker, “Epic Remembering,” in Orality, Literacy, Memory in the Ancient
Greek and Roman World, ed. E. Anne Mackay, Mnemosyne Supplements 298 (Leiden: Brill, 2008), 65.
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3.1 A Brief History of the Neglect of Memory
The assumptions and methodologies of form criticism are tenacious. Although form
criticism was significantly questioned in many respects, its methodological ghosts
still haunt a number of New Testament fields and subjects. One is form critics’
conception of the relationship of memory and tradition. In the scheme of form
criticism, memory is the property of first disciples and witnesses who heard and
experienced Jesus without any mediation, while tradition is developed partly from
the memory of the past but reconstructed primarily in accordance with a present
concern or life setting of a later church.3 It may be no coincidence that form
criticism sets the stage for devising the criteria of authenticity, the main task of
which is to identify authentic memories of Jesus (expressed in his sayings and deeds)
out of traditions that reflect later Christians’ theological interpretations.4 The
shadow of form criticism still looms in any attempts where the Jesus of history and
the Christ of faith, disciples’ memory of historical Jesus and church’s tradition of
risen Lord can be cleanly separated rather than intricately interwoven. At any rate,
since form critics’ primary goal is to identify traditional forms that may reflect
3

Alan Kirk and Tom Thatcher, “Jesus Tradition as Social Memory,” in Memory, Tradition,
and Text: Uses of the Past in Early Christianity, ed. Alan Kirk and Tom Thatcher, SemeiaSt 52
(Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2005), 29–30; Alan Kirk, “The Memory–Tradition Nexus in the
Synoptic Tradition: Memory, Media, and Symbolic Representation,” in Memory and Identity in
Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity: A Conversation with Barry Schwartz, ed. Tom Thatcher,
SemeiaSt 78 (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2014), 132–33.
4 “My argument, however, is that the entire enterprise of criteria of authenticity is dependent
upon a form-critical framework. For, the criteria approach adopts wholesale the form-critical
conception of the development of the Jesus tradition and thus its method for getting ‘behind’ the text”
(emphasis original; Chris Keith, “Memory and Authenticity: Jesus Tradition and What Really
Happened,” ZNW 102 [2011]: 157).
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various life settings of the present communities in the formation of the gospels,
memory as an analytical category is largely ignored.5
One of the earliest biblical scholars who emphasized memory in the
formation of the gospels is Birger Gerhardsson. Gerhardsson pointed out that at the
time of his writing in 1961 there had been next to nothing as to the literature that
dealt with a social setting where the transmission of oral gospel tradition occurred.6
He found a plausible context of the transmission of gospel tradition in Pharisaic
Judaism in the Tannaitic and Amoraic periods where disciples’ memorization of
teachers’ teachings are not only encouraged but also systematically trained. Although
his work at that time did not receive wider support or was simply abandoned due to
his anachronistic methodology and other reasons,7 the republication of his work
thirty-five years later8 and the renewed interest in his work9 are to be certainly

5

“The forms of the literary tradition must be used to establish the influences operating in the
life of the community, and the life of the community must be used to render the forms themselves
intelligible” (Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, trans. John Marsh, rev. ed.
[Oxford: Blackwell, 1972], 5); similarly, “The ultimate origin of the Form is primitive Christian life
itself” (Martin Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel, trans. Bertram Lee Woolf [New York: Scribner,
1935], 8); I owe the citation of Dibelius to Keith, Jesus’ Literacy, 33.
6

Birger Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscript: Oral Tradition and Written Transmission in
Rabbinic Judaism and Early Christianity, trans. Eric J. Sharpe, ASNU 22 (Lund: Gleerup, 1961); this
self-analysis can be found in his later revised edition Birger Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscript:
Oral Tradition and Written Transmission in Rabbinic Judaism and Early Christianity with Tradition
and Transmission in Early Christianity, trans. Eric J. Sharpe (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997), ix–x.
7

Morton Smith, “Comparison of Early Christian and Early Rabbinic Tradition,” JBL 82
(1963): 169–76.
8

Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscript (in 1997). Jacob Neusner, who was then a protestor
of Gerhardsson’s work and now becomes its supporter, forewards this edition.
9

Samuel Byrskog and Werner H. Kelber, eds., Jesus in Memory: Traditions in Oral and
Scribal Perspectives (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2009).
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welcomed, given that he was one of the first serious scholars who examined the issue
of how memory plays a significant role in the transmission process. His contribution
of paying scholarly attention to the importance of memory is no doubt praiseworthy,
but the general picture of memory that largely emphasizes its retentive aspect is one
area that scholars are still complaining about despite his further defense and
explanation.10 In short, Gerhardsson’s attention to memory is absolutely right, but
his emphasis on the retentive side cannot properly represent the same yet different
gospel accounts.11
Another scholar worth mentioning is James D. G. Dunn, whose first volume
in the series of Christianity in the Making is Jesus Remembered. As the title of the
book indicates, one of his main arguments is that Jesus historians have to realize that
they are dealing with the Jesus remembered by others, not the Jesus that is “an
objective historical datum” free of any interpretations or faith-claims of later

10

“I would emphasize first of all the fundamental role of memorization.… Before the art of
writing became common, memorization was the only way of preserving a statement or a text. And
this primitive method proved to be very tenacious. Among Jewish teachers in antiquity we note that
virtually all important knowledge was learned in the form of sayings and texts which were imprinted
on the memory, so that one knew them by heart” (emphasis original; Birger Gerhardsson, The
Reliability of the Gospel Tradition [Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2001], 9–10: cf. his Tradition and
Transmission, 17). For the critiques of Gerhardsson’s position, see Werner H. Kelber’s comments: “I
remain unconvinced that memorization—if indeed it was the prevailing method of rabbinic
transmission in the first century of the common era—serves as the appropriate mode for early
synoptic transmission processes. While the rabbinic tradition enjoyed a distinct appreciation for the
accuracy of the transmission, its written legacy does not entirely support the idea of accuracy as the
sole determinant of traditioning. The Mishnah is characterized by a multitude of traditions and a
variability of certain themes.… [T]he overall impression provided by Mishnaic texts is that single
entities of the tradition are revised and provided with glosses, expanded as well as shortened” (“The
Case of the Gospels: Memory’s Desire and the Limits of Historical Criticism,” OrT 17 [2002]: 60).
11

Bas van Os, Psychological Analyses and the Historical Jesus: New Ways to Explore
Christian Origins, LNTS 432 (London: T & T Clark, 2011), 93.
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Christians.12 Dunn rightly points out that history and faith, fact and interpretation
are bound together from the very beginning (i.e., the moments that first disciples
and witnesses encountered Jesus’s initial sayings and deeds). In other words, faith
and interpretation are not later accretions that can come only after the Easter
experience; they have been present all along since the first experiences of Jesus.13
Thus the historians’ task is not to discover early historical kernels out of later
theological husks but to determine judiciously how the first (and later) disciples’
both historical and theological accounts about Jesus can illuminate the Jesus of
Nazareth in the first century.14 Although Dunn is right about noting the importance
of how Jesus is remembered in the gospel tradition, unfortunately, he does not offer
a concrete mechanism or model of how memory works.15 Dunn later defends his
position in greater detail, essentially arguing, “[T]he oral Jesus tradition is the

primary way in which Jesus was remembered.”16 This is a helpful articulation of his

12

Dunn, Jesus Remembered, 125; similarly, his “On History, Memory and Eyewitnesses: In
Response to Bengt Holmberg and Samuel Byrskog,” JSNT 26 (2004): 475.
13

Dunn, Jesus Remembered, 130–33; similarly, his “‘All That Glisters Is Not Gold’: In Quest
of the Right Key to Unlock the Way to the Historical Jesus,” in Der Historische Jesus: Tendenzen Und
Perspektiven Der Gegenwärtigen Forschung, ed. Jens Schröter and Ralph Brucker (Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter, 2002), 147.
14

“Jesus can be perceived only through the impact he made on his first disciples” (emphasis
original; Dunn, Jesus Remembered, 132); similarly, Chris Keith, “The Narratives of the Gospels and
the Historical Jesus: Current Debates, Prior Debates and the Goal of Historical Jesus Research,” JSNT
38 (2016): 444.
15

Samuel Byrskog, “A New Perspective on the Jesus Tradition: Reflections on James D. G.
Dunn’s Jesus Remembered,” JSNT 26 (2004): 463–64. Dunn also admits this: “I readily admit that in
JR [Jesus Remembered] I do not provide any theory of memory or of remembering or engage in
discussion with those who have” (“History, Memory and Eyewitnesses,” 481).
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position, but he is ultimately more concerned with oral tradition than with memory.
His work clearly advances scholarly discussion on the significance of oral tradition in
comprehending the dynamics of the Jesus tradition but is found wanting in
demonstrating how memory itself can be a helpful analytical category in the study of
the historical Jesus.
Another factor that minimizes the role of memory in understanding the Jesus
tradition and its transmission has to do with one’s insensitivity to ancient media
culture. Many scholars, especially Kelber, argue that biblical scholars, as the children
of print culture, fail to conceive the centrality of memory in ancient oral societies.17
In these societies where low literacy rates and the limited use of writing were the
norm rather than the exception, memory was a dominant means of handing on
important tradition to subsequent generations. Citing a number of scholars, Kirk
expresses the same idea that ancients relied heavily on memory in many respects:18
Memory was “the classical means of cognitively organizing and, most
significantly, retrieving words.…” Oral manuscript culture was a memory
culture “to the same profound degree that modern culture in the West is
16

Dunn, “Social Memory,” 179–94 (quote is from p. 180; emphasis original).

17

Kelber, “Jesus and Tradition,” 140–41; idem, “The Generative Force of Memory: Early
Christian Traditions as Processes of Remembering,” BTB 36 (2006): 15; idem, “Arts of
Communication,” 252–54; similarly, “This was no doubt due in part to the fact that prior to the
coming of print, the human memory was the most effective retrieval device available” (Eric Eve,
“Memory, Orality and the Synoptic Problem,” EC 6 [2015]: 316).
18

Kirk, “Tertium Quid,” 218; the quotations are, respectively, from Small, Wax Tablets of
the Mind, 71; Mary J. Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture,
Cambridge Studies in Medieval Literature 10 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 8; Jan
Assmann, “Form as a Mnemonic Device: Cultural Texts and Cultural Memory,” in Performing the
Gospel: Orality, Memory, and Mark, ed. Richard A. Horsley, Jonathan A. Draper, and John Miles
Foley (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2006), 81.
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documentary.…” Memory ingestion of this sort pertained primarily to the
repertoire of cultural texts … was crucial to the reproduction of a
community’s identity “from one generation to the next.”
This brief overview of the ignorance or misconception of memory in biblical
studies invites a more thorough examination of memory as a proper analytical tool.
With the present concern in mind (i.e., how memory studies can shed light on the
SDGA), this chapter revisits relevant studies of contemporary memory research and
ancient memory research in turn.

3.2 Contemporary Memory Studies
Although memory studies have a number of implications for a host of academic
fields and practical matters, this project focuses on how these studies can provide
new insights into reimagining the Jesus tradition in general and the SDGA in
particular. Despite some overlapping concerns of the areas, this section deals with
three areas of research that may be summarized as a set of dialectical concepts: fact
vs. interpretation, past vs. present, and individual memory vs. collective memory.

3.2.1 Fact vs. Interpretation
One of Dunn’s great insights is that Jesus as an ancient figure is accessible only by
the impacts that he made on the first disciples, not as an objective historical datum
immune to any kinds of interpretation. However, unfortunately, Dunn does not
delve into this insight more systematically in light of memory studies that
underscore the same idea. A number of memory studies demonstrate that human
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memory is the result of interrelationship between fact and interpretation. Memory is
neither a simple retrieval of historical facts nor a completely subjective interpretation
of them.19 Memory is always somewhere between these two positions as a dynamic
interplay of fact and interpretation.
Some have conceived memory as if it is an archive where photographs, voice
recordings, or video clips that capture the moments of the past (exactly as they were)
are preserved and can be retrieved whenever necessary.20 In this paradigm, historical
facts can be orderly stored in a designated place in the human mind and then
recovered anytime as one wishes.21 This paradigm does not deny that fact can be
contaminated by impression or interpretation, but it emphasizes the possibility or
even necessity to separate one from the other. However, as many historians and
memory researchers note, fact and interpretation are not like black and white or
water and oil, things that can be cleanly divided. As Rodríguez says, “Perception and

interpretation take place simultaneously.… Whether or not human beings are
capable of observing reality without simultaneously interpreting it (and I do not

19

“Although memory is not a mere reproduction of objective facts, this does not mean that is
therefore entirely subjective” (Eviatar Zerubavel, Time Maps: Collective Memory and the Social Shape
of the Past (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 2).
20

Similarly, “Memory is a repository or reservoir of records, traces, and engrams of past
events analogous to records preserved in geological strata” (Hans Meyerhoff, Time in Literature
[Berkeley: University of California Press, 1955], 20); this is quoted in David Lowenthal, The Past Is a
Foreign Country (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 251.
21

“[Memories] are produced in the correct order as required, easily and without any fuss;
and the earlier things make way for those that come later, and by making way they return into storage,
ready to come forth again whenever I want them. This is exactly what happens when I recite
something from memory” (Augustine, Conf. 10.8 [Hammond, LCL]).
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think we are), we certainly do not normally do so.”22 Similarly, Keith remarks,
“Whereas the modernist perspective assumes that there is an objective past reality
for historians to attain or reconstruct, more recent approaches have insisted that the
past survives only in the interpretations of it that persist.”23 If interpretations are
operating already in one’s first perception of facts, then it is not hard to imagine that
memory involves much more complex intermingling of fact and interpretation.
Although memory cannot take us directly to the historical Jesus, the
interpretive side in memory must not be pressed too far either. Of course,
recounting historical facts or events always involves more or less interpretation.
Whether a historian writes a history about the Reformation era or whether a curator
chooses art works of Impressionism for museum exhibition, selection and
interpretation are necessary. However, it must be asserted that facts and realities
always precede interpretations. If recognizable figures, events, and themes that
constitute the Reformation era or Impressionism have not been present, then their
interpretations, whether conservative or innovative, would fall on deaf ears. On this
point, Schwartz’s comments hit the mark: “Although history, sacred and secular
alike, is malleable and constantly reinterpreted, these variations would not be
noticeable if not superimposed upon a stable essence that makes events and

22

Rafael Rodríguez, “‘According to the Scriptures’: Suffering and the Psalms in the Speeches
in Acts,” in Memory and Idenity in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity: A Conversation with
Barry Schwartz, ed. Tom Thatcher, SemeiaSt 78 (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2014), 245 (emphasis original).
23

Chris Keith, “Social Memory Theory and Gospels Research: The First Decade (Part One),”
EC 6 (2015): 372.
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individuals recognizable across generations.… Put another way, reality counts more

than bias in the remembering of most events most of the time.”24 In a similar vein,
Lindesmith and his colleagues say, “The facts are that perception is selective;
motivations and needs sensitize us to specific stimuli or sometimes lead to distorted
perception.… But these facts should not cause us to ignore the further fact that
reality sets limits to perception.… No one can live in a real world if we see only what
suits us.”25
Biblical scholars who employ memory research also emphasize the fact that
memory is necessarily interpretive and selective but memory’s greater aspect is to
convey historical fact or reality. Anthony Le Donne, who wrote one of the first
English “doctoral theses based on social memory theory,” argued that all memory is
distortion or refraction but memory distortion is done within the proper range of
historical reality.26 Le Donne stressed that the term distortion is not to be

24

Barry Schwartz, “Where There’s Smoke, There’s Fire: Memory and History,” in Memory
and Identity in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity: A Conversation with Barry Schwartz, ed. Tom
Thatcher, SemeiaSt 78 (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2014), 20–21 (emphasis original); similarly, idem, “Jesus
in First-Century Memory–a Response,” in Memory, Tradition, and Text: Uses of the Past in Early
Christianity, ed. Alan Kirk and Tom Thatcher, SemeiaSt 52 (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature,
2005), 260.
25 Alfred R. Lindesmith, Anselm L. Strauss, and Norman K. Denzin, Social Psychology
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1988), 124; cited in Schwartz, “Where There’s Smoke,” 19;
similarly, “If meanings were in fact independent of reality, if reality were dependent on the meanings
attributed to it, then we would live in a world in which one person’s account of any situation is no
better than anyone else’s—an anarchical world in which nothing decisive can be said about anything”
(Barry Schwartz, “Harvest,” in Memory and Identity in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity: A
Conversation with Barry Schwartz, SemeiaSt 78 [Atlanta: SBL Press, 2014], 319).
26

Anthony Le Donne, The Historiographical Jesus: Memory, Typology, and the Son of David
(Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2009), 50–92; more briefly, idem, “Theological Memory
Distortion in the Jesus Tradition: A Study in Social Memory Theory,” in Memory in the Bible and
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understood negatively since his main contention is that memory is always more or
less distorted or “refracted in order to be remembered.”27 He also remarked
elsewhere, “It is simply impossible to know every detail about any object. Or put
another way, it is impossible to see an object from every vantage-point. In the same
way, it is equally impossible to recollect an object without emphasizing certain
details, or to recall an object without perspective or interpretation.”28 Granted this,
Le Donne equally emphasizes that memory’s interpretive aspect is limited by
historical fact or reality. Our memory may refract historical reality greatly “more like
kaleidoscopes, refracting uninteresting shapes into interesting abstractions”; but
most of our memories are working more like telescopes that magnify but still reflect
the actual image.29 Despite the presence of greater or lesser distortions, memory is
reliable enough to trace or identify its mnemonic continuity and trajectory; a
complete fabrication or dramatic distortion has no or little place in this mnemonic
trajectory.30

Antiquity, ed. Loren T. Stuckenbruck, Stephen C. Barton, and Benjamin G. Wold, WUNT 212
(Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2007), 163–77; the quotation is from Keith, Jesus’ Literacy, 53.
27

Le Donne, The Historiographical Jesus, 52 (emphasis mine).

28

Le Donne, “Memory Distortion,” 168.

29

Ibid., 167. Ricœur also used an analogy of telescope for history and memory. See Paul
Ricœur, Memory, History, Forgetting (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 211; I owe this
reference to Anthony Le Donne, “The Problem of Selectivity in Memory Research: A Response to
Zeba Crook,” JSHJ 11 (2013): 96, although he gives wrong page numbers.
30

Le Donne, The Historiographical Jesus, 70–80.
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A similar observation can be found in the work of Robert K. McIver who
incorporates the insights of psychological research on memory into the study of
historical Jesus. In his important article and more extensively in his book, he
examines psychological research about both individual and collective remembering,
and reaches a similar conclusion.31 That is, although both individual and collective
memories present a variety of frailties and errors, human memory is firmly rooted in,
and largely shaped by, the historical past and thus outright invention or wholesale
fabrication of the historical event is extremely rare. Citing a few examples would be
sufficient to illustrate the point. Regarding individual remembering,32 he offers as a
case study a crime scene (i.e., attempted robbery involving gunfight) in Vancouver,
Canada, about which both “a very large body of verifiable forensic evidence” and a
number of eyewitnesses, including the victim, are available for checking the details
of the event. John Yullie, Judith Cutshall, and their fellow researchers conducted
follow-up interviews with most of the witnesses four and five months after the event.
The result of their study was that the details of this crime scene recounted by
witnesses are 81 percent accurate; the percentage is high enough to support the
general reliability of human memory rather than underlining its weaknesses. As to

31

Robert K. McIver, “Eyewitnesses as Guarantors of the Accuracy of the Gospel Traditions
in the Light of Psychological Research,” JBL 131 (2012): 529–46; idem, Memory, Jesus, and the
Synoptic Gospels, RBS 59 (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2011).
32

The following discussion, including the quotation, comes from McIver, “Eyewitnesses as
Guarantors,” 534–36.
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collective remembering,33 McIver notes that social pressures may sometimes
contaminate individual memories, but it is also true that collective remembering is
far more effective than its individual counterparts in preserving the details of a
historical event. Regarding the issue of how shared memories of a historical figure or
event are preserved and transformed, he stresses that historical fact or reality must
take precedence over subsequent varying interpretations that are often determined
by the present concerns. For example, Abraham Lincoln “was not a particularly
popular president while in office,” but by the time of 1909, “his status had risen to be
the equal of George Washington.… [Because at that time] Lincoln epitomized the
values of early-twentieth-century America.” However, citing Baumeister and
Hastings,34 McIver once again emphasizes that historical facts function as
controlling the limit of their interpretations: “Still, it seems that by and large
outright fabrication of collective memory is rare. The implication may be that
collective memories are to some extent constrained by the facts. Facts may be deleted,
altered, shaded, reinterpreted, exaggerated, and placed in favourable contexts, but
wholesale fabrication seems to lie beyond what most groups can accomplish.”

33
34

Again, the following discussion, including the quotations, is indebted to ibid., 536–41.

Roy F. Baumeister and Stephen Hastings, “Distortions of Collective Memory: How Groups
Flatter and Deceive Themselves,” in Collective Memory of Political Events: Social Psychological
Perspectives., ed. James W. Pennebaker, Dario Paez, and Bernard Rimé (Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum, 1997),
282.
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3.2.2 Past vs. Present
What is indicated in the “interfluential” nature of fact and interpretation is the
dialectical relationship between past and present.35 That is, when remembering a
historical figure or event, past and present are so intricately interwoven. The
dynamics of past and present in memory are variously expressed in the history of
scholarship. For example, in the field of historiography, history and memory are
traditionally understood as antithetical such that history is treated as a pure reservoir
of the past while memory is regarded as an active reconstruction of the past in light
of the needs and interests of the present.36 A Jewish historian, Yosef Hayim
Yerushalmi, thus expresses the sharp contrast between history and memory as
follows: in the modern era “a Jewish historiography [is] divorced from Jewish
collective memory.… To a large extent, of course, this reflects a universal and evergrowing modern dichotomy. The traditions and memories of many peoples are in

35

For a brief account of the dialectical relationship between past and present in memory, see
Alan Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” in Memory, Tradition, and Text: Uses of the Past in Early
Christianity, ed. Alan Kirk and Tom Thatcher, SemeiaSt 52 (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature,
2005), 10–17. The term “interfluential” is coined by Tom Thatcher, “Preface: Keys, Frames, and the
Problem of the Past,” in Memory and Identity in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity: A
Conversation with Barry Schwartz, ed. Tom Thatcher, SemeiaSt 78 (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2014), 2.
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Lieux de Mémoire,’” Representations 26 (1989): 8–9; Olick and Robbins, “Social Memory Studies,”
110–11; Schwartz, “Jesus in First-Century Memory–a Response,” 260; Jeffrey K. Olick, “Products,
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(Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 2012), 181, 183.
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disarray.”37 However, as the previous discussion about fact and interpretation
implies, history and memory cannot be cleanly separated as the representation of the
past and the representation of the present, respectively. Rather, writing a history and
remembering historical facts are both rooted in the past and influenced by the
present.
The interplay of past and present is also an issue of fiery debate in the field of
memory studies. Despite a number of possible avenues in studying memory
research,38 two streams are still prominent regarding the issue of past and present:
presentist model and continuity model (or culture system model).39 Both models
admit the mutual influence of past and present in memory, but they diverge
significantly in which aspect they emphasize more prominently. The presentist
model highlights the dominant role of the present in remembering the past. Memory
does not pristinely restore the past as it was, but rearranges, reshapes, and
restructures it in conformity to the needs of the present. The statements of Mead
and Halbwachs are typical: “Every conception of the past is construed from the
37

Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi, Zakhor: Jewish History and Jewish Memory (Seattle: University
of Washington Press, 1996), 93.
38 This is the warning of Stanley E. Porter and Hughson T. Ong, “Memory, Orality, and the
Fourth Gospel,” JSHJ 12 (2014): 148.
39

Barry Schwartz, “Christian Origins: Historical Truth and Social Memory,” in Memory,
Tradition, and Text: Uses of the Past in Early Christianity (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature,
2005), 44; Foster, “Three Dead-Ends,” 196–97; Keith, “Memory and Authenticity,” 168–69; idem,
Jesus’ Literacy, 57–61; Wedderburn, Jesus and the Historians, 204–5; Dennis C. Duling, “Social
Memory and Commemoration of the Death of ‘the Lord’: Paul’s Response to the Lord’s Supper
Factions at Corinth,” in Memory and Identity in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity: A
Conversation with Barry Schwartz, ed. Tom Thatcher, SemeiaSt 78 (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2014), 296–
97. Duling calls these two streams “constructionism” and “essentialism.”
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standpoint of the new problems of today”; “collective memory is essentially a
reconstruction of the past [that] adapts the image of ancient facts to the beliefs and
spiritual needs of the present.”40 In this model, the past is at best “precarious” in that
it does not have an autonomous existence but its descriptions hinge largely on the
conditions of the present.41 Memory is thus “context dependent” since it can be
reconstructed in a variety of ways depending on the context of remembering.42 “Who
does the remembering, for what purposes and towards what audiences” are crucial
questions that one must ask in remembering the past; depending on how one may
answer these questions, the contents of memory suffer more or less adaptation and
transformation.43 Stated otherwise, memory is more concerned with the identity
formation of the present group rather than recollecting the historical past as such;
thus, “memory selects and modifies subjects and figures of the past in order to make
them serviceable to the image the [present] community wishes to cultivate of

40

George Herbert Mead, “The Nature of the Past,” in Essays in Honor of John Dewey, ed.
Henry Holt (New York: Henry Holt, 1929), 353; Maurice Halbwachs, La Topographie Légendaire Des
Évangiles (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1941), 7; these are cited in Barry Schwartz, “Social
Change and Collective Memory: The Democratization of George Washington,” American Sociological
Review 56 (1991): 221.
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Schwartz, “Social Change,” 222.
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Foster, “Three Dead-Ends,” 196.
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Rafael Rodríguez, Structuring Early Christian Memory: Jesus in Tradition, Performance,
and Text, LNTS 407 (London: T & T Clark, 2010), 50; for concrete examples, see John S.
Kloppenborg, “Memory, Performance, and the Sayings of Jesus,” JSHJ 10 (2012): 107–108.
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itself.”44 The presentist model has been “so robust” and “dominant” among memory
scholars when conceiving the relationship between past and present in memory.45
However, now the pendulum starts to move to the other direction, stressing
the stability or inertia of the past. In contrast to the presentist model, the continuity
model allows more room for the interplay of past and present, though the emphasis
falls on the past. In the continuity model, neither the past nor the present must be
sacrificed for the other; they creatively and dynamically influence each other. The
historical past cannot be simply absorbed into the present concerns, but it is
malleable enough to introduce its new expressions in the present context. Similarly,
the present commemoration is powerful enough to take a variety of forms, but its
power will be lost if it goes beyond the legitimate boundary of the historical past.
The present is rooted in and constrained by the past. Given the dynamic
interrelationship between past and present, scholars in this camp emphasize the
significant impact of the past in memory. Thus, Michael Schudson says, “The
recollection of the past does not always serve present interests. The past is in some
respects, and under some conditions, highly resistant to efforts to make it over.”46
Schwartz similarly insists, “It is the past that shapes our understanding of the
44 Kelber, “Memory’s Desire,” 56; similarly, Assmann, “Form as a Mnemonic Device,” 67–68;
Jan Assmann, Religion and Cultural Memory: Ten Studies, trans. Rodney Livingstone (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 2006), 7–8.
45

The quotations come from Schwartz, “Christian Origins,” 44 and Foster, “Three DeadEnds,” 196, respectively.
46

Michael Schudson, “The Present in the Past versus the Past in the Present,”
Communication 11.2 (1989): 107.
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present rather than the other way around.”47 In a similar vein, Paul Connerton
claims, “[O]ur experience of the present very largely depends upon our knowledge of
the past.”48
The dynamic interplay of past and present in the continuity model is nicely
presented in Schwartz’s theory: “a model of society” and “a model for society.”49
Collective memory functions as a model of society in that it “reflects past events in
terms of the needs, interests, fears, and aspirations of the present.”50 In other words,
memory reflects the current state of affairs of a society in which remembering is
done. However, at the same time, as a model for society, collective memory
“embodies a template that organizes and animates behavior and a frame within
which people locate and find meaning for their present experience.”51 In other words,
historical past offers a legitimate platform for the society in which its members can
find their connection to the shared tradition and examine possible courses of action
in the present in light of the past.52 Given that the past exerts influence on the
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present in remembering the past53 and that to “invent new traditions or history out
of thin air”54 is extremely rare, the continuity model is to be preferred. If this is true,
then it may partly explain the stability and flexibility of the gospel tradition.55 We
can find similar gospel accounts because the gospels are based on the historical past
of the Jesus movement. We can also see different gospel accounts because the
gospels reflect the present concerns of different Christian communities.

3.2.3 Individual Memory vs. Social/Collective Memory
As fact and interpretation, past and present cannot be cleanly separated, nor can
individual memory and social/collective memory (hereafter, collective memory). The
reason is that individuals remember the past as members of a
group/community/society, and collective memory is more or less shaped by
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“The actual past is always present, to some degree and in a determinative way, in its
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ed. Tom Thatcher, SemeiaSt 78 [Atlanta: SBL Press, 2014), 273).
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Kirk and Tom Thatcher, SemeiaSt 52 (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2005), 207.
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individual memories.56 Despite the complex entanglement of individual memory and
collective memory in practice,57 a separate discussion of these issues will be given for
analytical purposes.
Individual memory focuses on an individual’s ability to remember what
happened in the past. In the scheme of individual memory, memory is often likened
to an archive in which various kinds of memories are stored and when necessary
retrieved and restored, although scholars differ on how much reconstruction is
involved in this process.58 Despite this debatable nature, memory is generally
regarded as the property of an individual.59 Since individual memory emphasizes the

individual side, the capacity of recollecting the past varies from individual to
individual. Experience is sufficient to tell that some people are good at remembering
while others not. An individual’s ability to remember depends on a number of
factors, including the individual’s education, the degree of involvement of an event,
the extent of familiarity with the content to be recollected, and the lapse of time.

56

“There is no individual memory without social experience nor is there any collective
memory without individuals participating in communal life” (Jeffrey K. Olick, “Collective Memory:
The Two Cultures,” Sociological Theory 17 [1999]: 346).
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Christianity, ed. Alan Kirk and Tom Thatcher, SemeiaSt 52 (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature,
2005), 133.
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Until recently, in the study of historical Jesus, individual memory has come to
the fore with discussion revolving around how reliable human memory is. Richard
Bauckham’s Jesus and the Eyewitness is a prime example that emphasizes the
reliability of eyewitness memory.60 In this influential as well as controversial book,
Bauckham claims that eyewitness memory is sufficiently reliable in recollecting the
past; thus, the gospels, which reflect eyewitness testimonies, are to be considered
equally trustworthy. Against the form-critical assumption that the Jesus tradition
tends to be freely modified in accordance with the present concerns of “the
community as [an anonymous] collective,” Bauckham argues, with multiple layers of
evidence, that the gospel accounts are filled with the testimonies of numerous named
eyewitnesses “who remained the living and active guarantors of the traditions.”61
Then sifting through various findings of psychological research, he contends that,
despite a number of reconstructive aspects of human memory, its reproductive
powers outweigh them.62 He admits that memories are fallible, susceptible to change
depending on a variety of factors, and open to subsequent reconstructions rather
than simple reproductions. However, his fundamental argument is that “[m]emories
are not freely constructed. There are clearly constraints in the remembering process
that account for the relative accuracy and the broad element of stability in memories
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recalled on different occasions.”63 He also insists that scholars should discard
another unexamined form-critical assumption that the Jesus tradition went through
an extended period of time for transmission that gave rise to significant change and
transformation. Rather, he maintains that the period between Jesus and his tradition
being put into writing is filled with a cloud of witnesses whose short-term memories
are arguably generally reliable and accurate. He also notes various factors of reliable
memories that may be pertinent to the transmission of the Jesus tradition: to name a
few, a “unique or unusual event,” a “salient or consequential event,” “an event in
which a person is emotionally involved,” “vivid imagery,” and “frequent rehearsal.”64
Other scholars such as Keener and McIver, though through different avenues, also
argue that as to human memory, substantial preservation rather than radical
reconstruction must be affirmed.65
However, another group of scholars concentrates on the errors and frailties of
human memory, among whom Crossan is a representative figure. Drawing on
various works of several memory scholars including Daniel L. Schacter, Elizabeth F.
Loftus, Ulric Neisser, and Frederic C. Bartlett, Crossan essentially argues for the
63
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reconstructive nature of human memory.66 Human memory is capable of
reconstructing the past in a number of ways. One remembers what happened in the
past, but often with many mistakes in the details. Even a traumatic experience or
greater confidence of a rememberer does not guarantee the accuracy of recall.
Transmutations of fictional elements to facts often happen at various stages of
memory; not only “invented details of an event” but also “the invention of an event
itself” is possible. An accurate reproduction of the past is the exception rather than
the rule. The repetitive recall may lead to a more accurate preservation of the past,
but it may also result in the solidification of a distorted memory version of the past,
argued Crossan. Other scholars such as Duling, Redman, Crook, Kloppenborg make
a similar claim that memory involves various forms of reconstruction in all three
stages of “acquisition (encoding), retention (storage), and retrieval.”67
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These competing positions have their own persuasive cases and arguments,
but the truth in memory will probably lie between the two extremes, that is, perfect
recall and zero recall. Eve captures the point well:
In fact, the memory of most normal individuals is neither completely
infallible nor hopelessly inefficient. For most practical purposes it works
perfectly well, not least in giving us access to our own individual pasts. It is,
however, also capable of generating any number of errors through a
combination of forgetting, distortion, unconscious invention, subsequent
reinterpretation, self-interest, suggestibility and social pressure. Individual
memory is thus both generally reliable and at least somewhat fallible, the
degree of reliability and fallibility varying both from individual to individual
and from situation to situation.68
Whereas individual memory emphasizes individuals as agents who do the
remembering, collective memory has a different focus: social frameworks in which
individuals’ recollections take place.69 In other words, even if individuals remember
something or someone in the past, the ways the specific memory is formulated
cannot be completely free from the influence of the society where they are placed.70
An individual does the remembering, but he or she does so as a social being.71 For
examples, an individual may share a memory with other members (whether of family,
religion, or nation); his or her recollection may be aided, shaped, and restructured
68
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by other members who experienced the same event; even when individual memories
are less impacted by other members’, the languages and resources that express the
past memory are largely, if not totally, provided by customs and cultures of the
society.72 Thus, an important tenet of collective memory is that every individual
belongs to a certain group or community that greatly influences his or her
memory.73 As Assmann aptly points out, “The slogan ‘we are what we remember’
must be complemented by the phrase ‘we are what we belong to,’ since remembering
and belonging are so closely interconnected.”74
The social dimension of memory may result in its stability and change. One
of the great insights of Halbwachs and his associates is that memory often serves for
the formation and cohesion of group identity.75 This is the very context where
memory’s stability and change can be properly understood. When a certain memory
fosters or solidifies the group identity, then its members are likely to remember
those moments through frequent communications and commemorations. However,
in a situation where a memory jeopardizes or disrupts the group identity, it is likely
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to be suppressed or forgotten.76 Depending on how much memory can contribute to
the group identity, the content and details of the memory may remain stable or
suffer adaptations and changes.
Having examined both individual and collective memory separately, it should
now be emphasized that these are not two types of memory but they work closely
together.77 Individuals, not a society or an abstract collective, remember the past in
the present; individuals’ memories provide the elements of collective memory.
However, at the same time, individuals rarely remember something or someone as
isolated beings, but their acts of remembering almost always take place in specific
social contexts. Further, social factors in individual memories are almost everpresent so that one can hardly imagine “individuals as ‘mnemonic Robinson Crusoes’
whose memories are virtually free of any social influence or constraint.”78 This may
be especially true in reimagining the Jesus tradition because it is most likely to be
remembered and rehearsed primarily in communal settings such as worship,
preaching, teaching, and the communal meal. Of course some memories are purely
76
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individual or entirely collective, but most of the memories lie between these
extremes as a creative entanglement of individual and collective memory.79
This brief survey of individual vs. collective memory does not provide a
systematic model of how memory is preserved or transformed, but it offers a number
of factors by which an individual’s memory in a social context may be stable or
changeable.

3.3 Memory in Antiquity
One reason for the neglect of memory as an analytical category in the history of
Jesus scholarship is, as mentioned earlier, the powerful influence of form criticism.
Another reason worth noting is a difference between contemporary society and its
ancient counterpart. A number of scholars point out that the ancient view and use of
memory is substantially different from the modern one.80 Physiologically speaking,
how human brains work would have considerable overlaps between ancients and
moderns, but still the difference between them should seriously be taken into
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account when asking the question of how memory might function at various stages
of the Jesus tradition. This section of the chapter surveys memory’s different status
and usages in antiquity: the high status of memory in antiquity, the importance of
memory in ancient education, and memory in reading and composition.

3.3.1 The High Status of Memory in Antiquity
Unlike moderns who enjoy a number of media to convey and preserve information,
for a majority of ancients with little or no literacy in oral societies “memory was the
most effective retrieval device available.”81 It is not hard to imagine that ancients
would regard memory as far more valuable and use it more extensively than moderns
do. As regards the value of memory in antiquity, it is useful to see the ancients’ views
of and comments on it.
In Greek mythology, Mnemosyne (i.e., the goddess of memory) was depicted
as a divine figure who “was born when earth and heaven were united” (Hesiod,

Theog. 133–136), and then she made love with Zeus for nine nights and gave birth
to nine daughters, including the Muses (Theog. 53–63).82 One of the holy gifts of
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the Muses was to inspire human beings to remember the past (e.g., “a poet, servant
of the Muses, sings of the glorious deeds of people of old”).83 Some of the nine
children of Mnemosyne evoke disciplines in the humanities, such as history, art, and
literature, and they are described fundamentally as “all daughters of memory.”84
Despite the mythological nature of these stories, they are enough to underscore “the
importance of Memory among oral peoples” prior to the dominance of writing and
printing press.85
In antiquity where oral communication rather than writing was more
commonly used in passing on the valued traditions, a majority of people would have
depended on elders’ memories of the past.86 In a modern society, literate individuals
can access a number of writings about the past as they freely read, cross-reference,
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check details, and weigh competing evidence. However, as seen earlier, in an ancient
oral society these literate activities were limited to a tiny number of trained people.
Thus, what books and writings can offer to modern people in these days was
accessible to ancient people primarily through the memories and mouths of elders in
the community. This would work both ways. That is, not only the givers of
information but also its receivers were expected to use memory actively in preserving
and transmitting the information. Hence, elders and teachers were often described as
walking libraries who memorized and carried valuable knowledge and traditions for
the community.87 “For the majority of audiences, hearing, not reading, was the only
medium through which to obtain and preserve” the information and “the
recollection of what was performed orally was also the responsibility of the hearer.”88
Another reason for ancients’ high view of memory is that, in general, ancients valued
the past and its traditions more than do moderns who, despite possessing many
more historical resources, “tend toward a traditionless state.”89 In short, both
practical reasons and social environments led ancients to use memory more
extensively.
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Given these factors, it is not strange that one can find a number of stories
about the feats of ancient memory.90 Ancient rhetoricians were especially skilled in
memory due to their professional training, although personal ability might also
affect the degree of recall. Some rhetoricians possessed an exceptional ability to
remember such as Seneca the Elder. In his preface to Controversiae, Seneca showed
off memory ability in his youth. According to him, once he heard two thousand
names, he could repeat them exactly “in the same order”; he alone could recite in
reverse “more than two hundred” lines of poetry, those that “[his] assembled school
fellows” collectively managed to supply.91 Despite some rhetoricians’ exceptional
memory ability by nature, they believed that the ability to remember, regardless of
how inherently good or bad it was, could be improved by intentional efforts. The
author of Rhetorica ad Herennium spoke about two kinds of memory (i.e., natural
memory and artificial memory), claiming that the former is simply endowed but the
latter can be developed by “training” or “a method of discipline.”92 For example,
Latro whose “memory was naturally good” made his already-fine-memory-ability
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even better by trained “technique”; he improved his memory ability to the extent that
he could memorize all the words as he wrote a declamation and that he “could recall
all the declamations he had ever spoken.”93
A remarkable ability to remember seems not to be restricted to rhetoricians.
Pliny the Elder once wrote about various figures that had excellent memory abilities:
King Cyrus could give their names to all the soldiers in his army, Lucius
Scipio knew the names of the whole Roman people, King Pyrrhus’s envoy
Cineas knew those of the senate and knighthood at Rome the day after his
arrival.… A person in Greece named Charmadas recited the contents of any
volumes in libraries that anyone asked him to quote, just as if he were reading
them.94
The story about the Greek poet Simonides’s excellent memory was also famous. He
was once invited to a great banquet. After his fortunate departure, the building
where the banquet was held collapsed so badly that even the families could not
recognize faces and limbs of the victims, but “Simonides, who remembered the order
in which they had all been sitting, restored the bodies to their respective families.”95
Seneca also remarked that ordinary people, with the training of artificial memory,
could enhance their ability to remember. He said that with only a little training of
memory anyone can become like Cineas who, the “next day, as a newcomer, greeted
by their correct names the senate and the whole crowd of townspeople around the
senate,” or like Hortensius who “sat all day at an auction, and then listed without a
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mistake and in the right order all the articles, their prices and purchasers, with the
bankers authenticating the details.”96
Some of these stories probably involve exaggeration or embellishment.
However, the cumulative effect of these stories is to underscore the fact that ancients
both highly valued and extensively used memory in their lives, which might increase
the chance for the preservation and stability of the oral tradition during its
transmission.

3.3.2 The Importance of Memory in Ancient Education
It has been discussed earlier (2.3.2.2) that one of the social contexts of the Jesus
tradition is a didactic setting in which Jesus has disciples and followers. It has been
also argued previously that ancient disciples’ tendencies to preserve and transmit
teachers’ teachings faithfully seems to underscore the stability of the Jesus tradition.
This section examines the didactic setting in more depth by looking into ancient
education in a wider social milieu. This investigation will reveal another aspect of
ancient education that may be pertinent to the Jesus tradition: not only the faithful
remembering of teachers’ teachings but also the “internalization by constant retelling
and reworking.”97
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In the time of Jesus, many aspects of life had long been under the influence of
Hellenism, including education.98 Two major areas in advanced Greco-Roman
education were rhetoric and philosophy, and learning these areas involved an
extensive use of memory.99 Indeed, memory was integral to every level of ancient
education. Memorization was required for an elementary education whose primary
aim was to teach students letters and how to read and write.100 “The letters are
memorized in order,” sometimes with the aid of a chant or song; a variety of
methods and drills (e.g., writing the letters in a reverse order or practicing “bizarre
artificial words”) were used for mastering the alphabet; rhetoricians emphasized that
the memorization of syllables are indispensable for reading and writing;101 the poor
conditions of manuscripts often necessitated a thorough familiarization with, if not
the complete memorization of, the text. As to advanced education, its primary goal
was no doubt “understanding and remembering,” but still the memorization of
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numerous speeches was expected for those who were in that stage.102 In advanced
education artificial memory was intensively trained and cultivated.103 It thus comes
as no surprise that ancient rhetoricians highlighted memory as a necessary
ingredient for a successful oration or an eloquent speech.104 Jewish education was no
different regarding the emphasis on memory because the memorization of the Torah
took a central place in Jewish education.105 However, what must not be forgotten is
that the ultimate goal in ancient education was not the rote repetition of traditional
materials in all circumstances but the internalization of the core values of traditions
so that they may be used freshly in ever-changing circumstances.106
Education as a living enculturation rather than lifeless mimicry can be more
clearly observed in the relationship between philosophers and disciples. Of course
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some philosophical schools highly stressed memory in their education. For example,
the Greek Pythagorean philosopher Apollonius of Tyana once conversed with an
Indian king about the high expectations for those who wished to be philosophers.
He went on to say that his school examined thoroughly with various criteria whether
a young male student could begin the journey to become a philosopher. Once they
confirmed that the candidate’s parents had been pure in their lives, then they
proceeded to the examination of the candidate himself. It is telling that the first
criterion on this examination was to ask whether the student “has … a good memory”
or not.107 Pythagoreans’ heavy stress on memory also continues in their routine lives:
“As a method of training their memories, the Pythagoreans reportedly would not rise
from bed in the mornings until they had recited their previous days’ works.”108
Similarly, relying on previous studies,109 Alexander also clearly demonstrates
how memory was central in the school of Epicurus.110 The students at the basic
stage are expected to memorize the core teachings or doctrines of the school so that
they may respond appropriately to any situation they meet in their concrete lives as
well as philosophical investigations. Although the use of a student’s rational inquiry
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or critical thinking is not completely ruled out in this stage, far more weight is laid
on “follow[ing] the very path of Epicurus, reaching the same conclusions by the
same methods.” Epicureans believed that the memorization of key texts such as

Authoritative Opinions, Letter to Menoeceus and others would eventually lead them
to “achieve peace of mind” or “living like a god among humans.” However,
memorization is only half of the story. While Epicureans did value memorization in
their education, this emphasis is primarily in the early stage. Students at the
advanced stage are asked to “work out the details of Epicurus’ doctrines.” In this
process, memorization of the core teachings achieved at the early stage is helpful,
but Epicureans concede that working out details or appropriating core doctrines in
concrete circumstances always involves errors, corrections, adaptations, and
redirections. In other words, even for Epicureans who emphasize memorization, the
final goal of education “is not simply a passive process of committing to memory but
an active process of internalizing—a totalizing process of cultural formation.” The
same is true for Plato who “regarded memorization as the antithesis of philosophical
inquiry—a mindless exercise that numbs the mind rather than stimulates
philosophical discovery.” However, even Plato admits that memorization plays an
important role “on the formation of young minds.” At the end of the day, both
Epicureans and Plato, though with different degrees of emphasis at various stages of
education, say the same thing: Memorization is important for education but it
cannot be the final goal of education.
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3.3.3 Memory in Reading and Composition
It was briefly mentioned that since in antiquity reading and composition/writing
were largely oral/aural activities, memory was extensively used in these processes.
This section looks into the conventions and actual practices in which ancient readers
and writers were encouraged or even forced to use their memories in these literate
activities.
As mentioned earlier, the physical conditions of ancient texts had to do with
the preference for the oral performance of a written text. What is not addressed fully
then and is about to be pursued is that the physical conditions of ancient texts also
force readers and writers to make a considerable use of memory. No space between
words, no punctuations, the continuation of upper cases, and no divisions in the text
such as chapters and verses would have been sheer obstacles to read the text
smoothly, as moderns can do today with books and manuscripts that have beautiful
fonts and nice layouts. Such physical conditions probably necessitated ancient
readers’ familiarity with or even memorization of the text before performing it.111
The format of ancient writing might be another factor that promoted the use
of memory. It is well known that the majority of early Christian documents took the
form of codices (similar to modern print books) unlike the Greco-Roman books
primarily in the form of scrolls. However, it should be noted that the earliest
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Christian documents discovered so far belonged to the second century CE
onward.112 If this is the case and until the evidence otherwise is provided, one must
assume that the evangelists would have worked with a number of scroll books in
their reading and writing. What is significant for the present purposes is that the
scroll format was not something easy to handle. According to the calculation of
Botha, the length of Mark in the P45 scroll format would be approximately six
meters, while that of Matthew and Luke would be nine meters.113 It must have been
a demanding task for Matthew and Luke simply to read the six-meter roll of Mark,
let alone to find references, to use it with other scrolls and to cross-reference and
compare with other written sources. Many classicists have thus argued for good
reasons that, due to these handling difficulties, ancient writers usually depended on
one source at a time in their composition of a section or an episode rather than using
various sources at the same time.114 The representations demonstrating that writers
employ multiple texts open simultaneously in their composition are not found until
the 13th century.115 Such physical constraints and limitations in using multiple
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scrolls may naturally lead to ancients’ extensive use of memory in composition.116
Christopher Pelling delineates a series of possible scenarios for such a use of
memory:
[F]ollowing this initial wide reading, an author would generally choose just
one work before his eyes when he composed, and this work would provide
the basis of his narrative.… Items from the earlier reading would more widely
be combined with the principal source, but a writer would not normally refer
back to that reading to verify individual references, and would instead rely on
his memory, or on the briefest of notes. Alternatively, it may be that an
author, immediately before narrating an episode, would reread one account,
and compose with that version fresh in mind.… Stray facts and additions
would be recalled from the preliminary reading, but it would be a very
different matter to recall the detail of an episode’s presentation, and combine
versions independently and evenly.117
Some of the differences found among the gospel parallels may be the result of the
composition in memory, getting the gist right while exhibiting varying details.
Composition in memory was well attested in, among others, ancient
rhetoricians, historians, poets, and philosophers.118 Pliny the Younger takes time to
structure what he is about to say and choose appropriate wording first “in my
[Pliny’s] head” before he dictates those to his secretaries.119 The philosopher
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Plotinus follows the same path, but this time he is the one who writes: “He worked
out his train of thought from beginning to end in his own mind, and then, when he
wrote it down, since he had set it all in order in his mind, he wrote as continuously
as if he was copying from a book.”120 Even Quintilian, who strongly encourages his
students to write the speech first and then memorize it, also speaks of the
circumstances when writing is not an option. Then one needs to consider an
alternative composition (i.e., envisioning the structure and expressions first in one’s
mind and then setting out to write later). If the composition in memory is so good or
even perfect, then only the final touches will be needed or the process of writing may
be completely skipped.121 Rosalind Thomas observes that the poets and politicians in
the classical period rarely used writing in their composition and speech but relied
more on their memories.122 Although Pliny the Elder claimed to have 160 rolls of
notes for writing a history, the “crabbed handwriting,” the cumbersome and
unwieldy scrolls, and the poor system of organizing data may have made locating
and retrieving the relevant information extremely difficult when needed. Plus, given
that he once trained an orator in enhancing his mnemotechnics and that he is the
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one who described memory as “the boon most necessary for life,”123 “we are safe in
concluding that Pliny thoroughly knew how mnemotechnics worked and himself
must have relied heavily on it.”
Before concluding this section, two issues are to be mentioned briefly: how
memory works generally in an oral society and how widely this training of memory
is available. Regarding the first issue, verbatim memory was the exception rather
than the norm in an oral society. Albert Lord’s recording of the conversation
between an interviewer and a singer about the verbatim recall of a previously heard
song may illustrate the point. The singer claimed that he could recite the song “word
for word, and line for line” and “wouldn’t add anything … nor leave anything out,”
but the actual recording of the singer’s performance seventeen years later reveals that
his recital is “hardly word for word” though “it is remarkably close to the earlier
version.”124 Jack Goody makes a similar observation with the Bagre myth in northern
Ghana.125 Since this myth was performed as a part of the initiation rites of a secret,
closed association, in his first research in 1950s Goody could write down only one
version of the secondhand recital from Benima, the former member of this
association. At that time Benima and others claimed, “We are dealing with a fixed
recitation that people knew by heart and that was handed down in more or less exact
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form, as a unique cultural expression.” About twenty years later in 1970s, he
returned to the village to confirm Benima’s claim, but this time came with portable
tape recorders. His team could “record a number of versions on the spot and then
transcribe and translate them later.” The analysis of these materials discloses that
Benima’s well-intentioned claim was simply wrong and the differences between
various versions were enormous: The length of the performance varied from 24 to
6,133 words; the contents were altered to various degrees depending on performers,
audiences, occasions and regions. Despite offering only two examples (Lord’s and
Goody’s), it is probably a fair judgment that verbatim recall, though not completely
absent, is rare in oral societies.126 The notion of verbatim citation is probably
associated with the literate culture in general and the medium of writing in
particular, where a relatively fixed form of text can be provided for checking the
accuracy of later records and representations.127
As to the second issue, although the training of memory is offered more
systematically in formal school settings, it is generally valued by, and available to, all
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ancients, whether educated or uneducated. Shiner makes a compelling case for
this.128 He demonstrates with a number of examples that ancient rhetorical schools
and professional rhetoricians normally expected their students to strive for
improving memory skills. Broadly speaking, two types of compositions require
different memory skills: One is rote memorization and the other is remembering the
essential structures, themes, and occasions of numerous speeches. As indicated
earlier, rote memorization is frequently associated with prefabricated writing that
can be found in Quintilian’s normal method of education. The latter memory skills
work in similar ways to those used by epic singers who, based on a number of
traditional formulas, perform their own songs freshly. The students as beneficiaries
of this relatively flexible memory skill would use a number of traditional, wellorganized, famous speeches of their ancestors creatively for composing their own
speeches. Although these two memory skills (i.e., rote memorization and flexible
remembering) require performers’ literacy, Shiner also notes that another
memorization technique using “a building or landscape as a background for future
memory tasks” does not require literacy. He further argues that this method of
memorization was far more widely used by both educated and uneducated
individuals. Simply put, memory cultivation was greatly emphasized in oral societies
where, in general, ancients highly valued and extensively used memory.
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3.4 Conclusion: Memory and the Jesus Tradition
I conclude this chapter with a brief summary and its implications for the relationship
between memory and the Jesus tradition. The chapter begins with a historical
contour of the neglect of memory in biblical studies. Some of form criticism’s
negative legacies have been dominant in various ways: (1) It wrongly assumes the
wide gap between the historical Jesus and the theological Christ; (2) it makes a false
distinction between history (as pure and original) and memory (as contaminated and
secondary); and (3) these misguided assumptions cumulatively make biblical
scholars treat memory as an improper analytical category. Another reason for having
ignored memory is our failure to grasp ancient media culture where memory was far
more valued and used than today. In order to fill this lacuna, some biblical scholars,
such as Gerhardsson and Dunn, have proposed fresh ways to explore the role of
memory in forming the Jesus tradition, but they are found wanting in some respects.
Gerhardsson’s proposal is a good model for explaining similar accounts among the
gospels but inadequate for expounding their differences. Unlike the title of his
project, Jesus Remembered, Dunn’s proposal has more to do with oral tradition than
memory. Acknowledging these shortcomings of the previous studies, the rest of the
chapter revisits a number of issues and theories in both contexts of contemporary
and ancient memory studies.
As for the implications of this study, the most important point would be that
the SDGA can be explained by other ways than an exclusively literary paradigm. Of
course various theories using a literary paradigm nicely explain the SDGA. However,
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the main problem with a purely literary paradigm is—as the present chapter
shows—that it does not fully take into account the ancient oral culture where the
literacy rate was extremely low and thus many literate activities had to depend
largely on memory. The greatest implications of this chapter are that a literary
paradigm cannot be the sole (or even major) explanation for the SDGA and that
memory factors should be inserted into the explanations of why the gospels have
been shaped as they are (i.e., same yet different). This does not mean that the
evangelists avoid literary sources or ignore their importance; nor does it mean that
memory factors can explain all the cases of the SDGA. Rather, it means that ancient
oral culture forces us to consider memory factors more seriously. Scholars must at
least be open to the possibility that memory factors may provide equally convincing
answers to a given case of the SDGA in areas where theories of the literary paradigm
offer reasonable explanations. More positively, memory factors may sometimes offer
the way forward where theories of the literary paradigm do not offer adequate
answers.
Then what does it mean to consider memory factors in explicating the SDGA?
Of course there are no systematic ways to apply memory factors to the SDGA, nor
can all memory factors be used in every case of the SDGA. Which memory factor
may (or may not) be used in a specific case is a matter of judgment. This chapter
would argue, by implication, that this is an important judgment. Since it is an
important judgment, scholars should think hard how memory factors may explain a
given case of the SDGA before too quickly appealing to the theories of the literary
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paradigm. In the process of this judgment, the following questions (and many more)
may be asked: how may the mixture of fact and interpretation in remembering Jesus
affect the conservation and change of the Jesus tradition? How do the dynamics of
past reality and present concerns shape the ways people remember Jesus that, in turn,
lead to the SDGA? How do individual tradents and community concerns influence
each other to form the gospel tradition that is similar yet different? If the evangelists
remember like ancient rhetoricians, philosophers, and epic singers who are
concerned with both the preservation and re-composition of the traditional materials,
then how may this perception change the ways to conceive the SDGA freshly? If one
takes more seriously the various factors such as the physical conditions of ancient
texts, the scroll format of the text, and ancient compositional conventions, then
should some of the explanations (e.g., handling several texts at the same time)
envisioned in literary paradigm be eliminated and give way to alternate explanations
of memory factors? If early Christians in the first two centuries highly valued
disciples’ and elders’ memories about Jesus in preserving, handing on, and writing
about the Jesus tradition,129 then should one pay more attention to the results of
interdisciplinary studies of how human memory works in general and how memory
functions in ancient oral societies in particular?
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Of course, these are selective questions and there are a number of other
memory factors that this chapter does not cover due to the limited space. However,
whether we stop here or accumulate more pieces of evidence, the point remains the
same. If one is sensitive to ancient media culture, then memory factors and their
related questions are not simply worth pondering, but they are indispensable for
reconstructing a scenario of how the Jesus tradition has come to the current shape.

CHAPTER 4
Ancient Biography Studies on Agesilaus

The previous two chapters dealt primarily with the initial and transmission stages of
the Jesus tradition, but the following three chapters focus more on the writing stage.
Such an extended space assigned to the writing stage may look odd because I have
been stressing that the traditional literary paradigm is inadequate in some respects
for explaining the final shape of the gospels—the same yet different. However, once
again, it must be stated explicitly that my intention is not to discard the literary
paradigm altogether but to emphasize that a better comprehension of a given SDGA
can be gained by showing sensitivity to ancient media and ancient compositional
techniques. The sensitivity to ancient media was the overarching subject of the
previous two chapters. The sensitivity to ancient compositional techniques is the
main theme of the following three chapters. In this sense, the present study does not
deny the evangelists’ use of written sources, but it is different from the traditional
literary paradigm because it seeks to understand the evangelists’ writing activities

within the specific context of ancient compositional techniques. The most plausible
historical setting in which these ancient compositional techniques can be found is, I
argue, ancient biography.
In the introduction to this project, I explained the reasons for the selection of
the present samples of ancient biographies based on the three criteria: We prefer the
biographies that (1) was written before the composition of the gospels, (2) have
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parallel accounts in order to show how different writers depict the same hero or
event differently, and (3) deal with recent heroes. What I want to add at this juncture
is that, as far as I can tell, there are not many biographies that meet these criteria. In
other words, our samples of ancient biographies represent the best examples that
meet the criteria.

Time

Biography

Text, Parallel Accounts Chronological
Distance

Isocrates, Evagoras

Full, Yes (later and

Contemporary

fragmentary)

Fourth

Xenophon, Agesilaus

Full, Yes (earlier)

Contemporary

Phaenias of Eresus, On the

Fragmentary, Yes

Contemporary

Socratic Philosophers

(later)

Century Aristoxenus of Tarentum,

Fragmentary

BCE

(preserved mostly in

Pythagoras

Non-contemporary

the works of later
writers), Yes (later)
Dicaearchus of Messene,

Fragmentary, Yes

Pythagoras

(later)

Satyrus, Life of Euripides

Fragmentary, Yes

Non-Contemporary

Non-contemporary
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(earlier but
fragmentary)
Hermippus of Smyrna,

Fragmentary

Lives (Philosophers)

(preserved mostly in

Non/Contemporary

the works of later
Third

writers), Yes (later)

Century Antigonus of Carystus,

Fragmentary

BCE

Successions of

(preserved mostly in

Philosophers

the works of later

Contemporary

writers), Yes (later)
Chamaeleon of Heraclea,

Fragmentary, Yes/No

Non-contemporary

Aristo of Ceos, Life of

Lost, Yes (later and

Non-contemporary

Epicurus

fragmentary)1

Heraclides Lembus (P.Oxy

Fragmentary, Yes

1367), Epitome of

(earlier)

Lives of Poets

Non-contemporary

Hermippus
Anon. (P.Lit.Lond. 123),

Fragmentary, Yes

Non-contemporary

1 David Hahm, “In Search of Aristo of Ceos,” in Aristo of Ceos: Text, Translation, and
Discussion, ed. William W. Fortenbaugh and Stephen A. White (New Brunswick: Transaction, 2006),
179; Peter Stork et al., “Aristo of Ceos: The Sources, Text and Translation,” in Aristo of Ceos: Text,
Translation, and Discussion, ed. William W. Fortenbaugh and Stephen A. White (New Brunswick:
Transaction, 2006), 121–23.
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Second

Life of Aristotle

(later)

Anon. (P.S.I. 144), Life of

Fragmentary, Yes

Alcibiades

(mostly later)

Non-contemporary

Century Anon. (P.Mich. 10), Life of

Fragmentary, Yes

BCE

Demosthenes

(later)

Anon., Encomium on

Fragmentary, Yes

Demosthenes

(later)

Sotion of Alexandria,

Lost (preserved only in Non-contemporary

Successions of the

the works of later

Philosophers

writers), Yes (later)

Philodemus, On Epicurus

Fragmentary, Yes

Non-contemporary

Non-contemporary

Non-contemporary

(earlier/later but
fragmentary)
First

Nepos, The Great Generals

Full, Yes (earlier/later)

Non-contemporary

Nepos, Atticus

Full, Yes (earlier)

Contemporary

Diodorus Siculus, The

Full, Yes (later) 2

Non-contemporary

Century of Foreign Nations
BCE

Library of History (on

2 For the parallel accounts of Alexander and their relationship, see A. B. Bosworth, From
Arrian to Alexander: Studies in Historical Interpretation (Oxford: Clarendon, 1988), 1–15; Soo Kwang
Lee, “Source Criticism of Accounts of Alexander’s Life with Implications for the Gospels’ Historical
Reliability,” in Biographies and Jesus: What Does It Mean for the Gospels to Be Biographies?, ed.
Craig S. Keener and Edward T. Wright (Lexington, KY: Emeth, 2016), 202–10.
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Alexander)
Nicolaus of Damascus, Life

Fragmentary, Yes

of Augustus

(later)

Philo of Alexandria, Life of

Full, Yes (earlier)

Non-contemporary

Evangelists, Gospels

Full, Yes

Contemporary

Anon., Life of Aesop

Full, Yes (earlier but

Non-contemporary

Contemporary

Moses

fragmentary/later)

First

Tacitus, Agricola

Full, No

Contemporary

Suetonius, Lives of the

Full, No/Yes (earlier,

Non/Contemporary

Century Twelve Caesars

contemporary, later,

CE

fragmentary
depending on the
hero)
Suetonius, Galba and Otho

Full, Yes

Contemporary

(earlier/contemporary)
Plutarch, Parallel Lives

Full, Yes (earlier,
contemporary, later,
fragmentary
depending on the
hero)

Non-contemporary
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Plutarch, Galba and Otho

Full, Yes

Contemporary

(earlier/contemporary)
Anon., Vitae Prophetarum

Full, Yes (earlier)

Non-contemporary

Ps.-Philo, Samson

Full, Yes (earlier)

Non-contemporary

Lucian, Demonax

Full, Yes (earlier but

Contemporary

too fragmentary)
Quintus Curtius Rufus,

Full, Yes (earlier)

Non-contemporary

Anon., Life of Secundus

Fragmentary, Yes

Contemporary

the Silent Philosopher

(later)

The History of Alexander
the Great of Macedon

Second

Century Arrian, Anabasis (on
CE

Full, Yes (earlier)

Non-contemporary

Marius Maximus,

Fragmentary, Yes

Non/Contemporary

Biographies of the Caesars

(later)

Anon. (P.Oxy. 2438), Life

Fragmentary, Yes

of Pindar

(earlier/later)

Ps.-Herodutus, Life of

Full, Yes (earlier/later)

Non-contemporary

Ps.-Plutarch, Lives of the

Full, No/Yes (earlier

Non-contemporary

Ten Orators

but fragmentary/later

Alexander)

Non-contemporary

Homer
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depending on the
hero)
Ps.–Soranus, Life of

Fragmentary, Yes

Hippocrates

(later)

Diogenes Laertius, Lives

Full, Yes (earlier)

Non-contemporary

Full, Yes (earlier)

Non-contemporary

Full, Yes (earlier)

Non-contemporary

Full, Yes (later)

Contemporary

Non-Contemporary

and Opinions of Eminent
Philosophers

Third

Century Philostratus, Life of
CE

Apollonius of Tyana
Ps.-Callisthenes, Life of

Alexander (Romance)
Porphyry, Life of Plotinus

The table above shows ancient biographies that were written between the
fourth century BCE and the third century CE. I have compiled this list of biographies
by combining and adapting other works, especially those of Frickenschmidt, Hägg
and Smith.3 I do not include in the list many biographical materials found primarily
in another genre (e.g., Velleius Paterculus’s accounts of Tiberius’s life in Roman

3

Frickenschmidt, Evangelium Als Biographie, 153–209; Burridge, What Are the Gospels?
(2nd Ed.), 125–28, 151–56; Hägg, The Art of Biography in Antiquity, 30–379; Justin Marc Smith,
Why Bíos?: On the Relationship Between Gospel Genre and Implied Audience, LNTS 518 (London:
Bloomsbury, 2015), 57–61, Appendix 1.
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History)4 or biographies that are too fragmentary or biased that might not be worth
mentioning (e.g., Stesimbrotos of Thasos, On Themistocles, Thucydides, and

Pericles). The list may not be exhaustive but includes enough samples of biographies
that were written before and after the gospels.
The first and second columns (i.e., Time and Biographies, respectively) are
obvious, but the third (i.e., Text, Parallel Accounts) and fourth (i.e., Chronological
Distance) columns merit further explanations. The two elements of the third column
indicate the quality of a biographical text and the presence/absence of its parallel
accounts, respectively. Regarding the first element (i.e., Text), Full implies that
because the text under consideration contains sufficient biographical materials about
a hero, it can be used for the comparative work if it has parallel accounts.

Fragmentary means that because the text itself is fragmentary or does not include
sufficient biographical materials, it is inadequate for comparative work regardless of
the presence of parallel accounts. The second element of the third column (i.e.,
Parallel Accounts) answers the question of whether the biographical text has parallel
accounts or not (i.e., Yes or No). Also, earlier/contemporary or later in parenthesis
after Yes intends to give the information about whether the parallel accounts are
offered by earlier/contemporary or later writers. The implication is that if the
biographical text under review has earlier/contemporary parallel accounts, then the
set of texts can properly show how the biographer uses earlier sources for the

4

Many of these examples can be seen in Frickenschmidt, Evangelium Als Biographie, 93–152.
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depiction of the hero (e.g., Xenophon’s use of Hellenica for the composition of his
biography about Agesilaus; Suetonius’s and Plutarch’s use of the earlier common
source for the depiction of Galba and Otho). But if the biographical text has later
parallel accounts, the set of texts is eliminated from our comparative work because it
cannot speak of the biographers’ ways of handling earlier sources (e.g., Antigonus of
Carystus, Succession of Philosophers and its parallel accounts in Athenaeus and
Diogenes Laertius). Fragmentary in parenthesis after Yes implies that the parallel
accounts of a given biographical text are so fragmentary that they cannot be used
effectively for the comparative work. The fourth column addresses the issue of the
chronological distance between a biographer and a hero. Contemporary means that
the biographer writes about the hero either during the hero’s lifetime or roughly
within 100 years after the hero’s death, mostly within 50 years (e.g., Plutarch’s Galba
and Otho). Non-contemporary means that the biographer deals with the hero who is
chronologically distant at least for more than 50 years (e.g., Philo’s Life of Moses).
Readers can sometimes find a slash in the elements of various columns (e.g., Yes/No,
Non/Contemporary, earlier/later). This means that due to the breadth of given
biographical materials and its relevant literature, the materials cover a variety of
heroes (i.e., Non/Contemporary; e.g., Suetonius, Lives of the Twelve Caesars), or
they may or may not include a wide range of parallel accounts attested in different
times depending on a given hero (i.e., Yes/No, earlier/later; e.g., Ps.-Plutarch, Lives

of the Ten Orators).
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Having considered these three criteria (i.e., the preference should be given to
the biographies that come from earlier period, have parallel accounts, and deal with
recent heroes), I exclude most biographies written after the composition of the
gospels from our investigation, except for Plutarch’s and Suetonius’s biographies
about Galba and Otho. It is true that these works are written slightly after the
gospels but they deal with recent heroes and have considerable parallel accounts,
which are suitable for our comparative work. Regarding the biographies before the
composition of the gospels, Frickenschmidt’s description is generally correct: “Eines
der größten Probleme bei der literaturgeschichtlichen Einordnung antiker
Biographien besteht darin, daß aus den vier vorchristlichen Jahrhunderten bis auf
den erhaltenen Teil der Biographiensammlung des Nepos fast nur Fragmente und
Titel erkennbarer oder mutmaßlicher Biographien erhalten sind.”5 Comporting with
his statement, the table above shows that most biographies in the last four centuries
BCE are preserved only fragmentarily. However, I differ from Frickenschmidt in that
along with Nepos’s biographies, I label other biographies or biographical materials as

Full because, despite their partial preservation, they include sufficient biographical
materials for the comparative purposes. Isocrates’s Evagoras, Xenophon’s Agesilaus,
Nepos’s Atticus, Diodorus Siculus’s accounts of Alexander, and Philo’s Life of Moses
are included in this list.6 For our investigation, I include Xenophon’s Agesilaus, but

5
6

Frickenschmidt, Evangelium Als Biographie, 153.

Philo’s work was composed in the first century CE but included in the list because it was
written still before the composition of the gospels.
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exclude others for various reasons. Diodorus’s work is not a standalone biography
but a biographical account of Alexander contained in his massive historical work,

The Library of History. Further, although it has parallel accounts, they all come from
the later period; it also deals with a distant hero who is separated from the writer at
least for three centuries.7 Given all these factors, Diodorus’s work proves to be not
suitable for our purposes. Philo’s work is eliminated from our investigation because
it deals with a chronologically distant hero. Isocrates’s Evagoras and Nepos’s Atticus
meet all the criteria: They are written before the gospels, have parallel accounts, and
deal with recent heroes. However, having gone through the parallel accounts
(Diodorus Siculus’s The Library of History and Cicero’s Letters to Atticus,
respectively), I conclude that they do not merit a chapter-length study here. Since
Diodorus Siculus’s parallel accounts about Evagoras are written after Isocrates’s
biography, it cannot properly show how Isocrates as a biographer adopts and adapts
the existing material. In addition, the overlapping materials between Diodorus and
Isocrates are too fragmentary for the study. I find a number of points of contact
between Nepos’s Atticus and Cicero’s Letters to Atticus. Although Nepos claimed to
read Cicero’s letters (Att. 16.2–4), my personal study of parallel accounts led to the
conclusion that this is probably a simple statement of Nepos’s knowledge of Cicero’s
letters, not the evidence of his dependence on Cicero’s works. There is also no
concrete evidence that both writers rely on a common source. Thus, it is probably

7

Lee, “Alexander’s Life,” 201–2.
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the case that many of the correspondences between Nepos and Cicero about Atticus
come from their personal knowledge about and relationship with the hero.8
Once again, our samples of ancient biographies represent the best examples
that meet the criteria. By meeting the second and third criteria (i.e., having parallel
accounts written by different writers and dealing with a recent hero), the present
study provides the cases where one can find a better analogy for the composition of
the gospels. Plus, in meeting the first criteria (i.e., ancient biographies before the
gospels), the study positively shows, at least theoretically, that the evangelists could
know these compositional techniques from earlier biographers.
Now, in what follows, we conduct the comparison of various samples of
ancient biographies, starting from the works about Agesilaus to those about Galba
and Otho. Before the actual analyses of texts, it is worth quoting at length the eight
compositional techniques that Licona identifies and their descriptions, since this
study will also adopt these terms for our analyses:9
1. Transferal: When an author knowingly attributes words or deeds to a
person that actually belonged to another person, the author has transferred
the words or deeds
2. Displacement: When an author knowingly uproots an event from its
original context and transplants it in another, the author has displaced the
event. Displacement has some similarities with telescoping, which is the
presentation of an event as having occurred either earlier or more recently
than it actually occurred
8

Rex Stem, The Political Biographies of Cornelius Nepos (Ann Arbor, MI: The University of
Michigan Press, 2012), 55–83.
9

Licona, Why Are There Differences, 20.
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3. Conflation: When an author combines elements from two or more events
or people and narrates them as one, the author has conflated them.
Accordingly, some displacement and/or transferal will always occur in the
conflation of stories
4. Compression: When an author knowingly portrays events over a shorter
period of time than the actual time it took for those events to occur, the
author has compressed the story
5. Spotlighting: When an author focuses attention on a person so that the
person’s involvement in a scene is clearly described, whereas mention of
others who were likewise involved is neglected, the author has shined his
literary spotlight on that person. Think of a theatrical performance. During
an act in which several are simultaneously on the stage, the lights go out and
a spotlight shines on a particular act. Others are present but are unseen. In
literary spotlighting, the author only mentions one of the people but knows
of the others
6. Simplification: When an author adapts material by omitting or altering
details that may complicate the overall narrative, the author has simplified the
story
7. Expansion of Narrative Details: A well-written biography would inform,
teach, and be beautifully composed. If minor details were unknown, they
could be invented to improve the narrative while maintaining historical
verisimilitude. In many instances, the added details reflect plausible
circumstances.
8. Paraphrasing: Plutarch often paraphrased using many of the techniques
described in the compositional textbooks.10
The rest of this chapter delves into Xenophon’s works (along with Nepos’s and
Plutarch’s Agesilaus whenever needed) to examine how Xenophon as an ancient
biographer creatively used these compositional techniques in order to illuminate the

10

Licona focused on Theon’s progymnasmata in discussing the techniques of paraphrasing.
However, for more extended discussion about the techniques of paraphrasing found in other
compositional textbooks, see Alex Damm, Ancient Rhetoric and the Synoptic Problem: Clarifying
Markan Priority, BETL 252 (Leuven: Uitgeverij Peeters, 2013), 38–80.
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character of his hero, Agesilaus. The following two chapters present the similar
comparative work with the stories of Galba and Otho.

4.1 Xenophon’s Agesilaus and Hellenica
Before the comparative examination of Xenophon’s works, a brief discussion about
Xenophon’s Agesilaus and its relationship with Hellenica is in order. Xenophon, the
biographer, personally knew his hero, Agesilaus. Their friendship “must have begun
in military service,” the former serving as a mercenary soldier under the latter as a
general.11 Xenophon’s relationship with Agesilaus must have been close enough that
the former knew the story of difficulties that the latter encountered in his accession
to the throne (Hellenica 3.3.1-5; cf. Agesilaus 1.5), and most likely the former heard
this story directly from the latter or the latter’s advisers.12 Xenophon’s personal
knowledge of Agesilaus is a factor that seems to elevate the reliability of the
biographer’s accounts of his hero. Although Xenophon’s tone in the biography is
encomiastic,13 it must be noted that “it contains more historical material.”14
The substantial inclusion of historical material in Xenophon’s biography is
especially confirmed by the fact that most of it (i.e., Agesilaus) closely follows his
11

J. K. Anderson, Xenophon (London: Duckworth, 1974), 152.

12

Ibid., 150.

13

Duane Reed Stuart, Epochs of Greek and Roman Biography (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1928), 69.
14

Burridge, What Are the Gospels? (2nd ed.), 126; similarly, Arnaldo Momigliano, The
Development of Greek Biography (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971), 50.
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historical work (i.e., Hellenica). The first part of his biography (Agesilaus 1–2, which
comprises 20 pages in LCL) is a chronological presentation of Agesilaus’s
achievements, and almost all of the material in this section comes from Hellenica
3.3–6.29 in the same order. The second part of his biography (Agesilaus 3–11, which
comprises 17 pages in LCL) is a systematic review of Agesilaus’s virtues, and some of
the material in this section also comes from Hellenica, though not necessarily
following the chronological order of the historical work.
The fact that Agesilaus contains considerable overlapping material with

Hellenica is good news for the comparative work.15 Even more good news is that
Xenophon adapts the available historical sources in a variety of ways for his own
purposes in the biography, and these places are where one can observe effectively the
compositional techniques of Xenophon as an ancient biographer. Since the second
part of Hellenica (i.e., 2.3.11–5.1.36, which includes most of our passages under
consideration) was written between 385 and 380 BCE and then later Agesilaus was
written about 360 BCE,16 the direction of dependence is clear: Xenophon the
biographer depended on his historical material, not the other way around. Below is
the table that shows the parallel accounts of same episodes found in both Agesilaus
15

For the overlapping material between Xenophon the biographer and other biographers,
see Fasil Woldemariam, “A Targeted Comparison of Plutarch’s, Xenophon’s, and Nepos’s Biographies
of Agesilaus, with Implications for the Historical Reliability of the Synoptics,” in Biographies and
Jesus: What Does It Mean for the Gospels to Be Biographies?, ed. Craig S. Keener and Edward T.
Wright (Lexington, KY: Emeth, 2016), 222–23, 225–26.
16

In the introduction to LCL (viii–iv), Brownson discussed the parts of Hellenica and their
respective times in composition. For similar information regarding Agesilaus, see Momigliano, The
Development of Greek Biography, 50.
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and Hellenica. This chapter examines many of these passages that are most relevant
for the present analysis and other passages from Nepos’s and Plutarch’s Agesilaus.

Chronological Presentation

Agesilaus

Hellenica

1.5

3.3.1–4

1.6–7

3.4.1–2

1.10–13

3.4.5–6, 11

1.13–16

3.4.11–12

1.23–24

3.4.15

1.25–28

3.4.16–18

1.28–35

3.4.20–27

2.1

4.2.8

2.2–5

4.3.3–9

2.5–8

4.3.9–15

2.9–11

4.3.15–18

2.12–13

4.3.19–20

2.14–16

4.3.20–22

2.17

4.4.19

2.18–19

4.5.1–5

2.20

4.6.1–4.7.7

2.21–22

5.1.31–36, 5.3.10–17,
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5.4.34–41, 5.4.47–49

Topical Arrangement

2.23–24

6.5.9–29, 7.5.11

3.1–5

4.1.1–15, 4.1.29–38

4.6

3.4.25–26

7.5–6

4.3.1–3

4.2 #1 Agesilaus’s Accession to the Thorne
(Hellenica 3.3.1–4; Xenophon 1.5; Nepos 1.2–5; Plutarch 3.1–5)17
The main plot in this episode is that when King Agis died, his son, Leotychides, and
his brother, Agesilaus, contended for the kingship. After different turns of events
and for various reasons, Agesilaus was finally appointed as a king. The main plot is
similar enough that later biographers relied on earlier biographies or history for their
source. However, the differences among them are also clear enough that one may
examine these differences in light of compositional techniques of biographers.
When comparing Xenophon’s biography and history, Xenophon as a
biographer kept intact the main plot of the dispute between Leotychides and
Agesiluas but omitted some of the details found in Hellenica that might complicate
the superiority of his hero and added other details that might highlight it. The
17

Since all the different biographies were written about Agesilaus, from now on, I will refer
to them respectively by author’s name in italics (i.e. Xenophon, Nepos, and Plutarch) rather than the
actual title (i.e., Agesilaus). A # indicates the numbering of an episode that has two or more parallel
accounts. All English translations come from LCL, unless otherwise indicated.
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overall impression in biography is that the dispute for the kingship was present but
it was easily resolved due to the supremacy of Agesilaus. In order to stress the
legitimacy of his hero’s kingship, the biographer offered a different version of a story
whose details were not found in Hellenica: (1) He was “more eligible in point of
birth and character alike” (Xenophon 1.5); (2) his family ruled over not “a petty state”
but the “state glorious above all in Greece” (Xenophon 1.3); and (3) during their
reign there was, nor did anyone attempt to overthrow the government, but peace
and security lasted (Xenophon 1.4). This could be understood as expansion of

narrative details. The biographer also brushed out some of the details found in
Hellenica that might weaken the virtue of his hero: the heated debate between
Leotychides and Agesilaus (Hellenica 3.3.2), the oracles that were given “in support
of Leotychides,” indicating that the lameness of Agesilaus was a serious defect for his
kingship (Hellenica 3.3.3), and the fact that Lysander played a vital role to defend
Agesilaus in the time of this tough competition (Hellenica 3.3.3–4). In sum,
Xenophon the biographer seemed to use the compositional technique of

simplification in order to emphasize the virtue of his hero.
When comparing Plutarch’s biography and Hellenica, another compositional
technique emerges. Of course Plutarch used other sources than the earlier
biographies and history in the list. The reason is because some of the details in
Plutarch were not found in either Xenophon’s works or Nepos’s biography (e.g., how
Alcibiades seduced Timaea, the wife of the king Agis, and gave birth to Leotychides
[3.1]). Plus, Plutarch explicitly mentioned another source that was not from
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Xenophon or Nepos (i.e., “Duris says Timaea was not very disturbed at this…” [3.1–
2]). Some of the discrepancies between Plutarch’s biography and other works in the
list may be due to Plutarch’s use of different sources. However, even where Plutarch
and earlier writers agreed, the former did not simply copy and paste the earlier
material but paraphrased it. One pattern of paraphrasing that Plutarch as an ancient
biographer used is to switch a direct discourse to a statement, or vice versa. For
example, while in Hellenica the fact that Agis denied the sonship of Leotychides was
expressed in the form of dialogue or direct speech, Plutarch in his biography
delivered the same content in a simple statement:
[In the context of a dialogue between Agesilaus and Leotychides, the former
said to the latter] “Because he whom you call your father said that your were
not his son.” (Hellenica 3.3.2)
The child [Leotychides], too, that was born of her [Timaea], Agis refused to
recognize as his son, declaring that Alcibiades was its father. (Plutarch 3.1)
A similar pattern of paraphrasing in a reverse order (i.e., from a statement to a
dialogue or a direct speech) can be also found in the episode where the content of an
oracle about the Spartan kingship is specified (Plutarch 3.4 vs. Hellenica 3.3.3.). It is
important to note that this kind of paraphrasing was mentioned in ancient rhetorical
handbooks whose counsel ancient writers also followed in their compositions. Theon
spoke about a variety of ways of paraphrasing and among them the following two
were included: “Since we are accustomed to setting out the facts sometimes as
making a straightforward statement … sometimes using dialogue, it is possible to
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produce varied narrations in all these ways” (Progymnasmata 87).18 In other words,
these compositional techniques of Plutarch were not anomalous but conventional
ways of paraphrasing that many ancient writers, including biographers, employed.

4.3 #2 The News about the Plan of Persians’ Attack
(Hellenica 3.4.1–2; Xenophon 1.6–7; Nepos 2.1–2; Plutarch 6.1–3)
The storyline of these four accounts is about the same. Not long after Agesilaus
became a king, the news about the Persians’ plan of attack came to him. Then
Agesilaus responded to this news rather quickly, promising Lacedaemonians that he
would be in control of this situation if they met some requests. But four narratives
diverge regarding various elements such as where the Persians’ attack was directed,
what was Lacedaemonians’ response when they first heard of the Persians’ plan of
attack, and who made requests to Lacedaemonians. These elements will be discussed
in turn, with special attention to how compositional techniques may answer many of
these discrepancies.
Concerning where Persians’ attack was directed, Xenophon (1.6) and Nepos
(2.1) stated that the target was the Greeks, while for Plutarch (6.1) it was the
Lacedaemonians. The discrepancy could be due to the ambiguity in Hellenica 3.4.2
where Xenophon did not specify the destination of Persians, and thus later different
biographers might have suggested different destinations from other sources. Perhaps
18
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it may not be discrepancy at all if one recognizes that the Lacedaemonians
themselves were also a people of Greeks. In other words, “some reports [i.e.,
Xenophon’s and Nepos’s] may generalize whereas Plutarch is more specific.”19 In
terms of compositional techniques, here Plutarch adopted a sort of literary

spotlighting, but this time the focused attention is not on a person but on a specific
group of people.
The Lacedaemonians’ response when they first heard the news about the plan
of the Persians’ attack differed depending on a biographer.20 In Xenophon’s
biography, the Lacedaemonians’ response was active; they took initiatives to resolve
the situation. The Lacedaemonians and their allies were already “considering the
matter” (1.7); thus, there was no need for someone else to persuade them to defend
themselves against the Persians. However, in Nepos and Plutarch, Lacedaemonians’
response was more passive. Nepos depicted Agesilaus as the one who explained to
the Lacedaemonians about the need of making a war upon Persia, while Plutarch had
Lysander asking Agesilaus to undertake the expedition against Persia and, in turn,
Agesilaus promising the Lacedaemonians about this expedition. These discrepancies
might come from each biographer telling only part of the whole story that consisted
of all these series of actions, and in this case all the biographers were responsible for
the compression of the story for whatever reasons. This is probably true since in
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Hellenica 3.4.1-2 Xenophon provided the most comprehensive account where all
three components of the same episode appeared at the same time: (1) the
Lacedaemonians and their allies were already discussing the issue of the Persians’
attack, which Nepos and Plutarch did not mention; (2) as a way of resolving the
situation, Lysander came forward to ask Agesilaus to undertake an expedition
against Persia, which Xenophon and Nepos omitted; and (3) Agesilaus, in turn,
promised to undertake the expedition if the Lacedaemonians met the requests, which
Nepos failed to address.
Lastly, with regard to the issue of who made the requests to the
Lacedaemonians, an important difference among these writers is to be noted. All the
writers except for Nepos mentioned that Agesilaus made a promise with the
Lacedaemonians if they met the requests. The contents of the requests are the same:
The Lacedaemonians should give Agesilaus thirty Spartans, two thousand Helots,
and a contingent of six thousand allies. The difference among the writers is, however,
evident: In Hellenica Lysander seemed to be more responsible for making these
requests, but in the biographies of Xenophon and Plutarch Agesilaus himself made
such requests. If one considers the compositional techniques of ancient biographers,
these discrepancies may be easily resolved. Xenophon and Plutarch as biographers,
despite being aware of Lysander who was ultimately responsible for such requests,
instead attributed the act of making requests to Agesilaus. This transferal of words
or deeds to someone else is readily understandable because Agesilaus is the
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biographers’ hero and to highlight the virtue or character of the hero is one of the
main reasons to write a biography.

4.4 #3 Agesilaus’s Sacrifice at Aulis
(Hellenica 3.4.3–4; Plutarch 6.4–6)
This episode, which appeared only in Hellenica and Plutarch, must be about the
same occasion since a number of similar narrative components can be identified: (1)
Agesilaus (Hellenica) with his friends (Plutarch) offered sacrifice at Aulis; (2) Aulis
was the place where Agamemnon had sacrificed; (3) after hearing about this sacrifice,
Boeotians were angry and forbade Agesilaus to offer sacrifice; (4) in this process
Boeotians threw from the altar the victims that Agesilaus offered; (5) having seen
this, Agesilaus was also full of anger but eventually sailed away; and (6) about the
time this happened, his forces were assembling at Gerastus. Some of these narrative
components are expressed differently, and they are where one can examine the
compositional techniques of Plutarch as an ancient biographer. Two elements merit
further discussion.
First, Plutarch adopted two compositional techniques in describing the scene
of his sacrifice at Aulis: spotlighting and expansion of narrative details. Unlike a
similar account in Hellenica 3.4.4 where Agesilaus alone went to Aulis, Plutarch
indicated that Agesilaus had a company: “Agesilaüs himself went to Aulis with his

friends and spent the night” (6.4) and after getting revelation during the night one
can find him “imparting his vision to his friends” (6.5). Despite the presence of his
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friends, Plutarch shined his literary spotlight on Agesilaus as if readers hardly
noticed the presence or role of his friends. In Plutarch’s narration of this episode,
Agesilaus alone heard the voice giving reasons why he should offer sacrifice. After
receiving this revelation and imparting his vision to his friends, Agesilaus alone
offered sacrifice (with the help of “his own seer”), related to Boeotians who opposed
to his sacrifice, and “sailed away in great distress of mind.” His friends had little to
no role in this series of actions, which was probably the result of Plutarch’s adoption
of literary spotlighting on Agesilaus.
He possibly made use of another compositional technique. Plutarch’s account
exclusively included the content of the revelation in a form of direct discourse (6.4).
Plutarch might draw this material from the source that was not available to
Xenophon and is no longer extant for our checking, or Xenophon might be aware of
this source but simply decided not to mention it. More probably, however, Plutarch
reconstructed or invented this material based on what “must have been like,”21 in
order to make the narrative flow more smoothly. In Hellenica 3.4.4, Xenophon
offered a brief description of Aulis, “the place where Agamemnon had sacrificed
before he sailed to Troy.” Taking his cue from this description, Plutarch seemed to
elaborate circumstantial details in a form of revelation such as how Agamemnon and
Agesilaus shared similar situations and concerns and thus why Agesilaus should
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imitate his predecessor Agamemnon by offering sacrifice at Aulis. This is a great
example of the compositional technique called expansion of narrative details.
Second, one can find yet another compositional technique. As mentioned
earlier, both Xenophon and Plutarch stated that about the time of Agesilaus’s
sacrifice, his forces were assembling at Gerastus. The difference between their
accounts cannot be missed. In Hellenica Agesilaus’s sacrifice at Aulis came before
collecting his forces at Gerastus, while in Plutarch the chronological order was
inverted. In a more radical form of displacement, a biographer would place an event,
which had an original context, in a completely different context. This is, however, a
soft form of displacement where Plutarch uprooted the event of Agesilaus’s sacrifice
and slightly transplanted it after collecting his troops at Gerastus rather than before.

4.5 #4 Truce between Agesilaus and Tissaphernes
(Hellenica 3.4.1–2, 5–6, 11; Xenophon 1.10–13; Nepos 2.3–5; Plutarch 9.1–2)
These passages describe an episode about the truce between Agesilaus and
Tissaphernes and show that the former kept the oath faithfully while the latter easily
broke the promise for his interests. As a result, Agesilaus proved his noble character
and gained a good reputation among people, but Tissaphernes lost his credibility
from people and made the gods his enemies. Although this main storyline can be
detected in most of these writers, except for Plutarch, how they cast and recast this
story created many discrepancies.
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When comparing Xenophon’s biography and his Hellenica, it becomes
evident that Xenophon as a biographer largely drew on his historical material. All of
the narrative components in Hellenica were mentioned and the chronological order
was not altered. The narrative components that the biographer extracted from

Hellenica are as follows: (1) The Persian satrap Tissaphernes asked Agesilaus to
make a truce between them until he heard from the Persian king; (2) if Agesilaus
observed the truce, Tissaphernes promised to give his best efforts to achieve the
independence for the Greek cities in Asia; (3) however, Tissaphernes committed
intentional perjury because he instead requested the king to send him extra troops in
addition to the army that he already had; (4) after the arrival of the new army,
Tissaphernes became more confident and thus declared a war upon Agesilaus; (5)
while hearing this declaration of the war, the allies and the Lacedaemonians were
greatly disturbed because they believed that Agesilaus’s forces were inferior to
Tissaphernes’s; and (6) in response, Agesilaus with a radiant face ordered the
ambassadors to send his words back to Tissaphernes that he was grateful for
Tissaphernes’s perjury because it made the gods his enemies and made them allies of
the Greeks. This extensive list of narrative components itself is enough to give an
impression that the biographer heavily relied on his historical material. This
impression was further strengthened by the fact that these narrative components of

Hellenica were placed in the biography in exactly the same order.
However, Xenophon the biographer was not idle in his writing since he made
two changes in recasting his historical material. First, in exchanging communication
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between Agesilaus and Tissaphernes, in Hellenica Agesilaus spoke about the issue of
the independence of the Greek cities in Asia, while in the biography it was
Tissaphernes who mentioned this issue as a way of expressing his favor in turn in
case that Agesilaus would keep the promise about the truce. This is a clear example
of transferal, putting Agesilaus’s words in the mouth of his opponent Tissaphernes.
Of course one cannot penetrate the mind of Xenophon the biographer who decided
to adopt this compositional technique. However, one possibility of this adoption
would be that Xenophon wanted to intensify the perjury of Tissaphernes and, in that
way, to maximize the noble character of Agesilaus who, “though well aware this,…
none the less continued to keep the armistice” (1.11). Second, the biographer
employed either spotlighting or compression when he depicted the agreement about
the truce between Agesilaus and Tissaphernes. In Hellnica, the process of agreement
unfolded in the following way. When Agesilaus arrived at Ephesus, Tissaphernes
first figured out the intent of Agesilaus’s coming via communication with Agesilaus
and after reaching negotiation he made an oath to the commissioners (i.e.,
Herippidas, Dercylidas, and Megillus) that he would give his best efforts for the
independence of the Greek cities in Asia on behalf of Agesilaus. By contrast, in the
biography, the process is described as if both reaching negotiation and making an
oath happened simultaneously and involved only Agesilaus and Tissaphernes,
excluding the role of commissioners. One can understand this variation in terms of
two different compositional techniques: either that Xenophon shined his literary
spotlight on Agesilaus by omitting the commissioners from the scene or that the
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biographer compressed the story that originally consisted of two separate events,
namely, reaching negotiation between Agesilaus and Tissaphernes and making an
oath via the commissioners.
In terms of the content, Nepos’s account did not add much to that of
Xenophon the biographer, primarily following the latter’s storyline and
chronological order but doing so with various means of paraphrasing. Of those, two
are worth mentioning. Nepos switched a dialogue between Agesilaus and
Tissaphernes into a simple statement:
Tissaphernes had sworn the following oath to Agesilaus: “If you will arrange
an armistice to last until the return of the messengers whom I will send to the
King, I will do my utmost to obtain independence for the Greek cities in Asia.”
(Xenophon 1.10)
He [i.e., Tissapherens] asked the Laconian [i.e., Agesilaus] for a truce, under
the pretext of trying to reconcile the Lacedaemonians and the king. (Nepos
2.3)
Nepos also delivered the same content by choosing different words and expressions:
Tissaphernes forthwith broke his oath, and instead of arranging a peace,
applied to the King for a large army in addition to that which he had before.
As for Agesilaus, though well aware of this, he none the less continued to
keep the armistice.… By showing up Tissaphernes as a perjurer, he made him
distrusted everywhere,… [and] for his perjury … he had gained the hostility of
the gods for himself. (Xenophon 1.10–11, 13)
Tissaphernes, on the contrary, devoted all his time to preparing for war.
Although the Laconian knew this, he nevertheless kept his oath and said that
in so doing he gained a great advantage, since Tissaphernes by his perjury
not only turned men against him but also incurred the wrath of the gods
(Nepos 2.5)
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Plutarch’s account did not include many of the narrative components that
Xenophon and Nepos shared. Instead, Plutarch offered a unique account about why
Agesilaus gladly accepted the war with Tissaphernes. The reason was stated as
follows: Agesilaus thought that if there was no war, there would be no chance to
perform the “deed worthy of remembrance in the eyes of the Hellenes” (9.2). The
most relevant part for the present purposes is Plutarch’s description about the
Lacedaemonians in narrating Agesilaus’s motivation: “the Lacedaemonians, who had

the supremacy on sea and land” (9.2). This expression nicely echoed episode #2
where the Lacedaemonians heard the news about the plan of the Persians’ attack and
considered the matter and future courses of action. In episode #2 one can also find
the similar description about the Greeks: “Lysander, thinking that the Greeks would
be far superior on the sea, and reflecting that the land force which went up country
with Cyrus had returned safely” (Hellenica 3.4.2). Both descriptions spoke about the
supremacy on sea and land, but they differed in three respects. First, in Hellenica
this description was for the Greeks while in Plutarch it was for the Lacedaemonians.
Second, in Hellenica the one who used this description was Lysander, whereas in

Plutarch Agesilaus. Third and last, this description was used in two different
contexts that were distant by time and place. Since Plutarch was a later writer, he
was probably responsible for such changes. These changes could be reasonably
understood in light of compositional techniques. Plutarch as a biographer either

conflated the story or displaced a narrative element by adopting the description,
which had been originally used in a completely different context. More evidently,
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Plutarch was responsible for transferring the description, which had been originally
attributed to Lysander, to his hero Agesilaus.

4.6 #5 Agesilaus Prevents Lysander’s Growing Influence
(Hellenica 3.4.7–10; Plutarch 7.1–8.3)
Despite the presence of the accounts that one author included and the other
excluded, both Xenophon and Plutarch shared substantial information about this
episode. The narrative components found in both works are as follows: (1) When
Agesilaus was in Ephesus, Lysander enjoyed growing influence; (2) Lysander was
beset with people and their requests as if he had a real power while Agesilaus simply
possessed the title of a king; (3) Agesilaus and the Spartans were not happy with this
state of affairs; (4) Agesilaus thus rejected all the people who came through Lysander
and all the requests that were supported by Lysander; (5) after Lysander realized
what was happening to him and his friends, he went to Agesilaus to ask if Agesilaus
would send him somewhere else for the second chance; and (6) Lysander was sent to
Hellespont and then he brought Spithridates to Agesilaus with much money and two
hundred horsemen. The narrative components of fourth to sixth merit further
discussion in terms of compositional techniques.
The fifth narrative component depicts a scene where Lysander conversed with
Agesilaus about the matter of rejection. In this scene one can find at least two ways
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of paraphrasing. Plutarch sometimes substituted “the original word with another”22
and this could be found in Lysander’s complaint to Agesilaus:
“Agesilaus, it seems that you, at least, understand how to humiliate (µειοῦν)
your friends.” (Hellenica 3.4.9)
“I see, Agesilaüs, that thou knowest very well how to humble (ἐλαττοῦν) thy
friends.” (Plutarch 8.2)
Plutarch also subtracted, “speaking in an incomplete way [and dropping] many of
the elements of the original,”23 and the subtraction occurred in an ensuing response
from Agesilaus (the missing part in Plutarch is indicated in italics in Hellenica):
“Yes, by Zeus, I do,” said he, “at any rate those who wish to appear greater
than I; but as for those who exalt me, if I should prove not to know how to
honour them in return, I should be ashamed.” (Hellenica 3.4.9)
“Yes indeed,” said the king, “those who wish to be more powerful than I am.”
(Plutarch 8.2)
Then the sixth narrative component describes a scene where Plutarch spoke of
Lysander who brought Spithridates to Agesilaus. Here one can identify another kind
of compositional technique, namely, compression. In Hellenica 3.4.10, the scene
contains more details about what really happened. For example, Spithridates “had
suffered a slight at the hands of Pharnabazus”; Lysander played a crucial role in
persuading Spithridates to revolt; and Lysander “left everything else at Cyzicus” and
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brought Spithridates and his son to Agesilaus. All these details were absent in
Plutarch’s account and in this respect Plutarch must have compressed the story.
The fourth narrative component shows how Agesilaus prevented Lysander’s
growing influence. In the fifth and sixth narrative components, Plutarch offered a
condensed version of the fuller story in Hellenica, but in the fourth Plutarch went in
an opposite direction by expanding and elaborating the story in Hellenica.
Xenophon provided readers with a brief statement that Agesilaus rejected Lysander’s
friends and their requests, but Plutarch added circumstantial details about the
rejection:
When, however, Lysander now began to introduce people to Agesilaus, the
king would in every case dismiss, without granting their petitions, those who
were known by him to be supported in any way by Lysander. (Hellenica 3.4.8)
To begin with, he resisted the counsels of Lysander, and whatever enterprises
were most earnestly favoured by him, these he ignored and neglected, and did
other things in their stead; again, of those who came to solicit favours from
him, he sent away empty-handed all who put their chief confidence in
Lysander; and in judicial cases likewise, all those against whom Lysander
inveighed were sure to come off victorious, while, on the contrary, those
whom he was manifestly eager to help had hard work even to escape being
fined. (Plutarch 7.4)
This could be understood either as Plutarch’s paraphrasing by addition or expansion

of narrative details.
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4.7 #6 Agesilaus’s Righteous Deception
(Hellenica 3.4.11–12; Xenophon 1.13–16; Nepos 3.1–2; Plutarch 9.2–3)
This episode proves that Xenophon the biographer closely followed his historical
material because when comparing in Greek the parallel accounts in Xenophon’s
biography and history are almost verbatim (the underlined parts are minor changes):
ἐκ δὲ τούτου εὐθὺς τοῖς µὲν στρατιώταις παρήγγειλε συσκευάζεσθαι ὡς εἰς στρατείαν,
ταῖς δὲ πόλεσιν εἰς ἃς ἀνάγκη ἦν ἀφικνεῖσθαι στρατευοµένῳ ἐπὶ Καρίαν προεῖπεν
ἀγορὰν παρασκευάζειν. ἐπέστειλε δὲ καὶ Ἴωσι καὶ Αἰολεῦσι καὶ Ἑλλησποντίοις
πέµπειν πρὸς ἑαυτὸν εἰς Ἔφεσον τοὺς συστρατευσοµένους. ὁ δὲ Τισσαφέρνης, καὶ
ὅτι ἱππικὸν οὐκ εἶχεν ὁ Ἀγησίλαος, ἡ δὲ Καρία ἄφιππος ἦν, καὶ ὅτι ἡγεῖτο αὐτὸν
ὀργίζεσθαι αὐτῷ διὰ τὴν ἀπάτην, τῷ ὄντι νοµίσας ἐπὶ τὸν αὑτοῦ οἶκον εἰς Καρίαν
αὐτὸν ὁρµήσειν, τὸ µὲν πεζὸν ἅπαν διεβίβασεν ἐκεῖσε, τὸ δ᾿ ἱππικὸν εἰς τὸ
Μαιάνδρου πεδίον περιῆγε, νοµίζων ἱκανὸς εἶναι καταπατῆσαι τῇ ἵππῳ τοὺς
Ἕλληνας, πρὶν εἰς τὰ δύσιππα ἀφικέσθαι. ὁ δ᾿ Ἀγησίλαος ἀντὶ τοῦ ἐπὶ Καρίαν ἰέναι
εὐθὺς τἀναντία ἀποστρέψας ἐπὶ Φρυγίας ἐπορεύετο, καὶ τάς τ᾿ ἐν τῇ πορείᾳ
ἀπαντώσας δυνάµεις ἀναλαµβάνων ἦγε καὶ τὰς πόλεις κατεστρέφετο καὶ ἐµβαλὼν
ἀπροσδοκήτοις παµπληθῆ χρήµατα ἐλάµβανε (Hellenica 3.4.11–12)
ἐκ δὲ τούτου εὐθὺς τοῖς µὲν στρατιώταις παρήγγειλε συσκευάζεσθαι ὡς εἰς
στρατείαν· ταῖς δὲ πόλεσιν, εἰς ἃς ἀνάγκη ἦν ἀφικνεῖσθαι στρατευοµένῳ ἐπὶ Καρίαν,
προεῖπεν ἀγορὰν παρασκευάζειν. ἐπέστειλε δὲ καὶ Ἴωσι καὶ Αἰολεῦσι καὶ
Ἑλλησποντίοις πέµπειν πρὸς αὑτὸν εἰς Ἔφεσον τοὺς συστρατευσοµένους. Ὁ µὲν οὖν
Τισσαφέρνης, καὶ ὅτι ἱππικὸν οὐκ εἶχεν ὁ Ἀγησίλαος, ἡ δὲ Καρία ἄφιππος ἦν, καὶ
ὅτι ἡγεῖτο αὐτὸν ὀργίζεσθαι αὐτῷ διὰ τὴν ἀπάτην, τῷ ὄντι νοµίσας ἐπὶ τὸν αὐτοῦ
οἶκον εἰς Καρίαν ὁρµήσειν αὐτὸν τὸ µὲν πεζὸν ἅπαν διεβίβασεν ἐκεῖσε, τὸ δὲ ἱππικὸν
εἰς τὸ Μαιάνδρου πεδίον περιήγαγε, νοµίζων ἱκανὸς εἶναι καταπατῆσαι τῇ ἵππῳ τοὺς
Ἕλληνας πρὶν εἰς τὰ δύσιππα ἀφικέσθαι. ὁ δὲ Ἀγησίλαος ἀντὶ τοῦ ἐπὶ Καρίαν ἰέναι
εὐθὺς ἀντιστρέψας ἐπὶ Φρυγίας ἐπορεύετο· καὶ τάς τε ἐν τῇ πορείᾳ ἀπαντώσας
δυνάµεις ἀναλαµβάνων ἦγε καὶ τὰς πόλεις κατεστρέφετο καὶ ἐµβαλὼν
ἀπροσδοκήτως παµπληθῆ χρήµατα ἔλαβε (Xenophon 1.13–16)
Looking through the discrepancies in underlined parts, they are simply minor
alterations such as changes in verb tense or aspect, using a different form or case of
noun or pronoun, switching one particle to another, and replacing the prefix of the
verb. Other than these small changes, Xenophon the biographer exactly reproduced
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his historical material. This episode and many other nearly duplicated materials (e.g.

Hellenica 3.4.15 vs. Xenophon 1.23–24; Hellenica 3.4.16–18 vs. Xenohpon 1.25–28;
Hellenica 3.4.20–24 vs. Xenophon 1.28–35; Hellenica 4.3.3–9; Xenophon 2.2–5;
Hellenica 4.3.16–18 vs. Xenophon 2.9–11; Hellenica 4.3.19–20; Xenophon 2.12–13)
again justify our comparative work because it indicates the clear interrelationship
between Xenophon’s biography and history. The differences between them might be
due to Xenophon’s recasting the historical material as a biographer.
When comparing Xenophon’s history and other biographies, the overall
impression is that both Nepos and Plutarch provided the skeleton of the main plot
but in doing so they sacrificed some of the elements of the story. For example, both
biographers stated that, contrary to Tissaphernes’s expectation that Agesilaus would
attack Caria, Agesilaus instead marched upon Phrygia and won the battle and gained
the great booty. Both biographers were responsible for compressing the story. They
did not mention the scene where Tissaphernes reflected and narrowed down the
exact place of the coming attack—his own residence in Caria.

4.8 #7 Raising Horses and Horsemen
(Hellenica 3.4.15; Xenophon 1.23–24; Plutarch 9.3–4)
After the battle in Phrygia, Agesilaus, despite his victory, felt the need to raise a
mounted force unless he continued to “carry on a skulking warfare” (Hellenica
3.4.15). Thus, he decided to raise horses and horsemen by announcing to rich people
that they could be exempted from the military service if they would provide horses,
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arms, and competent men in their stead. As previously mentioned (4.7), the parallel
accounts between Xenophon’s history and biography in narrating this episode were
almost verbatim; thus, the discussion is focused on how Xenophon and Plutarch told
the same story differently.
Plutarch included most of the narrative components found in Xenophon’s
parallel accounts, but he paraphrased many of these in different expressions. One
can find various kinds of paraphrasing. Here are parallel accounts:
And perceiving that, unless he obtained an adequate cavalry force (ἱππικὸν),
he would not be able to campaign in the plains, he resolved that this must be
provided, so that he might not have to carry on a skulking warfare. (Hellenica
3.4.15)
However, since he was inferior in cavalry (ἱππεῦσιν) … he retired to Ephesus
and began to get together a force of horsemen. (Plutarch 9.3)
Plutarch delivered the same idea with Xenophon’s that Agesilaus judged his cavalry
to be inadequate and decided to raise a force of horsemen. However, as the texts
show, Plutarch omitted the part that would let readers glimpse at the deeper reason
of Agesilaus: Without an adequate cavalry force, he might not be able to carry on an
efficient warfare in the future. In other words, Plutarch paraphrased the same
content by subtraction. Another form of paraphrasing can be found in these parallel
accounts. As one may check in Greek, Plutarch used a slightly different Greek word
for “cavalry” (ἱππεύς instead of ἱππικός, which Xenophon used). This is paraphrasing
by substitution.
Here are other examples of Pluatarch’s paraphrasing:
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Accordingly he assigned the richest men (τοὺς πλουσιωτάτους) of all the cities
in that region to the duty of raising horses; and by proclaiming that whoever
supplied (παρέχοιτο) a horse and arms and a competent man would not be
have to serve himself. (Hellenica 3.4.15)
He retired to Ephesus and began to get together a force of horsemen,
commanding the well-to-do (τοῖς εὐπόροις), in case they did not wish to
perform military service themselves, to furnish (παρασχεῖν) instead every man
a horse and rider.… Indeed Agesilaus thought Agamemnon had done well in
accepting a good mare and freeing a cowardly rich man from military service.
(Plutarch 9.3-4)
One can identify at least three ways of paraphrasing in these parallel accounts. First,
Plutarch changed the original word into another when referring to the rich people
(substitution). Second, in underlined parts, Plutarch seemed to use what Theon
called “syntactical paraphrase” in which “we keep the same words but transpose the
parts.”24 Plutarch took the same verb (lexical form: παρέχω) from Xenophon, but he
switched it from an optative mood verb (παρέχοιτο) to infinitive (παρασχεῖν). Third,
in italics, Plutarch added further explanation that might help readers to understand
Agesilaus’s choice of rich people in order to raise a force of horsemen. This might be
paraphrasing by addition, but more probable would be paraphrasing by “suggest[ing]
something more than a simple statement of facts.”25 According to Theon, this was a
popular way of paraphrasing employed in narrative. In this statement, Plutarch
depicted Agesiluas following in the footsteps of Agamemnon. Plutarch’s move
should not cause any surprise because in episode #3, through the expansion of
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narrative detail, he had already highlighted Agesilaus as the one who imitated his
predecessor Agamemnon by offering sacrifice at Aulis.

4.9 #8 Tissaphernes’s Self-Delusion
(Hellenica 3.4.20–27; Xenophon 1.28–35; Nepos 3.4–6; Plutarch 10.1–5)
This episode can be better understood if one recalls the earlier episode #6 about
Agesialus’s righteous deception. Having experienced Agesilaus’s deception, this time
Tissaphernes was self-deluded because he did not believe Agesilaus’s saying that he
would march upon the neighborhood of Sardis. Thus, Tissaphernes assigned his
troops again in Caria, assuming that, contrary to Agesilaus’s remark, it might be his
real target. However, Agesilaus did not play false this time and marched straight to
the neighborhood of Sardis in accordance with his saying. Since Tissaphernes’s army
needed the time to catch up, Agesilaus conquered many places in the meantime.
After the Persians arrived, some battles went back and forth between the two parties,
but eventually Agesilaus’s victory was so great that all people could recognize it. This
is the gist of the episode.
As mentioned earlier (4.7), in this episode Xenophon’s history and biography
demonstrated a significant agreement in their material. However, one important
difference is detected in that Xenophon the biographer provided an extended
description about how Agesilaus continued to advance on Sardis, defeating the foes
and liberating the friends (Xenophon 1.33–34). This account was unique in
Xenophon’s biography and was not found in Hellenica. It might be because
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Xenophon the biographer was able to access another source that was not available at
the time of his writing history, but more probable would be that the biographer
added circumstantial details to highlight achievements of his hero. The following
(rather exaggerated) editorial comments that “all the nations of the empire” sought
Agesilaus’s friendship and “not Greeks alone, but many barbarians also” recognized
his leadership (Xenophon 1.35) certainly pointed to this direction in maximizing the
virtue of a hero. The expansion of narrative details on the part of Xenophon the
biographer is also indicated by the fact that this pericope lacked specific references
such as names of persons and places, except for a brief mention of “Delphi” in
passing, in comparison to the rest of the episode.
Concerning the accounts of Plutarch and Nepos, Nepos’s compositional
techniques merit further discussion. In general, Nepos offered a brief summary
version of a more extended account of Xenophon, and in doing so he tended to
compress the story. One example is sufficient to make the point. As seen previously,
according to the version of Xenophon’s biography, there were two separate
expeditions that Agesilaus undertook: one towards the neighborhood of Sardis and
the other towards Sardis. Nepos, however, only mentioned the march against Sardis,
excluding its neighborhood. This is a clear example of compression. Another
possible compositional technique can be detected in Nepos’s account. Even in his
brief account, Nepos included a unique piece of information that Xenophon’s
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biography and history as well as Plutarch’s biography did not have.26 The
information is that when Agesilaus announced in advance his next march, he
thought that his enemy Tissaphernes would disbelieve him and do otherwise. It is
unlikely that Nepos (110–24 BCE), who was separated from his hero Agesilaus (444–
360 BCE) by at least 250 years, knew such information about the hero’s inner
thoughts that must have come from Agesilaus himself or his close friends. If there
were someone who possibly knew this kind of information, the more probable
candidate would be Xenophon, not Nepos. Thus, it seems that Nepos expanded the

narrative details in order to stress the virtue of his hero as the one who possessed
wisdom and tactics.

4.10 #9 Agesilaus’s Obedience to the Call of the State
(Xenophon 1.36, 2.16; Nepos 4.2–4; Plutarch 15.1–2, 4–6)
Although this episode did not appear in Hellenica, the contents among the parallel
accounts were significantly overlapping enough to indicate that the later biographers
(i.e., Nepos and Plutarch) relied on the accounts of the earlier biographer
Xenophon.27 The narrative components that all three biographers shared are as
follows: (1) One can find in all three biographies editorial comments stating that
Agesilaus’s obedience to the call of the state is an important virtue to be admired; (2)
26
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Agesilaus enjoyed victorious moments of his conquests at the time of hearing the call
of the state; (3) the state asked Agesilaus to return to his fatherland; and (4) despite
being able to enjoy victorious moments and make use of opportunities that might
come from these victories, Agesilaus valued his responsibility as a citizen more than
as a general.
Despite the agreement of the main plot, divergences among the parallel
accounts can still be found. When comparing Xenophon and Plutarch, one
significant difference emerges. Xenophon placed this episode right after episode #8
where Agesilaus won the battles with Tissaphernes around and at Sardis. However,
Plutarch presented the episode as if the event occurred in a different context. The
place where Agesilaus heard the news from his state was referred more generally as
in Asia. Although Sardis was a city of Asia, at least the reference to Sardis was not
found in Plutarch. Instead, the circumstances and the plan and motivations of
Agesilaus’s next march at the time of hearing tidings from the state were provided
with more details: “Then he [Agesilaus] determined to go father afield, to transfer
the war from the Greek sea, to fight for the person of the King and the wealth of
Ecbatana and Susa, and above all things to rob that monarch of the power to sit at
leisure on his throne, playing the umpire for the Greeks in the wars, and corrupting
their popular leaders” (Plutarch 15.1–2). Xenophon did not give even a slight
indication of these details. It is possible that Plutarch narrated the same event in the
same context with that of Xenophon’s accounts, simply by supplementing the details
he gained from other sources. However, more probable would be that Plutarch
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displaced the event from the original context to a different one because in Xenophon
this episode occurred prior to Agesilaus’s alliance with Cotys (3.3–4), while in
Plutarch after it (11.1–2).
When comparing Xenophon and Nepos, another compositional technique can
be identified. Both biographers included the comments that Agesilaus placed his
priority on following the constitution of his fatherland over pursuing his own
reputation or power:
Agesilaus left for home, choosing, instead of supreme power in Asia, to rule
and to be ruled at home according to the constitution. (Xenophon 2.16)
Agesilaus preferred good repute to the richest of kingdoms, and thought it far
more glorious to conform to the customs of his native land than to vanquish
Asia by his arms. (Nepos 4.3)
The interesting point is that Xenophon actually made this comment later in a
different context when a truce with the Thebans was made. Stated otherwise from
Nepos’s standpoint, he seemed to conflate the story by incorporating the comment,
which originally belonged to a different context, as a way of evaluating the current
episode. As Licona mentions, due to the nature of conflation, one may also detect
“some [sort of] displacement and/or transferal” in a conflated story.28
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4.11 #10 Agesilaus’s Battle at the Borders of Boeotia
(Hellenica 4.3.9–15; Xenophon 2.5–8)
On his way back to his fatherland, he encountered a group of enemies (“the
Larisaeans, Crannonians, Scotussaeans, and Pharsalians”; Hellenica 4.3.3) and
defeated them at Mt. Narthacium (Hellenica 4.3.3–9). After this battle, Agesilaus
continued his journey and reached the boundaries of Boeotia where he met another
group of enemies that consisted of “the Boeotians, Athenians, Argives, Corinthians,
Aenianians, Euboeans, and both the Locrian peoples” (Hellenica 4.3.15). Up to this
point, Xenophon’s accounts in both history and biography were basically the same.
However, as for the description of the status of the army on Agesilaus’s side,
their accounts begin to diverge. The main difference is that Hellenica offered a fuller
list of the army that Agesilaus possessed at the moment, while Xenophon included
only part of it. Xenophon the biographer mentioned only three military forces from
the list in Hellenica, namely, the army that Agesilaus already had, a regiment and a
half of Lacedaemonians, and the local allies of the Phocians and Orchomenians.
However, what the biographer did not include was far more than what he mentioned:
“half of the regiment from Orchomenus,… the foreign contingent which Herippidas
commanded,… the troops from the Greek cities in Asia and from all these cities in
Europe.… As for peltasts, those with Agesilaus were far more numerous” (Hellenica
4.3.15). The purpose of this simplification on the part of the biographer becomes
evident when one pays attention to his editorial comment in Xenophon 2.7–8. By
simplifying the list of the army that Agesilaus possessed, Xenophon the biographer
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could emphasize the virtue of his hero who, despite the deficiency of the army in
number, was able to train his forces so well that they would excel in their
“endurance,” “confidence,” “determination,” and “valour.” Just like this case, ancient
biographers from time to time simplified some of the details that might complicate
the overall picture of a hero.

4.12 #11 Agesilaus’s Respect for Religions and Gods
(Hellenica 4.3.19–20; Xenophon 2.12–13; Nepos 4.6–8)
As mentioned earlier (4.7), the comparison between Xenophon’s history and
biography demonstrates that Xenophon the biographer often used his historical
material almost verbatim and this episode is one of those. It is part of the larger
episode (Hellenica 4.3.16–20; Xenophon 2.9–13) where the battle between
Agesilaus’s army and Thebans and their allies is depicted. When comparing both
passages of the present episode in Greek, not only the content but also the wording
is very similar. However, on two occasions, Xenophon the biographer added some
more details that were not found in Hellenica, and these areas might be the ones
where Xenophon made use of compositional techniques. We will revisit these two
areas briefly and then compare the accounts of Nepos and Xenophon.
The first occasion where one can see further details in Xenophon’s biography
is his description about the battle with Thebans. Both Hellenica and Xenophon
provided the following accounts: (1) The course of action that Agesilaus adopted was
not the safest one; (2) this course was that, instead of attacking the Thebans in the
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rear, Agesialus chose to made a frontal attack; and then (3) there was a wide battle
between them, shoving, fighting, killing and being killed. It is at this point where
Xenophon the biographer added circumstantial details: “There was no shouting, nor
was there silence, but the strange noise that wrath and battle together will produce”
(Xenophon 2.12). In terms of compositional techniques, this can be understood as
either paraphrasing by addition or expansion of narrative details in order to enhance
the vividness of the scene.
Another occasion in which Xenophon the biographer added further details is
his description of Agesilaus’s deep respect for religions and gods. Again, both

Hellenica and Xenophon included the following accounts with very similar wording:
(1) Now it proved that the victory lay with Agesilaus, but he himself had been
wounded and carried to the phalanx; (2) in the meantime some horsemen reported
to Agesilaus that eighty of the enemy took the shelter in the temple and asked him
what they should do with the enemy; and (3) despite himself having received many
wounds but out of his duty to gods, Agesilaus ordered his men not to harm the
enemy but rather to allow the enemy to go wherever they wished. Then the next part
is where Xenophon the biographer added further details: “and [Agesilaus] charged
his escort of cavalry to conduct them to a place of safety” (Xenophon 2.13).
According to this description, Agesilaus not only permitted the vulnerable enemy to
keep staying in the temple but also more actively supported such choice of the foes
by providing them with an escort. This is probably the expansion of narrative details
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in order to emphasize the hero’s virtues, namely, his duty to gods and its
concomitant favor to the enemy.
The fact that Agesialus’s favor to the enemy ultimately came from his respect
for the gods was more clearly expressed in Nepos’s accounts. While narrating this
episode, Nepos, unlike Xenophon, minimized the account about Agesilaus’s favor to
the enemy but maximized the account about his respect for the gods. Nepos’s
position could be observed especially in his addition of the narrative details that were
absent in Xenophon’s accounts:
And it was not in Greece alone that he held the temples of the gods sacred,
but among the barbarians also he was most scrupulous in sparing all their
statues and altars. Indeed, he openly declared that he was surprised that those
who had injured their suppliants who had taken refuge in such places were
not regarded as guilty of sacrilege, or that those were not more severely
punished who made light of sacred obligations than those who robbed
temples. (Nepos 4.7-8)
Nepos edited and expanded narrative details in various ways to accentuate the virtue
of his hero. First, he expanded the details by claiming that Agesilaus’s respect for the
gods and sacred places was attested not only in Greece but also “among the

barbarians.” Second, unlike Xenophon’s rather brief account (“he, although he had
received many wounds, nevertheless did not forget the deity”; Hellenica 4.3.20),
Nepos offered a more detailed and vivid account about the motivations of Agesilaus’s
course of action. In Nepos, Agesilaus publicly declared that maltreating the enemy
staying in sacred places was not simply morally wrong but “guilty of sacrilege.”
Third, Nepos’s Agesilaus pointed out the seriousness of such misbehavior by
supplementing the narrative details that the respect for gods and sacred places was
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as important as the high regard for sacred obligations. All these details might come
from another source that Nepos alone consulted, but more probable is that, given
the general statements of Nepos without specific references to persons and places,
Nepos expanded narrative details according to historical verisimilitude.

4.13 #12 Agesilaus’s March against Peiraeum
(Hellenica 4.5.1–5; Xenophon 2.18–19)
The storyline of this episode is basically the same but the ways Xenophon narrated
this episode in his history and biography are significantly different. The main
difference is the length of parallel accounts. Xenophon’s history contained more
details, such as names of places and persons and laid out the progress of events in a
more extensive way. By contrast, his biography portrayed the episode in a way of
simply stating the bullet points. The basic elements of this episode that both

Hellenica and Xenophon shared are these: (1) After hearing that the Corinthians
kept their cattle safe in Peiraeum, Agesilaus marched against this city; (2) seeing that
the city was strongly guarded, he withdrew in the direction of the capital; and (3)
upon realizing that military supports on Corinthians’ side were deployed to the
capital in defense of it, Agesilaus hurriedly turned about and captured Peiraeum.
Overall, in narrating this episode, Xenophon the biographer sometimes paraphrased
the shared material, and at other times compressed the story or shined his literary
spotlight on his hero by omitting some of the narrative elements found in Hellenica.
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In terms of paraphrasing, following the conventions of his time, Xenophon
the biographer substituted the original word with another,29 added more details for
further description,30 and subtracted words by simply providing the gist of the
event.31
As to spotlighting, one needs to look closely at how Xenophon the biographer
altered the account of who took the campaign against Peiraeum. In Hellenica, when
the news that the Corinthians kept their cattle safe in Peiraeum, it was
Lacedaemonians who “made another expedition [στρατεύουσι in plural verb] to the
territory of Corinth” and eventually to Peiraeum, and Agesilaus was included in this
group as a commander. But in Xenophon, there was no mention of the
Lacedaemonians and it was Agesilaus who “marched [στρατεύει in singular verb]
against Peiraeum.” It takes little imagination to think that the statement of
Xenophon the biographer cannot be accepted literally as if Agesilaus alone took the
campaign. Agesilaus was mentioned probably here as a representative of the
Lacedaemonians who participated in this campaign. In this sense Xenophon the

29

See the example of substitution indicated in italics: “hearing … that” (ἀκούοντες … ὅτι;
Hellenica 4.5.1) vs. “discovering that” (αἰσθανόµενος; Xenophon 2.18).
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See the example of addition indicated in italics: “perceiving that they [supports] had
passed by during the night” (Hellenica 4.5.3) vs. “becoming aware that supports had been hurriedly
poured into the city during the night from Peiraeum” (Xenophon 2.19).
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In Xenophon 2.19, the event of capturing Peiraeum was summarized only in three words
(αἱρεῖ τὸ Πείραιον), but this event was more extensively described in Hellenica 4.5.3–5 with using 176
words in Greek.
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biographer made use of a compositional technique (i.e., spotlighting) in order to
draw readers’ attention to his hero.
One can also identify several occasions where Xenophon the biographer

compressed the story in this episode, among which one is worth mentioning. In
Hellenica, the march against Peiraeum consisted of at least two stages. As mentioned
earlier, when Agesilaus and his army were informed about the Corinthians in
Peiraeum, they first made an expedition to the territory of Corinth, not directly
going into Peiraeum. Agesilaus went to Isthmus and there was a lapse of time
between this expedition and the next one against Peiraeum. The description about
the march against Peiraeum in Hellenica began as follows: “On the fourth day
Agesilaus led his army against Piraeum.” Although Xenophon did not provide
further explanation about the specific point of time from which four days were
passed, the phrase “on the fourth day” clearly indicates separate expeditions with a
lapse of time. However, in Xenophon’s biography, this series of events was depicted
as if there was only one expedition—the one to Peiraeum. Xenophon the biographer
compressed the story, possibly because the scene of the expedition to Isthmus was
not relevant to his present concern to highlight Agesilaus’s virtue of possessing
wisdom and tactics in war. The virtue that was expressed in the scene of the
expedition to Isthmus was religious piety, which was already addressed in the
immediately previous episode #11. Thus, he might have thought that this is
superfluous and so did not include the scene of the expedition to Isthmus in his
biography.
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4.14 #13 Agesilaus’s Support for the Achaeans
(Hellenica 4.6.1–4.7.7; Xenophon 2.20)
As the parallel passages indicate, Xenophon the biographer significantly curtailed the
lengthy account of his historical material. Let us quote a rather brief account of
Xenophon the biographer and discuss how creatively he modified the historical
material for his own purposes:
After these events, the Achaeans, who were zealous advocates of the alliance,
begged him to join them in an expedition against Acarnania. And when the
Acarnanians attacked him in a mountain pass he seized the heights above
their heads with his light infantry, fought an engagement and, after inflicting
severe losses on them, set up a trophy; nor did he cease until he had
induced the Acarnanians, Aetolians and Argives to enter into
friendship with the Achaeans and alliance with himself. (Xenophon
2.20)
For the convenience of discussion, I divided the episode into three scenes with
different indications in text: (1) The Achaeans asked Agesilaus to join their
expedition against Acarnania (underlined); (2) Agesilaus defeated the Acarnanians in
a mountain and he won the battle only with his light infantry (italics); and (3)
Agesilaus continued his expedition until Acarnanians, Aetolians and Argives became
the friends to the Achaeans and Agesilaus (bold). Xenophon the biographer
employed a number of compositional techniques in each of these different scenes.
Regarding the first scene, the most noticeable change is that in Hellenica, the
Achaeans’ asking for help was expressed in a form of direct speech. As seen
previously, this alteration was a type of paraphrasing. Furthermore, the direct speech
included more information and details: that the Achaeans were besieged by the
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Acarnanians as well as by their allies, the Athenians and Boeotians (in terms of
compositional techniques, this could be understood as spotlighting on Acarnanians);
and that while asking for help, the Achaeans covertly threatened the
Lacedaemonians by indicating that they would withdraw from the alliance unless the
Lacedaemonians should protect them in turn, which is quite a different picture from
the description in Xenophon 2.20 where the Achaeans begged for help. This might
be the result of the biographer’s simplification of the story by omitting some of the
details.
Another compositional technique detected in the first scene is either

transferal or conflation. In Hellenica, the Achaeans’ request was originally made to
“the ephors and the assembly,” who, in turn, deliberated this issue and decided to
send out Agesilaus. However, in the biography, this part or role of the ephors and
the assembly was transferred into Agesilaus as if the request was made directly to
Agesilaus. It is equally possible that the biographer conflated the story by
incorporating the narrative element, which originally belonged to another event, into
the current scene.
In the second scene, Xenophon the biographer seemed either to simplify or

compress the story in order to highlight the victorious side of his hero. The brief
account in the biography was enough to give readers an impression that Agesilaus
had little struggle in winning the battle with the Acarnanians in a mountain.
Although the end result of the battle (i.e., Agesilaus’s victory) was true, the process
to reaching this result was not so easy according to the parallel accounts in Hellenica.
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Before setting up a trophy, Agesilaus had to go through a number of lower points in
the battle, one of which was described as follows: “The Acarnanians, taking
possession of these mountains, threw stones and javelins upon the Lacedaemonians
from the heights upon their right, and descending gradually to the spurs of the
mountains pressed the attack and caused trouble to such an extent that the army was
no longer able to proceed” (Hellenica 4.6.8–9). This is a clear example of
simplification in which Xenophon the biographer removed some of the details that
might complicate the victorious side of his hero. In omitting some of the information
and details, he also had to compress the story.
In the third scene, Xenophon the biographer summarized only in one
sentence an array of events portrayed at length in Hellenica 4.6.13–4.7.7, which
comprised four pages in LCL. As one can expect easily from such significant
difference in length, Xenophon the biographer must have compressed the story at
the expense of sacrificing a number of details and information. One could also
regard this brief summary of the biographer as a form of paraphrasing by
subtraction.
Another possible compositional technique found in the third scene is either

spotlighting or simplification. The noticeable change in the biography is that
Xenophon the biographer attributed the expedition against the Argives only to
Agesilaus, while in Hellenica this expedition was done by both Agesilaus and
Agesipolis. Furthermore, in Hellenica, Xenophon allotted far more space to the
description of Agesipolis’s expedition while Agesilaus’s was mentioned only in
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passing. Having considered this allotment of space in Hellenica, Xenophon the
biographer surely made a significant change in that he shined a literary spotlight on
Agesilaus without even mentioning Agesipolis at all. This also could be understood
as a way of simplification. Xenophon omitted the extended account about
Agesipolis’s expedition (Hellenica 4.7.2–4.7.7) and in this way simplified the story.
The reason was obvious: his hero was not Agesipolis but Agesilaus.

4.15 #14 Agesilaus’s More Victories
(Hellenica 5.1.31–36, 5.3.10–17, 5.4.34–41, 5.4.47–49; Xenophon 2.21–22)
Xenophon the biographer listed a series of battles and Agesilaus’s victories in one
paragraph. However, as the parallel passages in Hellenica indicate, the battles were
separated from one another, and they occurred in different points within ten years
from 387 to 377 BCE. The four battles listed were the ones with the Corinthians and
Thebans (387 BCE; Hellenica 5.1.31–36), Phleius (381 BCE; Hellenica 5.3.10–17),
Thebans (378 BCE; Hellenica 5.4.34–41), and again with Thebans (377 BCE;

Hellenica 5.4.47–49). Xenophon the biographer’s intent to arrange his historical
material in such a way becomes evident when one pays attention to his editorial
comments. These separate events were listed in one paragraph because they served
well to demonstrate Agesilaus’s “spirit of true comradeship” and “unbroken success”
(Xenophon 2.21, 23, respectively). Such arrangement of the historical material was
achieved at the expense of two elements: (1) losing many details and (2) giving an
impression that these separate events occurred in a short period of time. These two
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areas might be the ones that resulted from the biographer’s compositional
techniques.
Regarding the second element, although Xenophon contained some
expressions indicating time difference between these events (such as “again later,”
“subsequently,” and “in the following year”), simply listing a series of battles in a
row without much explanation is enough to give an impression that these events
occurred in a rather short period of time. However, when seeing more extended
accounts in Hellenica, these separate battles were actually interrupted by yet another
set of numerous events. In other words, in editing and arranging his historical
material in this way, Xenophon the biographer must have compressed the story.
As for the first element, Xenophon the biographer might have to use other
kinds of compositional techniques while sacrificing many details found in Hellenica.
One possible compositional technique was simplification. Since the biographer
wanted to stress Agesilaus’s “unbroken success,” he excluded some of the accounts
that might give readers an impression that Agesilaus had difficult moments in
winning the battles. Although the victories of the battles were ultimately laid on
Agesilaus, these victories came, in fact, after experiencing some lower points. The
Thebans’ sudden attack at Agesilaus’s camp was one of the lower points (Hellenica
5.4.39). In this sense, Xenophon the biographer simplified the story by omitting
some of the details that might complicate the achievements of Agesilaus. Other
possible compositional techniques used in losing many details were compression and

conflation and/or transferal. As to the battle with the Thebans in 378 BCE,
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Xenophon the historian depicted the event as if there were two separate expeditions
against Thebes: The first was led by Cleombrotus who crossed Cynoscephalae
(5.4.15) and the second by Agesilaus who crossed Cithaeron (5.4.38). However,
according to Xenophon the biographer, there was only one expedition against
Thebes, compressing the other expedition in Hellenica. Another interesting point is
that in the biography, it was Agesilaus who crossed Cynoscephalae in an attempt to
make an expedition against Thebes. This might be simply the result of the confusion
on the part of Xenophon the biographer. However, more probable would be that
Xenophon the biographer adapted his historical material for achieving his own
purposes. Since the space was limited and his hero was Agesilaus, he conflated the
story by combining elements from two separate expeditions to Thebes and narrating
them as one event. In doing so, the act of crossing Cynoscephalae, which originally
belonged to Cleombrotus in Hellenica, was transferred into Agesilaus in the
biography.

4.16 #15 Agesilaus’s Two Battles
(Hellenica 6.5.9–29, 7.5.11; Xenophon 2.23–24)
This episode contained the stories about Agesilaus’s two battles with different
peoples. The first battle was with the Mantineans and their allies, and the second
battle with the Arcadians and their allies. The important point is that Hellenica
provided extended accounts about these battles (8 pages in LCL), but the description
in Xenophon was very brief (1 page in LCL), simply offering essential facts of the
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battles, such as who were involved and who won, at the expense of a number of
details about how the battles were proceeded. As one can easily expect, in this
process of abridging many of the details, Xenophon the biographer seemed to adopt
some of the compositional techniques. Three are worth mentioning: simplification,

spotlighting, and transferal.
One can identify at least two occasions in which Xenophon the biographer

simplified the story in ways that might throw a favorable light on the picture of his
hero. Both occasions involved the descriptions about who supported Agesilaus’s
campaign. In the first battle against the Mantineans and their allies, Xenophon the
biographer said that Agesilaus “took the field with the Lacedaemonians forces only”
(2.23). However, in Hellenica 6.5.17, it seems that there were more allies on the side
of Agesilaus in addition to the Lacedaemonians, namely, “the peltasts from
Orchomenus, and with them the horsemen of the Phliasians.” Similarly, in depicting
the battle against the Arcadians and their allies, Xenophon the biographer simplified
the story by omitting all of Agesilaus’s allies that were listed in the historical material.
In Hellenica 6.5.29, Agesilaus’s allies included “the mercenaries from Orchomenus,…
the Phliasians, Corinthians, Epidaurians, Pelleneans, and likewise some of the other
states.” In the biography, it was Agesilaus alone that was mentioned as if only he
(and his troops) were responsible for defending the city of Sparta against the
stronger and greater enemy. The reference to Agesilaus alone might also be
understood as spotlighting. Although other peoples were involved in this battle on
the side of Agesilaus, Xenophon shined his literary spotlight on Agesilaus. The effect
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of these compositional techniques (i.e., simplification and spotlighting) is quite
obvious: By omitting some or all of the allies who supported Agesilaus, the
biographer was able to throw a more favorable light on his hero who defeated the
enemy or defended the city in spite of the inferiority of his army in number and
strength.
Another possible compositional technique employed in this episode was

conflation or transferal. In the description about how skillfully Agesilaus kept the
city of Sparta safe in spite of the disadvantage of the location, Xenophon the
biographer stated, “Though it was without walls, not going out into the open where
the advantage would have lain wholly with the enemy, and keeping his army
strongly posted where the citizens would have the advantage; for he believed that he
would be surrounded on all sides if he came out into the plain, but that if he made a
stand in the defiles and the heights, he would be master of the situation” (2.24). The
interesting point is that in the parallel account in Hellenica, only the description of
the disadvantage of the location (i.e., the city of Sparta was without walls; Hellenica
6.5.28) was found, but that of Agesilaus’s tactics and skills in overcoming such
disadvantage (e.g., such descriptions that he did not go out into the open field where
the enemy would have held the advantage in position and that he instead preferred
high places in order to be more advantageous in the battle) were not mentioned.
Xenophon the biographer might have added some details that he gained from
another source. However, that is something that we can only guess without either
confirming or disconfirming this claim with hard evidence. Another possible
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scenario is that Xenophon the biographer conflated the story and, in doing so,
transferred some of the items that originally belonged to another event and person.
Agesilaus’s tactics and skills in defending the city of Sparta found only in the
biography in this episode echoed another episode in Hellenica where Epaminondas
employed similar tactics and skills in fighting in the same city. In Hellenica 7.5.9–11,
Epaminondas was also described as the one who preferred high places and withheld
the battle in places where the enemy occupied more advantageous position. In other
words, Xenophon the biographer conflated the story by incorporating the
description of the later event (i.e., Epaminondas’s tactics in 362 BCE battle) into the
account of the current episode (i.e., Agesilaus’s tactics in 370 BCE battle). In doing
so, he transferred some of the items, which originally belonged to Epaminondas, to
his hero Agesilaus.

4.17 #16 Agesilaus’s Virtue of Piety
(Hellenica 4.1.1–15, 29–38; Xenophon 3.1–5; Plutarch 11.1–4, 12.1–5)
As we discussed earlier, the first part of Xenophon’s biography (Xenophon 1–2) is a
chronological presentation of Agesilaus’s achievements, whereas its second part
(Xenophon 3–11) is a topical arrangement of Agesilaus’s virtues. Starting from this
episode, Xenophon the biographer collected a series of events, which were separated
with one another chronologically, in one section for the purpose of illuminating a
given virtue of Agesilaus. In this process, due to the nature of the topical
arrangement, some sort of compression must have been involved, giving an
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impression that those events occurred in a shorter period time than the time they
actually took. Thus, in the following few episodes, only the compositional
techniques other than compression will be discussed because the use of the latter is
taken for granted.
In this episode where Xenophon the biographer dealt with the virtue of piety,
he primarily spoke of Agesilaus’s reliability or trust that he earned from others rather
than religious piety. In order to highlight this virtue, Xenophon presented a string of
events in which others, including his enemies, put a high trust in Agesilaus. The
descriptions of the two events in Agesilaus shared the material with Hellencia. The
first event is that Cotys, rather than accepting the summons from the Persian king,
chose to enter into alliance with Agesilaus as a result of trust in the latter (Xenophon
3.4; Hellenica 4.1.3). The second event is that Pharnabazus, who was a Persian
soldier, made an agreement with Agesilaus that he would continue to be on
Agesilaus’s side unless the Persian king appointed him as a commander (Xenophon
3.5; Hellenica 4.1.29–38). Although the two events were narrated in both
Xenophon’s biography and history, Xenophon the biographer creatively used his
historical material for his own purposes, and in the changes that he made, one can
identify some of the compositional techniques.
In the first event, Cotys brought a thousand horsemen and two thousand
peltasts in an attempt to support Agesilaus’s campaign. There is a noticeable
discrepancy between Xenophon’s history and biography regarding the accounts of

who was involved in Cotys’s act. In the history, “the persuasion of Spithridates”
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prompted Cotys to bring some of his troops to Agesilaus, but in the biography,
Cotys himself made this call. Of course one cannot penetrate the mind of Xenophon
the biographer who made this alteration. It may be simply the result of a mistake on
the part of the biographer. However, in terms of compositional techniques, a
reasonable explanation may be offered. By omitting the persuasion of Spithridates,
Xenophon the biographer could highlight the fact that Coty’s trust in Agesilaus was
none other than from himself. In other words, he wished to stress that Cotys’s
decision could not be from other factors that might lessen the degree of Coty’s trust
in Agesilaus. In this sense, Xenophon the biographer simplified the story by
omitting some of the details that might complicate the overall picture of his hero.
In the second event, another compositional technique is detected. As the
space of parallel accounts (Xenophon 3.5; Hellenica 4.1.29–38) indicates, Xenophon
the biographer significantly abridged a more extended discourse between Agesilaus
and Pharnabazus in Hellenica, and in doing so he only contained the last part of this
extended discourse. Even in this curtailed version of the dialogue, Xenophon the
biographer did not copy and paste his historical material but paraphrased it. A
similar pattern of paraphrasing used earlier in episode #13 was adopted here again.
He changed some of the dialogue or direct speech into a simple statement or indirect
speech:
Pharnabazus, however, came.… “Shall I, then,” said Pharnabazus, “tell you
frankly just what I shall do?” “It surely becomes you to do so.” “Well, then,”
said he, “if the King sends another as general and makes me his subordinate,
I shall choose to be your friend and ally. (Hellenica 4.1.30, 37)
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Pharnabazus too came and parleyed with Agesilaus, and made agreement
with him that if he were not himself appointed the Persian general, he would
revolt from the Great King. (Xenophon 3.5)
At this point, I will compare the accounts in Xenophon’s history and
Plutarch’s biography. In the parallel accounts, Plutarch seemed to draw many of the
contents from Hellenica, most of which were different forms of paraphrasing on the
part of Plutarch. Plutarch paraphrased the same contents by subtraction (e.g.,

Hellenica 4.1.1–2 vs. Plutarch 11.1; Hellenica 4.1.29–30 vs. Plutarch 12.1), addition
(e.g., Hellenica 4.1.37–38 vs. Plutarch 12.5), substitution (e.g., Hellenica 4.1.30 vs.

Plutarch 12.2), and switching a question to a simple statement (e.g., Hellenica 4.1.37
vs. Plutarch 12.5).
The most remarkable change can be found in the account of why Agesilaus
received a thousand horsemen and two thousand peltasts from Cotys. As discussed
previously, despite some discrepancy about who was involved in Cotys’s decision,
both Hellenica and Xenophon were agreed upon the fact that Cotys provided this
military support in an attempt to express his alliance with Agesilaus. However,
Plutarch offered a different version of the story. After Plutarch narrated an episode
that Agesilaus persuaded Cotys to marry Spithridates’s daughter, he depicted the
scene as if Agesilaus received a thousand horsemen and two thousand peltasts from
Cotys as a favor in return. Plutarch might have used a different tradition about
Agesilaus at this point. However, given that Plutarch generally followed Hellenica in
other parts of this episode, this was probably the deliberate change that Plutarch
made. The reason why Plutarch made such a change is not sure, but what is certain
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is that he did make such change and this change could be understood in terms of
one of the compositional techniques, namely, conflation. In other words, Plutarch
combined the items that belonged to two separate events (i.e., one for Agesilaus’s
persuasion of Coty’s marriage and the other for Coty’s military support for Agesilaus)
and narrated them as if they occurred in one event.

4.18 #17 Tithraustes’s Request for Agesilaus’s Leave
(Hellenica 3.4.25–26; Xenophon 5.6; Plutarch 10.4–5)
The basic storyline of the parallel accounts is the same but how that story was
written was different. One may think of the later biographers’ use of compositional
techniques. In general, Hellenica contained a fuller version of this episode. Then
Xenophon the biographer mentioned only two narrative components of his historical
material, with some turns and twists. Plutarch adopted most of the narrative
components of Hellenica but paraphrased them. In addition, in one area Plutarch
followed the version of Xenophon the biographer rather than that of Xenophon the
historian. I compare the accounts of Xenophon’s history and biography first and
then those of Xenophon and Plutarch.
Since Xenophon the biographer listed different stories that might illuminate a
given virtue of Agesilaus, the pattern of depicting stories in the topical arrangement
is simply to mention the higher points of a story while sacrificing many of the details
of the story. This is probably the reason why Xenophon the biographer drew only
two items from a number of narrative components in Hellenica. Even in these points
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of contact, Xenophon the biographer altered some of the details. First, Hellenica
spoke about the ambassadors who were sent by Tithraustes to deliver a message
about Agesilaus’s leave, but in Xenophon Tithraustes himself delivered the same
message. The biographer’s omission of the ambassadors was probably the result of
literary spotlighting on Tithraustes. It could also be taken as transferal: The
biographer transferred the message, which was originally delivered by the
ambassadors, onto the lip of Tithraustes. Second, there were several discrepancies
between Hellenica and Xenophon regarding the account about the money given to
Agesilaus. Regarding the amount of money, Hellenica specified the amount as
“thirty talents,” whereas Xenophon simply implied that the amount was
extraordinary by saying, “an offer of gifts unnumbered.” By changing from thirty
talents to unnumbered (i.e., by exaggeration), the biographer could stress that
Agesilaus kept his “justice in money matters” (Xenophon 4.1) despite the offer of an
extraordinary amount of the money. This could be understood as a form of

simplification: By altering some of the details a biographer could portray a specific
picture of his or her hero more effectively. Another discrepancy had to do with the
role of Agesilaus in receiving the gifts. In Hellenica, Agesilaus himself requested
provisions for the army in exchange for his leave. As a result, he received thirty
talents from Tithraustes. By contrast, in Xenophon, it was Tithraustes who offered
unnumbered gifts to Agesilaus, and the latter responded to this offer quite
disinterestedly: “Among us, Tithraustes, a ruler’s honour requires him to enrich his
army rather than himself, and to take spoils rather than gifts from the enemy.” This
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tweak of his historical material was effective in improving, to some degree, the image
of Agesilaus as the one who kept his virtue of justice in money matters. This way of
portraying Agesilaus was exactly the path that the later biographer Plutarch followed.
Plutarch generally followed the narrative components of Hellenica, but only in this
episode did he adopt Xenophon the biographer’s portrayal of Agesilaus. This is also
a form of simplification in that the biographers modified some of the details that
might complicate an overall picture of their hero. Another compositional technique
that Plutarch used in following the portrayal of Xenophon the biographer was

paraphrasing by switching the direct speech to a simple statement:
Agesilaus answered: “Among us, Tithraustes, a ruler’s honour requires him to
enrich his army rather than himself, and to take spoils rather than gifts from
the enemy.” (Xenophon 4.6)
He took more pleasure in enriching his soldiers than in getting rich himself;
moreover, the Greeks, he said, thought it honourable to take, not gifts, but
spoils, from their enemies. (Plutarch 10.4)

4.19 #18 Agesilaus’s Response about the Victory at the Battle of Corinth (Hellenica
4.3.1–3; Xenophon 7.5–6; Nepos 5.1–3; Plutarch 16.3–5)
Different writers shared several narrative components in this episode: (1) Agesilaus
heard the good news about the victory at the Battle of Corinth; (2) the victory was
even more successful in that ten thousand of the enemy were slain in comparison to
the small loss on the part of the Lacedaemonians; and (3) Agesilaus responded to
this victory. The writers cast this basic storyline differently, and the differences
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might be the changes that the later biographers made in order to achieve their own
purposes.
Before discussing the discrepancies among the writers in more detail, one
significant difference between Hellenica and other biographies must be noted.
Concerning the third narrative component, Agesilaus’s response to the victory in the
biographies was radically different from his response in Hellenica. In Hellenica,
when Dercylidas brought a word of victory to Agesilaus, the latter was excited about
the news and suggested to take advantage of this good news for inspiring the spirit
of other soldiers who served in another place. Xenophon the biographer (and other
biographers following in his footsteps) provided a different picture of Agesilaus’s
response. Agesialus, instead of showing pleasure or boastfulness, lamented about the
great loss of the enemy because the enemy happened to be Greeks, namely, different
peoples of the same race. Agesilaus exclaimed that with this great number, the
Greeks might have been able to defeat the barbarians. One probably will not be able
to confirm what was the ultimate source of such change. Xenophon the biographer
could be simply confused in narrating details, or he possibly chose to consult
another tradition about Agesilaus at this point, or he expanded the narrative details
based on what his hero must have said or acted. Regardless of the ultimate source,
the effect of such change is evident. By altering some of the details about Agesilaus’s
response, Xenophon (and the other biographers) could highlight a specific picture of
Agesilaus as the one who “would chide them [i.e., opponents] stood for their errors
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… [but] stood by them when any disaster befell them” (Xenophon 7.3). Some sort of

simplification was involved in this similar portrayal of the biographers.
A few minor differences among the writers must be discussed briefly.
Regarding Agesilaus’s exclamation, Plutarch closely followed the wording of
Xenophon the biographer, but one can still identify a way of paraphrasing, namely,
stating more than a simple fact. For example, Plutarch spiced Xenophon’s expression
“those who now lie dead” in more details: All the dead were brave men but were
destroyed by the hands of the same race. Nepos also paraphrased Xenophon’s
account about Agesilaus’s exclamation by switching the direct speech into a simple
statement (Xenophon 7.5–6 vs. Nepos 5.2).
Two noticeable changes that Nepos made are worth mentioning. In
comparison to Xenophon (“eight Lacedaemonians … had fallen”) and Plutarch (“few
Spartans … had been killed”) who noted the small loss on the part of the
Lacedaemonians, Nepos mentioned only the heavy loss of the enemy (“ten thousand
of the enemy were slain”). He also added the phrase that the Corinthian war was
“under the lead of Agesilaus.” Of course, this was not a complete falsehood because
Agesilaus was ultimately their leader. However, this account certainly gave a
different impression from the accounts of Xenophon and Plutarch, who stated that
the good news about the victory at the Corinthian war was delivered to him who was
not on site. These two changes might be the result of Nepos’s simplification. By
changing some of the details, Nepos might throw a more favorable light on his hero:
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It was Agesilaus himself who led the army and won the battle at Corinth without a
victim.

4.20 #19 Agesilaus’s Response about the Defeat in the Naval Battle
(Hellenica 4.3.9–14; Plutarch 17.2–3)
This episode occurred only in Hellenica and Plutarch’s biography. The points of
contact between the parallel accounts were substantial: (1) when Agesilaus entered
the area of Boeotia, he saw a partial eclipse of the sun; (2) he heard the news about
the defeat in the naval battle and the death of the admiral Peisander; (3) Agesilaus
was at first distressed when hearing the news about the defeat; (4) having considered
that his soldiers would also be discouraged by this sad news, which might impact
their battle, Agesilaus changed the report in such a way that the Spartans were
victorious in the naval battle; and (5) as a way of indicating this, he offered sacrifices
and sent the portions of the sacrificial victims to many people.
Despite this substantial overlapping content, Plutarch the biographer did not
simply copy and paste Xenophon’s historical material but often paraphrased it in a
number of ways. Plutarch sometimes delivered the same event by omitting some of
the details:
The admiral, Peisander, had been killed. It was also stated in what way the
battle had been fought. For it was near Cnidos that the fleets sailed against
one another, and Pharnabazus, who was admiral, was with the Phoenician
ships, while Conon with the Greek fleet was posted in front of him.
(Hellenica 4.3.10–12)
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News came to him of the death of Peisander, who was defeated in a naval
battle off Cnidus by Pharnabazus and Conon. (Plutarch 17.2)
Plutarch sometimes added details for clarification (additions in italics):
When he was at the entrance to Boeotia, the sun seemed to appear crescentshaped, and word was brought to him. (Hellenica 4.3.10)
Agesilaüs … entered Boeotia, and encamped near Chaeroneia. Here a partial
eclipse of the sun occurred, and at the same time news came to him.
(Plutarch 17.2)
Now Agesilaus, on learning these things, at first was overcome with sorrow.
(Hellenica 4.3.13)
Agesilaüs was naturally much distressed at these tidings, both because of the
man thus lost, and of the city which had lost him. (Plutarch 17.3)
Plutarch also occasionally paraphrased the same content by substituting the original
word with another (substitutions underlined):
He offered sacrifice as if for good news, and sent around to many people
(πολλοῖς) portions of the victims which had been offered. (Hellenica 4.3.14)
He … offered sacrifices for glad tidings, and sent portions of the sacrificial
victims to his friends (φίλοις). (Plutarch 17.3)

4.21 Conclusion
The present chapter began the discussion with a brief history of research about why
there are differences in the gospels. Given that the majority of scholars now identify
the gospels as ancient biographies, it is surprising that the implications of this
gospel genre have been rarely incorporated into the discussion of the SDGA.
Although the traditional literary paradigm (e.g., redaction criticism) may explain
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many of the differences in the gospels, it does not take into account ancient
compositional conventions. Later, some scholars such as Downing and Derrenbacker
conducted their research in order to fill this lacuna. However, the scope of their
research was so wide that it might make a broad stroke about compositional
conventions of ancient writers in general but it could not show effectively the
compositional techniques of a particular group of writers—ancient biographers. The
most similar approach to the current project came from the pen of Licona. I agree
with his overall thesis (i.e., that the gospel writers as biographers of Jesus used
compositional techniques that ancient biographers often employed, which probably
caused many of the differences in the gospels) and adopt his list of ancient
compositional techniques that he himself largely draws from the classical scholarship.
However, I recognize the need to expand the samples of ancient biographies for
three reasons. First, it is preferable to have more samples from the earlier period
than the composition of the gospels. In that way, we can strengthen the thesis
further by demonstrating that the compositional techniques were found not only in
Plutarch the biographer, who wrote after the gospel writers, but also in earlier
biographers such as Xenophon and Nepos. This is one of the contributions of the
present chapter. Second, we need to expand the samples in ways that can provide a
better analogy for the evangelists’ compositions where one can see how different
writers told the same story differently. This is another contribution of the present
chapter (Xenophon, Nepos, and Plutarch on the same hero Agesilaus) and will be
the contribution of the following two chapters (Suetonius, Plutarch, and Tacitus on
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the same heroes, Galba and Otho) as well. Third, unlike Licona who dealt with the
heroes who were chronologically distant from Plutarch the biographer, this chapter
and the following chapters examine relatively recent heroes in order to provide a
better analogy for the gospel writing in which the evangelists wrote their biographies
of Jesus not long after the hero’s death.
The present chapter shows that different ancient biographers, who shared the
same material and dealt with the same hero, often recast the story with different
order, wording, and details. It also demonstrates that many of these discrepancies
can be reasonably explained by a number of compositional techniques of ancient
biographers. The overall impression is that whatever compositional techniques taken,
ancient biographers used them in order to highlight the virtue or vice of a given
figure who is not always but often happens to be the hero.
In my calculation, this chapter identifies 91 instances of the compositional
techniques. In terms of frequency of the compositional techniques, paraphrasing
ranks the first among the compositional techniques; compression and simplification
can be placed in the second group; spotlighting, expansion of narrative details,
transferal, and conflation in the third group; and displacement is the one least used.
The frequency of each compositional technique can be seen in the following table.

Compositional Techniques

Frequency

Paraphrasing

28 times
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Compression

13+4 times32

Simplification

13 times

Spotlighting

8 times

Expansion of Narrative Details

8 times

Transferal

8 times

Conflation

6 times

Displacement

3 times

Paraphrasing being the most frequently used compositional technique
comports with the argument of my previous study that “ancient writers [including
biographers] are generally expected to paraphrase available sources rather than copy
them verbatim.”33 Moreover, the frequency of paraphrasing in the works about
Agesilaus would have increased significantly if I had added a number of insignificant
changes in which the later biographers paraphrased the earlier historical and
biographical sources. In the textual analyses, I include only the cases of paraphrasing
that merit further discussion. In this context, what is remarkable about the final
shape of the gospels (i.e., the same yet different) is not their disagreements but the
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significant agreements among them.34 The significant agreements indicate that there
is some sort of literary relationship among the gospels because it is well argued that
the extensive agreements among the parallel accounts are best explained by the
literary relationship.35 As mentioned earlier, some of the parallel accounts between
Xenophon’s history and biography demonstrate significant agreements, which again
imply the literary relationship between them. However, the focus of our
investigation in this chapter is on the divergences where Xenophon the biographer
(and sometimes other later biographers such as Nepos and Plutarch too) made
changes in his historical sources. The high frequency of paraphrasing clearly shows
that the usual pattern of ancient writers, including ancient biographers, includes
paraphrase. Despite their use of and reliance on literary sources, ancient writers did
not simply copy and paste the existing material but paraphrased it by making a
number of changes in wording and expressions. This is exactly what one can also see
in the parallel accounts of the gospels.
The second group includes compression and spotlighting. Most instances of
compression in the works about Agesilaus occur either when a biographer has to
sacrifice some of the details due to the limited space or when the compressed part is
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insignificant that it does not greatly affect the overall picture of the event. For
example, in the episode about the truce between Tissaphernes and Agesilaus (#4),
Xenophon’s history describes the event in two stages. One is the negotiation
between Tissaphernes and Agesilaus and the other is the proclamation of the oath by
commissioners who were sent by Tissaphernes. However, Xenophon’s biography
depicts the event as if both negotiation and the proclamation of the oath occur
simultaneously between Tissaphernes and Agesilaus. As long as a biographer reports
the gist of the event correctly (i.e., the truce between Tissaphernes and Agesilaus is
made), some minor details (e.g., Tissaphernes directly makes oath to Agesilaus while
compressing the part of the commissioners) may be altered. A similar pattern can be
found in the parallel accounts about the timing of the death of Jairus’s daughter.36
The gist of the event is the same among the gospel parallels (i.e., Jairus goes to find
Jesus because of his daughter’s death) but the minor details may be varied. For
example, Mark and Luke have Jairus going to find Jesus because of his daughter’s
impending death. But Matthew has Jairus going to find Jesus because his daughter
has just died, compressing the short period of time between the daughter’s sickness
and actual death.
Most instances of simplification involve the situations where a biographer
wishes either to emphasize a certain virtue of a given figure or to brush out the
details that may undermine the overall picture of the figure. This compositional
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technique is primarily used for the depiction of the hero (i.e., Agesilaus) but also
sometimes for the portrayal of other figures (e.g., Coty’s decision in #16). Given that
simplification is a prominent compositional technique in the biographies of
Agesilaus, it is notable that Licona listed only one entry of this technique for the
analysis of the gospel passages. However, this might be partly because Licona cannot
deal with all the parallel accounts of the gospels or he sometimes fails to notice the
technique despite addressing relevant passages. For example, in the episode about
disciples’ question of who is the greatest, the disciples in Mark did not ask this
question to Jesus but discussed the issue by and for themselves (Mark 9:33), whereas
in Matthew, disciples took the initiative to ask the question directly to Jesus (Matt
17:1). The discrepancy can be reasonably understood if one pays attention to the
overall picture of disciples in the larger context of each gospel. The immediately
previous verse in Mark states that after hearing Jesus’s words, “they did not
understand what he was saying and were afraid to ask him” (Mark 9:32), while
Matthew has disciples asking questions directly to Jesus in other parts of the larger
context (e.g., Matt 18:21). Regardless of how to determine the direction of
dependence between Mark and Matthew, either of the evangelists was responsible
for simplifying some of the details in ways to highlight a specific picture of the
disciples.
The third group includes spotlighting, expansion of narrative details,
conflation, and transferal, whose frequency is counted from 6 to 8 times. One
notable usage of spotlighting is that this compositional technique often involves
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another compositional technique. In some instances (#12, 13, 15), while shining a
literary spotlight on a certain figure, a biographer has to simplify the story by
altering some details so as to highlight the positive side of the figure. In other
instances (# 4, 17), while giving more focus on a certain figure, a biographer
transfers some of the elements, which originally belong to another person, to the
figure under consideration. Expansion of narrative details is probably the most
contested compositional technique in terms of determining this technique in a given
episode. Although the task of determining other compositional techniques also
involves a certain degree of guesswork, this technique seems to require “a greater
amount of conjecture” because an interpreter has to speak of the possibility that the
extant sources cannot confirm or disconfirm; moreover, he or she does not have all
the accesses to the sources that the biographers actually consulted but did not
indicate in their works.37 However, fortunately, our investigation can provide quite
strong rationales in determining this technique. The rationale sometimes concerns
the usual pattern or unique usage of the writers under review (#1, 3, 5) and at other
times has to do with circumstantial details that possess little to no specific references
(#8, 11). Another notable observation regarding expansion of narrative details is that
Nepos, while tending to provide the briefest accounts in most episodes, offers the
most extended accounts in his depiction of the distant hero (#8, 11).38
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Although the episode numbers of this rationale are the same (#8, 11) with those of the
previous rationale, they deal with different scenes. In other words, in episode #8 we identify two
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The other two compositional techniques in the second group (i.e., conflation
and transferal) and the least used technique (i.e., displacement) are discussed
together due to their interrelationship. As Licona perceptively notes, “some
displacement and/or transferal will always occur in the conflation of stories.”39 The
discrepancy in the frequency of these compositional techniques in our investigation
(conflation 6 times; transferal 8 times; displacement 3 times) is because I do not
acknowledge some obvious techniques here and there, accepting Licona’s judgment
about the interrelationship of these techniques. Another important observation
regarding transferal and displacement is that these compositional techniques rarely
occur independently and they usually come as concomitant results of the
employment of other compositional techniques. This is already indicated in Licona’s
judgment about the interrelationship between conflation and displacement/transferal.
However, it should be further noted that other compositional techniques also often
involve transferal and displacement. For example, while shining a literary spotlight
on a figure, some items, which originally belong to another person, can be
transferred to the figure under consideration (e.g., #4). Similarly, while compressing
the story, a biographer sometimes uproots an event and transplants it to a different
context, or at other times transfers certain items of a person to another person (e.g.,
#14). Simplification also often involves transferal (and can involve displacement

separate scenes where expansion of narrative details is found, while in episode #11 we detect three
cases of this compositional technique.
39

Licona, Why Are There Differences, 20.
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although this case is not found in our investigation) because a biographer, while
highlighting a specific picture of a figure, transfers a saying or an act of another
person to that figure (e.g., #13). Similar cases where transferal and displacement
occur simultaneously with other compositional techniques can be found in the
gospel parallels as well.40

40

Ibid., 130, 133, 141, 143–144, and 147, although Licona did not make an explicit statement
that other compositional techniques also often involve transferal and displacement.

CHAPTER 5
Ancient Biography Studies on Galba

Similarly to the previous chapter, this one explores how different writers told the
stories of the same hero differently and demonstrates that many of these differences
are within the range of discrepancies that ancient compositional techniques might
create. Before conducting the comparative work on biographies and history about
Galba and Otho in the following two chapters, it may be helpful to discuss briefly
the relationship among the works of Sueotnius, Plutarch, and Tacitus.

5.1 The Relationship among the Works of Suetonius, Plutarch, and Tacitus
If one reads through the works of these three writers on Galba and Otho side by side,
one can easily recognize a number of points of contact among them in terms of
content, wording, and order. Some scholars such as Hardy,1 Keener,2 and Goh3 have
noted the high rate of correspondences among the works about Galba and Otho and
have studied their implications for different issues. Although I am indebted to these
1

E. G. Hardy, Plutarch’s Lives of Galba and Otho, Classical Series (London: Macmillan,
1890), xix–xxiii, lvi–lix.
2

Craig S. Keener, “Otho: A Targeted Comparison of Suetonius’s Biography and Tacitus’s
History, with Implications for the Gospels’ Historical Reliability,” in Biographies and Jesus: What
Does It Mean for the Gospels to Be Biographies?, ed. Craig S. Keener and Edward T. Wright
(Lexington, KY: Emeth, 2016), 149–61.
3

Benson Goh, “Galba: A Comparison of Suetonius’s and Plutarch’s Biographies and Tacitus’s
Histories with Implications for the Historical Reliability of the Gospels,” in Biographies and Jesus:
What Does It Mean for the Gospels to Be Biographies?, ed. Craig S. Keener and Edward T. Wright
(Lexington, KY: Emeth, 2016), 175–87.
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scholars in identifying the parallel accounts about Galba and Otho, the concerns of
the study are different. The primary concern of Keener and Goh was to establish that
ancient biographers did not normally invent the material but relied on existing
sources despite some adaptations of them. Hardy addressed significant agreements
among the parallel accounts about Galba and Otho in the context of determining the
relationship among these works and the direction of dependence. Although I discuss
Hardy’s concern briefly in the next paragraph, the primary concern of this study in
identifying the parallel accounts about Galba and Otho is to demonstrate that the
biographers employed similar compositional techniques in depicting their heroes
and their techniques created many of the differences among the parallel accounts.
The high rate of correspondences naturally leads one to think of some sort of
interrelationship among them. Classical scholars have debated the interrelationship
of these works, and a majority of scholars hold the view that the three writers shared
a common source rather than one or more writers depending on another or other
writers.4 Despite several possibilities of the common source, many scholars argue
that a strong candidate is Pliny the Elder’s a fine Aufidii Bassi, which continued “the

4

Ronald Syme, Tacitus (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1958), 674–76; Manfred Fuhrmann, “Das
Vierkaiserjahr Bei Tacitus,” Philologus 104 (1960): 264–69; M. M. Sage, “Tacitus’ Historical Works: A
Survey and Appraisal,” ANRW 33.2: 893–94; Cynthia Damon, ed., Tacitus: Histories Book I
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 291–302; Kathryn Williams, “Tacitus’ Senatorial
Embassies of 69 CE,” in A Companion to Tacitus, ed. Victoria Emma Pagán (Malden, MA: WileyBlackwell, 2012), 213.
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history of the Epicurean Aufidius Bassus.”5 Although a more accurate analysis would
compare these works with the common source, it is unfortunate that a fine Aufidii

Bassi is not extant. Thus, the present comparative work should involve a certain
degree of guesswork, just as any other methodologies of comparison would do in
such a limitation. For the same reason, the following comparative work focuses on
the parallel accounts that demonstrate substantial agreement. That way, one may be
in a better position to think that two or three writers drew on the common source in
a given episode and the differences among them might be the result of changes on
the part of these writers. The investigation of the parallel accounts about Galba is
performed first in this chapter and then about Otho in the next chapter.

5.2 #20 Different Plots against Galba
(Plutarch 2.1–3, 13.1–15.2; Hist. 1.5–7; Suetonius 11.1, 16.1)6
This episode speaks of different plots against Galba and how Galba handled the
situations. In terms of agreement, Plutarch and Tacitus shared more narrative
components while Suetonius missed some of them. A fuller list of narrative
components is as follows: (1) It was informed that Nero is now no longer powerful;
5

For the discussion of several possibilities of the common source, see Aristoula Georgiadou,
“The Lives of the Caesars,” in A Companion to Plutarch, ed. Mark Beck (Malden, MA: WileyBlackwell, 2014), 254–55; the quotation is from 254.
6 Since in this chapter the title of Plutarch’s and Suetonius’s work is the same entitled Galba,
for convenience, I refer to their works as writers’ names in italics as in the previous chapter (i.e.,
Plutarch and Suetonius). However, when these writers mention the stories of Galba in their
biography of Otho, I refer to them by providing full information (i.e., Plutarch Otho and Suetonius
Otho).
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(2) it was promised that soldiers would earn a large sum of money if they swore
allegiance to Galba; (3) soldiers decided to desert Nero and serve Galba as an
emperor, and this decision was based not on their loyalty to a certain king but on
their own interest in money; (4) when the promise was not kept, soldiers did not
hesitate to plot against Galba; (5) one of the main mutinies came from Nymphidius
Sabinus who “was trying to secure the empire for himself” (Hist. 1.5) and in
response, Galba punished him and his associates; and (6) Galba also ordered the
removal of other rebels such as Macer and Capito who were involved in other plots
against him.
The frequent points of contact among them were enough to indicate that in
this episode the three writers were probably drawing on the common tradition. It is
interesting, however, to note that the three writers told this same story with different
wording and details. These are the areas where the writers might make alterations
for their purposes, and many of the changes can be explained by compositional
techniques of ancient biographers.
One remarkable difference between Plutarch and Tacitus can be found in the
fifth narrative component. The description of Nymphidius’s revolt in Histories was
rather brief, offering only the gist of the event. But in Plutarch, not only was
Nymphidius’s attempt to overthrow Galba stated, but also the manner in which the
revolution unfolded was delineated in more details (Plutarch 13.1–15.2). Plutarch’s
extended description showed that Nymphidius was once a supporter of Galba and
kept persuading the emperor to stay away from bad people. However, when he
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realized that Galba did not listen to his advice, he tried to secure the kingship for
himself. Although a large space was allotted to the description of Nymphidius, the
ultimate effect was probably to highlight a specific picture of Galba as the one who
abandoned good people and instead counseled with bad people. In Histories,
Nymphidius was simply a betrayer of Galba, but in Plutarch Nymphidius at least
gave some efforts to guide the emperor into the right path, although he was not loyal
to the emperor until the end. Plutarch’s making such changes may cause one to
think of one or two compositional techniques. Plutarch the biographer might be

paraphrasing the story of Nymphidius by addition or by stating more than facts. The
additional details threw a more favorable light on Nymphidius, which then resulted
in a more negative depiction of Galba who did not listen to him.
Plutarch’s strategy of throwing a favorable light on Nymphidius is also
confirmed in the second narrative component. In the accounts of who promised a
large sum of money to soldiers, Plutarch and Tacitus left different pieces of
information. Tacitus said, “The donative … had been promised in Galba’s name”
(Hist. 1.5), but Plutarch stated that “Nymphidius Sabinus, prefect of the court
guard,… persuaded the soldiery … to proclaim Galba emperor and promised” a large
sum of money if they would do so (Plutarch 2.1–2). It is possible that ultimately
there was Galba behind Nymphidius’s promise, but it may be a matter of little
dispute that Plutarch’s account highlighted the role of Nymphidius in the event.
Plutarch’s change could be understood as transferal since Plutarch transferred the act
of promise, which was attributed to Galba in Tacitus, into Nymphidius. It could also
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be taken as a way of spotlighting on Nymphidius since Plutarch, as mentioned
earlier, gave an extended account of this figure in another passage (Plutarch 13.1–
15.2). This is a noticeable difference from the accounts in Tacitus and Suetonius
where Nymphidius was simply mentioned as a betrayer of Galba without further
details. Plutarch’s spotlighting on Nymphidius might not be conventional in that
Nymphidius was not his hero, but it is not incomprehensible because in this way
Plutarch could stress a particular aspect of Galba as the one who did not treat well
even his supporter.
As regards the sixth narrative component, Plutarch and Tacitus narrated
basically the same story (i.e., the punishments of Clodius Macer and Fonteius Capito)
but diverged in details:
It happened too that the executions of Clodius Macer and Fonteius Capito
were reported at this same time. Macer, who had unquestionably been
making trouble in Africa, had been executed by Trebonius Garutianus, the
imperial agent, at Galba’s orders. Capito, who was making similar attempts,
had been executed in Germany by Cornelius Aquinus and Fabius Valens, the
commanders of the legions, before they received orders to take such action.
(Hist. 1.7)
For in having Macer taken off in Africa at the hands of Trebonius, and
Fonteius in Germany at the hands of Valens, Galba could excuse himself with
the fear they inspired as commanders of armed forces. (Plutarch 15.2)
Tacitus provided more details about the executions of rebels than Plutarch. For
example, Tacitus was more specific in informing the reasons for the punishment of
the rebels. Tacitus also gave the fuller information of the executioners, such as their
names (e.g., Tacitus mentioned Aquinus and Valens as the executioners of Fonteius
but Plutarch referred to only one name—Valens), their titles (i.e., “the imperial
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agent” and “the commanders of the legions”), and their initiatives (i.e., the execution
of Macer was performed “at Galba’s orders,” while that of Fonteius before the orders
from Galba). From the standpoint of Plutarch the biographer, these details might
not be necessary for illuminating the character of Galba and thus simply state the
names of rebels and executioners.7 This is a clear example of paraphrasing by
subtraction.

5.3 #21 Galba’s Bad Associates and Galba’s Bad Character
(Plutarch 7.1–3, 16.2–17.2; Hist. 1.6, 12–13, 20; Suetonius 14.2–15.1)
The parallel accounts have shared a number of narrative components, among which
two are worth mentioning in relation to compositional techniques: (1) Galba had
three bad associates (Titus Vinius, Cornelius Laco, and Icelus) around him and their
unjust performances affected the reputation of Galba and (2) Galba also
demonstrated bad character by treating the beneficiaries of Nero’s gifts too harshly.
Concerning the first narrative component, all three writers provided the
names of Galba’s three bad associates along with similar descriptions about how
unjustly they behaved. However, the contexts where this narrative component was
stated differ depending on the writers. Tacitus mentioned Galba’s bad associates in
the context of Galba’s adopting a successor. Plutarch referred to them in the context

7

Fornara once highlighted the fact that ancient biographers were concerned with the
historical material that might illuminate the character of a hero: “history, the record of man’s
memorable deeds, was irrelevant to biography except when deeds illuminated character” (The Nature
of History, 185).
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of Nymphidius’s saying about how Galba was misdirected by these vicious figures.
Suetonius brought up these names first and then listed various occasions where
Galba misconducted under the influence of his associates. Since the common source
that these writers used is not extant, it will be impossible to determine definitely
who followed the original order of the common source and who edited it. However,
one can make an informed guess by asking the question of who would have
benefited more by altering the original order. If Tacitus made changes, then it is
hard to identify his gains. In Tacitus’s accounts, Galba’s associates were not depicted
as vicious figures who had a bad influence on Galba; they were simply powerful.
Moreover, in Tacitus’s version of the story, Galba did not follow any of their advices
and made his own decision for the adoption. By contrast, if the biographers are the
ones who made changes, it is easy to find their gains. Despite the different contexts
where these names were mentioned, both Plutarch and Suetonius could have
achieved their similar purposes to highlight a specific picture of their hero who
counseled with bad associates and thus made bad decisions. If this analysis is correct,
then the biographers seemed to use displacement because they uprooted the mention
of these associates from the original context and transplanted it into other contexts.
It could also be taken as simplification because the biogrphers altered the contexts in
order to make the viciousness of Galba’s associates conspicuous.
With regard to the second narrative component, there are several points of
contact in the descriptions of Plutarch and Tacitus (Plutarch 16.2 vs. Hist. 1.20).
Moreover, verbal agreements, identical expressions, and similar order of sentences in
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the parallel accounts lead one to presume that Plutarch and Tacitus were probably
relying on the common source here. However, one noticeable difference is present in
these accounts. Although both Plutarch and Tacitus narrated the story of collecting
the money from the beneficiaries of Nero’s gifts, they diverged in how this incident
unfolded. Tacitus laid out a series of events more fully. The two elements that
Tacitus included but Plutarch excluded are as follows: (1) There was a voting process
before the collection of the gifts and (2) some people were very happy with this
collection because they believed that some sort of justice has been realized.
Regarding the first element, Plutarch simply stated that Galba ordered his people to
retrieve the money from the beneficiaries of Nero’s gifts without mentioning the vote.
In other words, Plutarch compressed the story because he narrated the event as if it
was happening over a shorter period of time than it actually took. Plutarch’s
elimination of the second element was also understandable. Since Plutarch wanted to
highlight Galba’s vices (i.e., his strictness and harshness) in collecting the money,
the inclusion of the second element might not be very helpful because it would
underscore the positive side of Galba’s performance. In terms of compositional
techniques, this is simplification because Plutarch omitted the element that might
complicate a specific picture of the hero.
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5.4 #22 The Growing Complaints of People and Soldiers
(Plutarch 17.1–18.2; Tacitus 1.5, 1.72; Suetonius 15.2–16.2)
Galba’s bad associates and his own vices have growingly added the complaints of
people and soldiers. This episode contains a failure of Galba’s associate (i.e., Vinius’s
protection of Tigellinus) and a failure of Galba himself (i.e., Galba’s rejection of
giving promised gifts to soldiers). The former failure led to the complaints of
common people and the latter failure resulted in the complaints of soldiers.
Although the storyline is basically the same, how different writers told the same
story creates several discrepancies.
Concerning the protection of Tigellinus, the works of these writers contain
the account that people demanded the punishment of Tigellinus because he was one
of the wickedest adherents of Nero. However, they diverge in the issues of who were
responsible for the protection and what the motive of this decision was. In Histories
1.72, Tacitus said that Tigellinus was protected “under Galba … by the influence of
Titus Vinius,” indicating that Vinius was more responsible for this bad decision. In
the parallel passage, Plutarch went one step further by mentioning only the name of
Vinius: “the tutor and teacher of the tyrant, namely, Tigellinus … had won the
protection of Vinius betimes” (Plutarch 17.2–3). In terms of compositional
techniques, this might be Plutarch’s spotlighting on Vinius. Although both Vinius
and Galba might be responsible for the protection of Tigellinus, Plutarch shined his
literary spotlight on Vinius. Plutarch’s spotlighting on the figure other than his hero
is understandable because the larger context of this passage spoke about how much
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“the aged emperor [i.e., Galba] suffered injustice” and bad reputation due to his
associate Vinius.
Differences among the writers emerge when one looks at the motive of the
protection. Both Plutarch and Tacitus pointed out the initiative of Vinius in
protecting Tigellinus, but they provided different reasons for such a move. Tacitus
said that it was because Tigellinus saved Vinius’s daughter (Hist. 1.72), while
Plutarch stated that it was because Vinius received “large advances” from Tigellinus
(Plutarch 17.3). Vinius’s protection may not be justified for any reason due to the
previous evil deeds of Tigellinus. However, in terms of the motive of the protection,
Tacitus’s reason is more understandable while Plutarch’s reason seems to highlight
the corruption of Vinius. In this sense, Plutarch was probably simplifying the story
by altering the details that might complicate the picture of a given figure. Of course
it is possible that both reasons (or perhaps more reasons) were included in the
motive of Vinius’s protection of Tigellinus and that Plutarch and Tacitus finally
mentioned just one version of the reasons. Even in this scenario, however, Plutarch
included the version that might better fulfill his immediate purpose (i.e., to highlight
how badly Galba’s associate behaved, which led to the bad reputation of Galba) and
excluded the version that might not fit his purpose. This could also be understood as

simplification by omitting some of the details.
Despite the initiative of Vinius, Galba himself played no small role in
protecting Tigellinus. It is particularly interesting to note that Plutarch and
Suetonius as biographers included the account of an incident that the historian
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Tacitus did not narrate. When Roman people were so obsessed with the punishment
of Tigellinus and so became more aggressive in demanding it, it was Galba himself
who quelled the masses by issuing an edict of an emperor. The emperor warned that
if they did not stop seditious cries, the government or force would have to take an
action. In this way, Galba played an active role in the protection of Tigellinus by
delaying the immediate sentence. By contrast, in Tacitus’s parallel account, there is
no mention of Galba’s edict and it was simply stated that Tigellinus was protected
“under Galba … by the influence of Titus Vinius.” Given that, among three writers,
Tacitus tended to provide a fuller account of a given event and that there was no
compelling reason why Tacitus as a historian failed to mention such an official event
as an emperor’s edict, here Plutarch and Suetonius as biographers probably

expanded narrative details in order to emphasize the vices of Galba.
There is another episode that illuminates Galba’s vices, particularly his
strictness and stinginess. All three writers contained a short episode that still shared
several narrative components among the parallel accounts (Plutarch 18.2; Hist. 1.5;

Suetonius 15.1–2): (1) People had growing complaints about Galba and one notable
group that expressed special distrust and hatred upon him was soldiers; (2) soldiers’
indignation grew when they did not receive the largess that was promised; and (3) in
response to soldiers’ complaints, Galba said, “[I] was wont to select, not buy, his
soldiers” (Hist. 1.5), which means no gifts for soldiers.
When it comes to the compositional techniques, two points can be noted
regarding the second and third narrative components. First, all three writers
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contained Galba’s saying to soldiers in a very similar wording but not exactly the
same, and this can be understood as paraphrasing:
Besides there was the saying of Galba’s to the effect that he was wont to select,
not buy, his soldiers. (Hist. 1.5)
When, however, Galba heard that they were complaining, he spoke out as
became a great emperor, and declared that it was his custom to enroll soldiers,
not to buy them. (Plutarch 18.2)
He declared more than once that it was his habit to levy troops, not buy them.
(Suetonius 16.1)
Second, the contexts that Galba stated these words to soldiers differed depending on
the writers. Tacitus and Suetonius introduced this saying in the context where Galba
spoke to the soldiers who were the partisans of Nymphidius. However, Plutarch
depicted Galba as the one who directed this saying to soldiers who fought against
the revolt of Vindex. Since the common source is not extant, one cannot determine
definitely who respected the original context and who changed it. Either way, at least
one biographer seemed to displace the original context with another. If Tacitus and
Suetonius followed the original context of the common source, then Plutarch would
be the one who displaced the original context. If Plutarch respected the original
context of the common source, then Suetonius would be the one who uprooted the
event and transplanted it into another. This is a clear example of displacement.
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5.5 #23 Galba’s Decision Not to Adopt Otho as His Successor
(Plutarch 18.3–22.3; Hist. 1.12–13)
The parallel accounts shared considerable points of contact, but these
correspondences sometimes came with slight differences in wording and order.
Three narrative components are worth discussing in terms of compositional
techniques: (1) Galba’s associates had different opinions of who should be adopted
as Galba’s successor, and Vinius recommended Otho; (2) Otho was also favored by
soldiers; and (3) a great disturbance among the soldiers precipitated Galba’s
deliberation on the issue of adoption.
Concerning the first narrative component, some discrepancies are detected in
the accounts of Plutarch and Tacitus. Both Plutarch and Tacitus stated that Vinius
suggested Otho due to the previous arrangement between them. Otho promised to
marry Vinius’s daughter, and in return Vinius recommended Otho to Galba as his
successor. However, Plutarch and Tacitus diverged in the descriptions about
differing opinions of Galba’s other associates. Tacitus offered a fuller account of the
event. Tacitus mentioned not only Vinius’s preference of Otho but also the opinions
of Galba’s other associates: “Vinius favoured Marcus Otho; Laco and Icelus agreed
not so much in favouring any particular person as in supporting someone other than
Otho” (Hist. 1.13). By contrast, in the parallel account (Plutarch 21.1), Plutarch
simply commented on Vinius’s position; there were no references to the names of
Galba’s other associates and their positions. The discrepancy between Tacitus and
Plutarch can be reasonably explained by Plutarch’s use of compositional techniques.
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More obvious compositional technique was paraphrasing by subtraction. Another
possibility was simplification in that Plutarch simplified the story by omitting the
element that Galba’s other associates were in favor of someone other than Otho. Of
course one cannot pinpoint the reason why Plutarch simplified the story, but one
possible or even plausible reason would be because the biographer had been
describing the character of Otho at length so far (Plutarch 19.2–20.4). In this context,
the mention of Vinius is readily understandable because he is the one who
recommended Otho. For the same reason, it is likely that the discussion of the other
associates’ positions had been eliminated. If this analysis is correct, then Plutarch
employed another compositional technique, namely, spotlighting. Plutarch shined
his literary spotlight on Otho as Galba’s possible successor, and in doing so, he
omitted some irrelevant figures (i.e., Laco and Icelus) from the scene although they
were present in the process of decision making.
As regards the second narrative component, both Plutarch and Tacitus stated
that soldiers were another prominent group that favored Otho as Galba’s successor.
However, Plutarch and Tacitus differed in how they spoke of this fact. Tacitus
simply provided the bare facts, whereas Plutarch added detailed explanations about

why soldiers liked Otho:
The majority of the soldiers favoured him. (Hist. 1.13)
But it was the soldiers whom he was most ready to help, and he advanced
many of them to places of command, sometimes asking the appointment
from the emperor, and sometimes getting the support of Vinius, and of the
freedmen Icelus and Asiaticus; for these were the most influential men at
court. And as often as he entertained Galba, he would compliment the cohort
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on duty for the day by giving each man a gold piece, thus showing honour to
the emperor, as it was thought, while really scheming for the support and
favour of the soldiery. (Plutarch 20.3–4)
This could be understood as either paraphrasing or expansion of narrative details.
The type of paraphrasing might be the one “suggest[ing] something more than a
simple statement” because Plutarch offered various reasons why soldiers loved
Otho.8 At least some of Plutarch’s added accounts could be the result of expansion of
narrative details. Given the lack of specific names identifying the beneficiaries of
Otho’s favors, Plutarch seemed to elaborate circumstantial details while maintaining
historical verisimilitude. Of course it is also possible that Plutarch’s new material
came from different sources that Tacitus did not have.
With regard to the third narrative component, although Galba had been
thinking about the adoption of his successor, a great disturbance among the soldiers
hastened his deliberation on this matter. The interesting point is that Plutarch and
Tacitus provided varying accounts on who was the leader of the soldiers. Tacitus
said that there was a disturbance among “the legions of Upper Germany” whose
leader was most likely Vitellius, and this “hastened Galba’s determination” because
he “was already old and feeble” (Hist. 1.12). Plutarch offered a slightly different
account: It was the soldiers “under the command of Tigellinus” who often expressed
disloyalty to Galba, and this precipitated Galba’s plan to adopt his successor because
“the emperor” feared “not only his old age but also his childlessness” (Plutarch 19.1).
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In these parallel accounts, one cannot determine who followed the original account
of the common source. Either way, at least one person was responsible for transferal.
It could be either that Plutarch transferred Vitellius’s leadership to Tigellinus’s or
that Tacitus did vice versa.

5.6 #24 Galba’s Adoption of Piso as His Successor
(Plutarch 23.1–3; Hist. 1.14–18; Suetonius 17.1–18.3)
The parallel accounts shared a number of narrative components, and these
components were narrated in an almost identical sequence: (1) After hearing the
news about the disloyal movement in Germany, Galba no longer delayed the
adoption of his successor; (2) Galba declared the adoption of Piso before the soldiers;
(3) Piso was received well by others because he possessed both noble birth and good
character; (4) Galba’s declaration of adopting Piso was followed by a series of
inauspicious signs; and (5) the soldiers were still disloyal because even then Galba
did not mention or give the largess to them. The considerable points of contact and
similar sequence of these narrative components are enough to indicate that at the
moment the three writers were probably relying on the common source. Thus many,
if not all, of the differences among them might come from the changes that these
writers made for achieving their own purposes.
Concerning the second narrative component, important differences between
the historian and the biographers must be noted. Tacitus provided a fuller picture of
this event. His account showed that prior to Galba’s declaration before the soldiers
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“a kind of imperial comitia” was held where Galba discussed the matter of adopting
Piso with four other leaders (Hist. 1.14). However, Plutarch and Suetonius had no
mention of this separate meeting before the public declaration. Goh argued that this
might not be a deliberate change or a mistake of the biographers, since “it was not
uncommon for upper-class Romans to make decisions by convening an advisory
group first before announcing it to the public.”9 He further claimed that the
biographers’ omission of this meeting might be due to their expectation that readers
would already know this convention. This is clearly a plausible answer to the
discrepancy between Tacitus and the biographers.
However, an alternative answer can still be provided when one pays attention
to the fact that ancient biographers made frequent uses of compositional techniques
if they would serve the purpose of highlighting the character of a hero. As seen in
multiple examples of the present and previous chapters, this also means that ancient
biographers often altered or omitted the details if a given material had little
relevance to this purpose. In this sense, the discrepancies between Tacitus and the
biographers might be the result of the changes the biographers made. If one reviews
the scene of imperial comitia, it is understandable why the biographers omitted this
scene. The scene include the information about who were present in the meeting and
who supported Piso and why (Hist. 1.14), which might not be very helpful in

9

Goh, “Galba,” 198, argued this point based on D. S. Levene, “Speeches in the Histories,” in
The Cambridge Companion to Tacitus, ed. A. J. Woodman (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2009), 216.
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illuminating the character of Galba. This might be the reason why both Plutarch and
Suetonius, in contrast to Tacitus, eliminated the scene of imperial comitia in their
compositions. The effect of such changes was that the biographers depicted Galba’s
adoption of Piso as if it was happening “over a shorter period of time than the actual
time it took for [the event] to occur.”10 This is a clear example of compression.
A concomitant result of compressing the story led to the biographers’ use of
other compositional techniques. As mentioned earlier, Tacitus depicted that the
declarations of Galba’s adoption of Piso occurred first in imperial comitia and then
in public before the soldiers. However, Plutarch and Suetonius only included the
account of Galba’s declaration before the soldiers. The interesting point is that in
doing so, another discrepancy between Tacitus and Plutarch emerged. According to
Tacitus’s account, it was in imperial comitia that Galba gave a long speech about the
adoption (Hist. 1.15–16) but then later he made a rather simple announcement
before the soldiers (Hist. 1.17). According to Plutarch’s account, it is before the
soldiers that Galba “read his address” (Plutarch 23.2). Given that Plutarch
compressed the story of the event, he had to uproot Galba’s speech, which was
originally delivered in imperial comitia, into a different context, namely, in the camp
of the soldiers. This is an example of displacement. In displacing the event, some
sort of transferal was involved because the ones who heard Galba’s speech were
changed from four leaders in imperial comitia to the soldiers in the camp. One could

10

Licona, Why Are There Differences, 20.
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think of all these discrepancies as the result of Plutarch’s conflation of two events.
Plutarch depicted Galba’s adoption of Piso as if it involved only one declaration
before the soldiers. In doing so, he combined items from two separate meetings (i.e.,
the declaration in imperial comitia and the declaration before the soldiers) and
narrated the event as if those items occurred in one same meeting (i.e., the
declaration before the soldiers).
Another discrepancy between Tacitus and the biographers can be found in
the fourth narrative component. All three writers included the account that Galba’s
declaration of adopting Piso was followed by ominous signs. However, Tacitus and
the biographers diverged in the exact timeline of the ominous signs. Tacitus stated
that inauspicious signs were revealed after Galba’s declaration in imperial comitia,
but “they did not deter Galba from going to the praetorian camp” for another
declaration before the soldiers (Hist. 1.18). In other words, according to Tacitus’s
account, inauspicious signs occurred between two declarations and they came before
the declaration in the camp of soldiers. By contrast, according to Plutarch and
Suetonius, unfavorable signs were shown after Galba’s declaration in the camp of
soldiers. The bottom line is that the biographers were responsible for displacement.
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5.7 #25 Otho’s Revolt against Galba
(Plutarch 24.1–25.3; Hist. 1.25, 27; Suetonius 19.1, Suetonius Otho 6.2–3)
Plutarch’s Galba and Otho were meant to be read together because their fates were
interrelated in many respects.11 This means that there are times when one can find
extended accounts about Otho in Galba or sometimes vice versa.12 The present
episode is a great example for this. The episode concerns Otho’s revolt against Galba
because Otho was not happy with Galba’s decision about adopting Piso rather than
himself. The parallel accounts of the episode share a number of narrative
components: (1) Onomastus, one of Otho’s freedmen, performed the task of bribing
soldiers with money and promises for joining Otho’s revolt against Galba; (2) when
Galba was sacrificing, the seer Umbricius declared that the signs were unfavorable
and a plot against Galba seemed imminent; (3) Otho was present at the scene and
heard Umbricius’s declaration; (4) at that time Onomastus came up and announced
that the builders had come and waited for Otho, which was the sign that the soldiers
for the plot were ready; (5) Otho and his freedman left the scene and went to the
appointed place; and (6) there Otho was greeted and hailed as an emperor by
soldiers and people. The considerable correspondences among the parallel accounts
are enough to indicate that the three writers were probably depending on the
common source at this point. However, the three writers did not copy and paste the
11

Lukas de Blois, “Plutarch’s Galba and Otho,” in A Companion to Plutarch, ed. Mark Beck
(Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2014), 267.
12

Georgiadou, “Caesars,” 259.
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common source and what they tweaked might be the areas where one can suspect
that the biographers’ compositional techniques might produce discrepancies.
Concerning the first narrative component, both Plutarch and Tacitus had this
narrative component, but they differed at least in two points. First, Plutarch seemed
to compress the story. In Histories 1.25, Tacitus said that Otho assigned Onomastus
to the task of winning over the soldiers in preparing for the plot against Galba. In

Plutarch, there was no mention of Otho’s designation of Onomastus for the task.
Plutarch simply stated that Onomastus did perform the task. Second, Plutarch
seemed to paraphrase the story. Tacitus narrated the story in more details and names
while Plutarch simply offered its gist:
When Onomastus had won over Barbius Proculus, the officer of the password
for the bodyguard, and Veturius, a subaltern of the same, and had learned
through various conversations that they were clever and bold, he loaded them
with rewards and promises, and gave them money to tamper with the loyalty
of a larger number. Two common soldiers thus undertook to transfer the
imperial power, and they transferred it. Few were admitted to share the plot.
By various devices they worked on the anxieties of the rest—on the soldiers of
higher rank by treating them as if they were suspected because of the favours
Nymphidius had shown them, on the mass of the common soldiers by
stimulating their anger and disappointment that the donative had been so
often deferred. There were some who were kindled by their memory of Nero
and a longing for their former licence: but all had one common fear of some
change in their conditions of service. (Hist. 1.25)
Onomastus, a freedman of Otho’s, went round corrupting the soldiers, some
with money, and others with fair promises. The soldiers were already
disaffected and wanted only a pretext for treachery. (Plutarch 24.1)
One noticeable difference is that Tacitus had specific names of the soldiers involved
in the event, but Plutarch referred to them, more generally, as “the soldiers.” Keener
argued that these differences might come from different genre expectations. Ancient
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historians tended to specify more names involved in an event while ancient
biographers from time to time summarized and simplified the story by omitting the
names and details.13 One can also think of these differences as the result of
Plutarch’s paraphrasing either “by subtraction” or by “making a straightforward
statement.”14 In other words, Plutarch depicted the same event and carried the same
idea, but sacrificed many of the details that were included in Tacitus’s account. This
pattern of paraphrasing can also be found in other parts of the parallel accounts. For
example, Plutarch omitted not only the names of the soldiers but also their titles (i.e.,
“the officer of the password for the bodyguard” and “a subaltern of the same”).
Moreover, Tacitus was more specific on the reasons why the money was given to
Proculus and Veturius (i.e., “to tamper with the loyalty of a large number”), but
Plutarch made a simple statement that Onomastus “corrupted the soldiers, some
with money.”
Regarding the second and third narrative components, there are interesting
points of contrast. All three writers included these narrative components, but they
differed in details. For example, Plutarch and Tacitus contained accounts about how
Otho responded when he heard the soothsayer’s declarations, but Suetonius
mentioned only the fact that Otho heard the soothsayers’s declarations. At this point,
Suetonius as a biographer was probably compressing the story or paraphrasing by
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Keener, “Otho,” 166.
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Theon, Progymnasmata, 108, 87 (Kennedy’s translation in p. 70 and p. 35, respectively).
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subtraction. A more interesting point of contrast emerges when one compares the
accounts of Tacitus and Plutarch. They offered almost contradictory pictures about
Otho’s response at the hearing of Umbricius’s prediction about the immediate plot
against Galba. Tacitus described a more confident Otho: “Otho heard this, for he
stood next to Galba, and interpreted it by contraries as favourable to himself and
auguring well for his purposes” (Hist. 1.27). Plutarch described a more timid Otho:
“Otho was standing behind Galba, and noted what was said and pointed out by
Umbricius. But … he stood there in confusion and with a countenance changing to
all sorts of colours through fear” (Plutarch 24.3). One cannot determine definitely
who followed the original account of the common source, but one can make a
plausible guess that Plutarch made changes in the original account. The reason is
that Plutarch highlighted the cowardice of Otho in a later scene with more intensity
and details.15 Both Tacitus and Plutarch noted that Otho began to be afraid after
realizing that not many people welcomed and hailed him as an emperor. However,
Plutarch’s account had more details that doubly emphasized the timidity of Otho,
and these details were not included in Tacitus’s account: “Otho urged the bearers to
hasten, saying to himself many times that he was a lost man. For he was overheard
by some of the bystanders, and they were astonished rather than disturbed, owing to
the small number of those who had ventured upon the deed” (Plutarch 25.2). Given
15 Plutarch also emphasized this aspect of Otho later in a different episode #29. It was one of
Plutarch’s compositional patterns to stress a hero’s certain characteristic or quality that would
eventually bring ruin upon him or her. For specific examples, see Christopher Pelling, “Plutarch on
Caesar’s Fall,” in Plutarch and His Intellectual World, ed. Judith Mossman (Swansea: The Classical
Press of Wales, 1997), 216–17.
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that Plutarch had details that Tacitus did not have and those details were used to
highlight a specific characteristic of a person, Plutarch is likely the one who altered
the original account. If this analysis is correct, Plutarch was responsible either for

expansion of narrative details or for simplification. It is expansion because Plutarch
added some details that could better highlight Otho’s cowardice. It is simplification
because Plutarch altered the original account in order to highlight a specific picture
of Otho in fear.
Other minor discrepancies can be found when one looks at the fourth
narrative component. Once again, Tacitus contained a fuller account of the event. In

Histories 1.27, after Otho heard the predictions, his freedman Onomastus came up
and announced that “architect and the contractors were waiting for him [Otho],” as
a token that the soldiers were ready. Then someone asked Otho why he had to leave,
and Otho replied to him with false reasons. In both Plutarch and Suetonius, however,
only the architects were mentioned and they made no reference to “the contractors.”
This is an example of paraphrasing by subtraction. Further, Plutarch and Suetonius
eliminated the element that someone asked Otho why he had to leave. The
biographers seemed to compress the story because they depicted the event as if it
occurred over a shorter period of time than it actually took.
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5.8 #26 Galba’s Wrong Decision and His Ensuing Death
(Plutarch 25.3–27.4; Hist. 1.28–35, 40–43; Suetonius 19.1–20.2)
The parallel accounts of this episode have also shown significant points of contact
and the sequence of the event is almost identical. As mentioned earlier, this might be
a token that at least in this episode, the three writers were probably drawing on the
common source. The shared narrative components are as follows: (1) At camp in the
day of the plot, the tribune Julius Martialis was in charge of the guard and he
eventually permitted the rebels to enter the camp due to the suddenness of the crime
and his fear of death; (2) after hearing this entrance, Piso went out and held a
conference with the soldiers; (3) Marius Celsus was sent “to secure the allegiance of
the Illyrian legion” (Plutarch 25.5); (4) while Galba considered his options in
responding to the revolt, conflicting opinions were put forward. One group proposed
that Galba should wait at the moment, while the other group called for immediate
action; (5) after Galba decided to go with the latter option, Julius Atticus came with
the news that he had killed Otho and Galba asked him who gave this order to him;
(6) when Galba left the palace and went to the forum, he realized that the news was
false and Otho was still alive; (7) after a series of confusing movements, Galba was
killed; (8) concerning the last moments of Galba’s death, various stories were
attested; and (9) on the day of Galba’s assassination, there was a noble man who
exemplified loyalty—Sempronius Densus. Despite the significant correspondences
among the parallel accounts, discrepancies are still numerous.
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In this episode, the biographers tended to compress the story. Tacitus’s
account had more details and names and included a fuller series of events. For
example, concerning the first four narrative components, Plutarch and Suetonius
depicted the event more simply by giving the gist of the event and sacrificing many
of the details. Regarding Piso’s conference with the soldiers, Tacitus contained Piso’s
extended speech before the soldiers (Hist. 1.29–30), but Plutarch simply said that he
held conference with the soldiers and did not include the content of his speech. As to
the third and fourth narrative component, Plutarch depicted the story as if Celsus’s
mission was followed by Piso’s conference with the soldiers and then came Galba’s
consideration of his possible responses to the revolt. However, Tacitus’s account
indicated that between Celsus’s mission and Galba’s considering his options was
another series of events such as summoning the German troops, the tribunes’
checking with the praetorian camp, and the masses’ “discordant cries demanding
Otho’s death and the execution of the conspirators” (Hist. 1.31). In other words, in
omitting this series of events after Celsus’s mission, Plutarch was responsible for the

compression of the story because he depicted the event as if it occurred for a shorter
period of time than it actually took. Suetonius did not even mention the first three
narrative components at all, summarizing them simply with a few words: “not long
after this” (Suetonius 19.1). Suetonius also compressed the story here.
As for the eighth narrative component, the three writers contained various
versions about the last moments of Galba’s death. In narrating different versions of
the story, the biographers were not simply listing them but retelling the story. This
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seemed to involve several compositional techniques. For example, both Suetonius
and Tacitus contained two versions of Galba’s last saying before his death. One
version reported that Galba asked for others to save his life and promised them
largess. The other version told that Galba voluntarily gave his neck to them and said
to do what they had to do. Regarding the first version, Suetonius made a slight
change. Tacitus expressed this scene in a simple statement, whereas Suetonius put
the words in the mouth of Galba, namely, using a direct speech (compare the words
in italics):
Some say that he asked in an appealing tone what harm he had done and
begged for a few days to pay the donative. (Hist. 1.41)
Some say that at the beginning of the disturbance he cried out, “What mean
you, fellow soldiers? I am yours and you are mine,” and that he even
promised them largess. (Suetonius 20.1)
As seen in the previous chapter (4.2; cf. 4.14, 4.17, 4.18, 4.19), this was a type of

paraphrasing that Theon mentioned in his handbook. The same pattern of
paraphrasing can be found when one compares the accounts of Plutarch and Tacitus
about the second version of Galba’s last saying. Tacitus narrated the second version
in a form of simple statement but Plutarch made alterations by adopting the form of
direct speech (compare the words in italics):
Many report that he voluntarily offered his throat to his assassins, telling
them to strike quickly, if such actions were for the state’s interest (Hist. 1.41)
But he merely presented his neck to their swords, saying: “Do your work, if
this is better for the Roman people” (Plutarch 27.1)
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Other compositional techniques can be found when one looks at the writers’
different accounts about who killed Galba and how he was killed. Tacitus and
Plutarch mentioned the names of possible candidates while Suetonius offered only
one version, namely, the assassination by “a common soldier.” When comparing
Suetonius’s description with Plutarch’s parallel account, one can identify Suetonius’s
common soldier with Fabius Fabulus.16 Whoever made changes (i.e., whether
Plutarch might have specified the name of the assassin or Suetonius might have
generalized by calling the assassin by his title), at least one biographer was
responsible for paraphrasing. When comparing the accounts of Plutarch and Tacitus
who contained another version of assassination that was done by Camurius, one may
suspect that another compositional technique was probably used. The descriptions of
Plutarch and Tacitus about Camurius’s assassination were very similar, but there was
one noticeable difference. Tacitus depicted the incident where Camurius pierced
Galba’s throat with a thrust before the rest of the people mutilated Galba’s legs and
arms. Plutarch reversed the sequence of the event: Camurius’s act of assassination
came after Galba’s wounds in his legs and arms. Since the common source is not
extant, at the moment one must be content with saying that either Tacitus or
Plutarch displaced Camurius’s act of assassination. However, given that the
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Rhiannon Ash, “Severed Heads: Individual Portraits and Irrational Forces in Plutarch’s
Galba and Otho,” in Plutarch and His Intellectual World, ed. Judith Mossman (London: Duckworth,
1997), 201, 212.
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biographers tended to compress the story in other parts of this episode, it is more
likely that Plutarch made changes in this scene.
There was still one remarkable difference between Plutarch and Tacitus with
regard to the ninth narrative component. Both writers narrated the noble act of
Sempronius Densus. Densus sacrificed himself for protecting his master. At this
point, Plutarch and Tacitus provided diverging accounts. Tacitus said that the one
whom Densus tried to protect was Piso, whereas according to Plutarch’s account it
was Galba. Plutarch probably altered the account. When comparing the parallel
accounts, Tacitus’s tone was more objective by giving simple historical data about
Densus (e.g., “He was a centurion of a praetorian cohort whom Galba had assigned
to protect Piso”), but Plutarch’s tone was more artificial and explanatory by adding
editorial comments about Densus (e.g., “No one opposed them or tried to defend the
emperor, except one man, and he was the only one, among all the thousands there
on whom the sun looked down, who was worthy of the Roman empire”). Given this
comparison, Plutarch seemed to have more reasons to alter the account. If this
analysis is correct, then Plutarch was responsible for the adoption of at least two
compositional techniques. First, regarding the object of Densus’s protection,

transferal occurred from Piso to Galba. This may be more understandable when one
keeps in mind that ultimately, Plutarch’s hero was Galba, not Piso. Second, for a
similar reason, Plutarch compressed the story. Both Tacitus and Plutarch included
the scene about Piso’s death (Plutarch 27.4 vs. Hist. 1.43) and the gist of the event
was the same: At Otho’s order, Murcus tracked down Piso and killed him at the
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temple of Vesta. However, unlike Tacitus, Plutarch omitted the scene where one of
the public slaves hid Piso in his private chamber. Plutarch seemed to compress the
story here because this scene did not have much to contribute to illuminating the
character of his hero.

5.9 #27 Galba’s End and Otho’s Beginning
(Plutarch 27.4–28.3; Hist. 1.42–49; Suetonius 20.2, Suetonius Otho 7.1)
The parallel accounts contained information about what happened after Galba’s
death. One can find a number of similar contents among the parallel accounts: (1)
After Galba’s death, his people were also killed; (2) many who purported to
participate in the murder of Galba’s people asked for rewards by showing their
bloody hands; (3) Vitellius tracked down (more than) 120 false petitioners and killed
them; (4) people demanded the execution of Marius Celcus who was faithful to
Galba but Otho simply detained him, thereby saving him from immediate death; (5)
a meeting of the senate was held where the senate supported Otho and gave him the
title of Augustus; and (6) the corpses of Galba and his associates were either given or
sold to their people. Once again, despite the considerable points of contact, these
writers did not copy and paste the common source but retold the same story with
different wording and details.
Concerning the first narrative component, Tacitus recorded the murders of
Piso and the trio of Galba’s bad associates (i.e., Vinius, Laco, and Icelus). However,
regarding the trio, Plutarch mentioned only two bad associates, excluding Icelus.
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Although it is hard to identify the intention of Plutarch’s such omission, this is a
clear example of paraphrasing by subtraction. Moreover, when describing the death
of Vinius, Tacitus listed two conflicting reports about Vinius’s response before his
death: “There is a question whether his terror of instant death deprived him of
speech or whether he cried out that Otho had not given orders for his death. He may
have invented this statement in his fear, or he may have thus confessed his
complicity in the plot” (Hist. 1.42). However, among these reports, Plutarch decided
to narrate only one version that could make the evil character of Vinius even more
evident: “Vinius also was slain, and he admitted himself a party to the conspiracy
against Galba by crying out that he was put to death contrary to the wishes of Otho”
(Plutarch 27.4). This can be regarded as Plutarch’s simplification of the story in that
he eliminated the account that might complicate the overall picture of Vinius.
With regard to the second and third narrative components, Plutarch and
Tacitus also had some minor differences. When describing the acts of purported
murderers, Tacitus said that they “vied in exhibiting their bloody hands” (Hist. 1.44),
whereas Plutarch added some more details by stating that they “smeared their hands
and swords with blood and showed them to Otho” (Plutarch 27.5). Two differences
come into view. One is that Plutarch’s participants showed not only their bloody
hands but also their bloody swords. This is a clear example of paraphrasing by
addition. The other is that Tacitus did not specify to whom the participants
exhibited their bloody hands, but Plutarch concretely said that it was “to Otho.” The
fact that these acts were directed to Otho was doubly confirmed in the immediately
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following statement in Plutarch: “as they presented him [Otho] with written
petitions for largess.” This could be another example of paraphrasing by addition. It
could also be understood as spotlighting where Otho stood out among those who
witnessed the false acts of purported murderers.
As for the fifth and sixth narrative components, several noticeable differences
among the accounts of the three writers emerged. First, as to the issue of when the
meeting of the senate was held, Plutarch and Tacitus stated that it occurred before
the distribution of the corpses of Galba and his associates. By contrast, according to
Suetonius, the meeting came after the distribution. Due to the lack of extant source,
one cannot determine definitely who followed the original order. Either way, at least
one biographer was responsible for the displacement of the event. Second, regarding
the distribution of the corpses of Galba and his associates, Plutarch and Tacitus
shared similar accounts, while Suetonius provided a compressed version of the event.
The former contained the accounts for the corpses of Galba and his associates, but
the latter only included the story about Galba’s corpse. In this sense, Suetonius
either compressed the story or shined a literary spotlight on Galba. Third, there were
still differences between the accounts of Plutarch and Tacitus regarding how the
corpses were given or sold. The major difference was that Tacitus spoke primarily
about a single stage of the distribution (i.e., the distribution of corpses),17 whereas
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I said primarily because Tacitus also spoke about two stages of the distribution of Galba’s
corpse, although Galba’s head was not technically distributed or given but simply “found … before the
tomb of Petrobius.”
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Plutarch mentioned two separate stages of the distribution (i.e., a distribution of
severed heads and another distribution of dead bodies). Plutarch is likely the one
who made changes because he had been stressing (the lack of) head as a metaphor
for (the lack of) leadership in his biography, and this metaphor was well established
in other Roman literatures.18 According to Ash, Plutarch edited the original material
also in other parts of his biography in ways that highlighted this metaphor. To give
one example, in the scene where the soothsayer Umbricius’s prediction was narrated,
Plutarch’s wording was interesting enough: “[P]eril mixed with treachery hung over
the emperor’s head” (Plutarch 24.4; emphasis mine). In other words, Galba’s
leadership was at stake. In view of Plutarch’s common use of this metaphor of head,
he probably altered the original account also in the scene of the distribution of the
corpses. If this analysis is correct, then Plutarch was responsible for simplification
because he altered the account in order to emphasize a specific picture of a hero.
Other minor differences between Plutarch and Tacitus seemed to involve other kinds
of compositional techniques. For example, when describing the distribution of Piso’s
corpse, Tacitus said that it was given to “his wife Verania and his brother
Scribonianus,” while Plutarch mentioned only Piso’s wife Verania as the recipient of
the corpse. This is a paraphrasing by subtraction. Another difference had to do with
the sequence of the event. Tacitus described the event as if Arigius’s burial of Galba’s
body was conducted first, and then Galba’s head was “found the next day before the
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tomb of Petrobius.” Plutarch depicted the event in reverse order: The head of Galba
“was bestowed upon the servants of Patrobius” first, and then “the body of Galba …
was buried at night Argivus.” In view of Plutarch’s overall concern about stressing
head as an important metaphor, it is more likely that Plutarch displaced the incident
about Galba’s head, which originally occurred at a later time, into the earlier context.
That way, Plutarch could speak of the heads of Galba and his associates first and
then of their bodies.

5.10 Conclusion
The present chapter conducts a similar comparative analysis with the previous
chapter regarding the works of Galba. Just like various biographers who wrote about
Agesilaus, Plutarch and Suetonius also made use of similar compositional techniques
and these created a number of discrepancies among the parallel accounts.
I defer some of the concluding remarks about the analysis of the present
chapter to the next chapter because the narrative of Galba and Otho was meant to be
read together. Thus, observations and implications of the study about this whole
narrative will be addressed in the next chapter. However, in the meantime, I briefly
discuss the frequency of compositional techniques found in the biographies about
Galba and their differences in comparison to the biographies about Agesilaus.
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Compositional Techniques

Frequency

Paraphrasing

14 times

Displacement

9 times

Compression

8 times

Simplification

7 times

Spotlighting

5 times

Expansion of Narrative Details

4 times

Transferal

3 times

Conflation

1 time

In terms of the frequency of the compositional techniques, there are three
notable differences between the previous chapter and the present one. First,
although displacement was the least used compositional technique in the
biographies about Agesilaus, it is ranked at a second place in the biographies about
Galba. This seems to imply that Plutarch (as the biographer of Galba) and Suetonius
are more flexible in adapting the chronological order of the event so as to highlight a
specific picture of a given figure, in comparison to Xenophon, Nepos and Plutarch
(as the biographer of Agesilaus). This does not mean that the biographers of Galba
are careless or disinterested in the chronology because, in fact, both Plutarch and
Suetonius present a series of events and episodes about Galba roughly in a
chronological format (i.e., from his birth [Suetonius] or early life [Plutarch] to
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death). This simply means that, despite having concerns about the chronology, they
have little to no problem with reordering, re-placing, and reversing the sequence of
the events if these changes better serve for their immediate purposes—from minor
issues (speeding up the narrative flow; #24) to major issues (highlighting a specific
picture of a given figure; #27). Second, in the biographies about Galba, one can
observe the significant difference in frequency between conflation (1 time) and
displacement/transferal (9 and 3 times, respectively). This again confirms my
previous argument that transferal and displacement can occur not necessarily with
conflation but also with other compositional techniques (e.g., spotlighting [#20],
compression [2 times in #24, 1 time in #26], and simplification [#21, 27]). Third,
even though different biographers use the same compositional techniques, the ways
these compositional techniques are used may differ depending on each biographer or
each technique. For example, regarding spotlighting and expansion of narrative
details, both compositional techniques serve to depict not only the hero but also
other figures. However, each technique has a different tendency in terms of its target.
At least in our samples of biographies, spotlighting is more flexible in being used for
the depiction of other figures (hero: 8 times, other figures: 5 times), while expansion
of narrative details is directed exclusively to the hero (hero: 12 times, other figures:
none). The target of these compositional techniques also varies depending on the
biographer. Roughly speaking, Xenophon (hero: 8 times, other figures: 2 times),
Nepos (hero: 2 times, other figures: none) and Suetonius (hero: 1 time, other figures:
none) generally have the hero in mind when using these two compositional
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techniques, while Plutarch (hero: 8 times, other figures: 4 times) is more flexible in
extending these techniques to the depiction of other figures.
One similarity regarding the frequency of the compositional techniques is to
be noted as well. Compression and simplification are quite often used in both sets of
works about Agesilaus and Galba. Although they are different compositional
techniques, they seem to have some common ground in purposes and rationales. In
other words, both techniques concern either altering or eliminating the elements
that are not directly relevant to the depiction of a given figure. In doing this,
simplification could deal with a variety of elements (e.g., different contexts of an
event [#21], people’s response [#21, 25, 27], characterization [#22], and names
[#23]), whereas compression mostly addresses the issue of time.

CHAPTER 6
Ancient Biography Studies on Otho

This chapter contains a similar analysis for the works about Otho. For the references
to Suetonius’s and Plutarch’s works about Otho, as in the previous chapter, I will
refer to them as authors’ names for convenience.1 In case that I cite from their works
about Galba and other figures, I will provide full information of the references.2

6.1 #28 Otho’s Bad Character and His Help in Nero’s Bad Behaviors
(Plutarch Galba 19.2–20.2; Hist. 1.13; Suetonius 2.1–4.1)
In this episode one can glimpse at the early life of Otho. The parallel accounts of this
episode describe that Otho demonstrated bad character already from his early youth
and precisely because of this Nero used Otho for his own bad behaviors. The parallel
accounts share a number of narrative components: (1) Not only in his manhood but
also already from his boyhood Otho showed his vices such as extravagance and
prodigality; (2) because of his bad character, he found favor in the eyes of Nero who
was also a vicious figure; (3) Otho pretended to be in a marital relationship with
Nero’s mistress Poppaea for the time being; (4) when Nero came to have her back for
his marriage, he was rejected; (5) in suspecting their relationship, Nero sent Otho

1

E.g., Suetonius 3.2 or Plutarch 4.1

2

E.g., Suetonius Galba 3.2 or Plutarch Galba 4.1
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away to the province of Lusitania as a governor; (6) there Otho administered the
province acceptably; and (7) when Galba was revolted, Otho was the first to join him.
Despite the significant correspondences, the authors wrote these similar contents
with different wording and various details.
Concerning the first four narrative components, there are a number of
discrepancies among the writers. The most noticeable difference between Tacitus
and the biographers is that, contrary to the Tacitus’s pattern to contain a fuller
account, here Tacitus’s account was the briefest while the descriptions of Plutarch
and Suetonius included graphic details. For example, when comparing the accounts
of Tacitus and Suetonius about how extravagant and prodigal Otho was in his youth,
Tacitus made a single statement, while Suetonius fleshed out this simple statement
with much more details:
Otho had spent his boyhood in heedlessness. (Hist. 1.13)
From earliest youth he was so extravagant and wild that his father often
flogged him; and they say that he used to rove about at night and lay hands
on anyone whom he met who was feeble or drunk and toss him in a blanket.
After his father’s death he pretended love for an influential freedwoman of the
court, although she was an old woman and almost decrepit, that he might
more effectually win her favour. (Suetonius 2.1–2)
A similar pattern can be found when one compares the accounts of Tacitus and the
biographers about a triangular love affair. Once again, Tacitus narrated the affair
with simple facts (i.e., that Nero left Poppaea to Otho for the time being and after
having doubts about their relationship he removed Otho to Lusitania), while
Plutarch and Suetonius included more details, such as how the affair unfolded, what
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Otho’s feelings about Nero and Poppaea were, how Poppaea enjoyed the triangular
love affair, and how Otho and Poppaea rejected Nero, namely, the details that could
illuminate the characters of the figures involved. In a similar vein, Plutarch and
Suetonius, respectively, included a unique episode (i.e., Plutarch Galba 19.3 and

Suetonius 3.1) that Tacitus and the other biographer did not have and these episodes
were introduced to highlight the vices of Otho. At these various points where the
biographers had more details than Tacitus’s accounts, one is not sure about whether
the biographers used independent sources that Tacitus did not have or if the
biographers expanded narrative details according to what the hero and the figures
involved must have acted like. If the former was the case (i.e., that the biographers
used independent sources), the biographers did not make explicit use of
compositional techniques, but still they composed their writings in accordance with
the convention of ancient biographies. In other words, ancient biographers had
deeper interest in revealing the character of a hero than in recording his or her
achievements (which would be the primary concerns of historians). In doing so, the
biographers were not idle in weaving different threads of graphic stories, memorable
sayings, and “saucy jest[s].”3 Regarding the different concerns and conventions
between ancient biography and history, Plutarch’s famous programmatic statement
must be noted: “For it is not Histories that I am writing, but Lives; and in the most
illustrious deeds there is not always a manifestation of virtue or vice, nay, a slight

3

The quotation is from Suetonius Galba 20.2.
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thing like a phrase or a jest often makes a greater revelation of character than battles
where thousands fall, or the greatest armaments, or sieges of cities.”4 If the latter
was the case (i.e., that the biographers expanded narrative details), then the
differences between Tacitus and the biographers resulted from the biographers’ use
of a compositional technique.
One can also recognize different tones of Tacitus and the biographers about
the initiative of Otho in the triangular love affair. According to Tacitus’s account,
Otho was depicted as a passive figure. The subject of all actions was Nero, not Otho.
Nero left Poppaea with Otho; Nero suspected their relationship, and there were no
comments about Otho’s faults; and Nero sent Otho away to another province.
However, both Plutarch and Suetonius had Otho as a more active figure. Otho is the
one who took the initiative: “Otho corrupted her with hopes of Nero’s favour and
seduced her first himself, and persuaded her to leave her husband” (Plutarch Galba
19.4); after Otho lived with Poppaea, he was not content with having a share in love
but desperately wanted an exclusive relationship, not giving Nero a share (Plutarch

Galba 19.4, Suetonius 3.1–2). In short, the biographers stressed the active roles and
initiative of Otho, thereby making his vices even more conspicuous. In terms of
compositional techniques, the biographers shined a literary spotlight on Otho
because regarding the dynamics of the relationship, they focused on the roles of

4

Plutarch, Alex. 1.2 (Perrin, LCL). Plutarch made similar statements in his other biographies
such as Cat. Min. 24.1, 37.10; Cat. Mai. 7.3; Pomp. 8.7; Dem. 11.7; Them. 18. I owe these references
to Anastasios G. Nikolaidis, “Morality, Characterization, and Individuality,” in A Companion to
Plutarch, ed. Mark Beck (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2014), 367.
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Otho. It could also be understood as expansion of narrative details in that the
biographers seemed to flesh out Otho’s bad character with circumstantial details.

Simplification can be in view because the biographers altered the account so as to
highlight a specific picture of the hero.
Another interesting difference emerges when one examines the accounts of
Plutarch and Suetonius about who rejected Nero. Plutarch said that Poppaea “shut
out Nero although Otho was not at home” (Plutarch Galba 19.5). According to
Suetonius, it was Otho that “shut out the emperor himself, who stood before his
door” (Suetonius 3.2). It may be possible that they were different occasions.
However, if Suetonius was the one who altered the account, then he was responsible
for the transferal because he transferred the act of rejection, which was originally
attributed to Poppaea, into Otho. It could be also taken as spotlighting on Otho in
order to highlight his initiative in a triangular affair.

6.2 #29 Vitellius’s Revolt, Soldiers’s Riot, and Otho’s Response
(Plutarch 3.3–4.3; Hist. 1.74–76, 80–82; Suetonius 8.1–2)
The two or three parallel accounts of this episode have shared a number of narrative
components: (1) After knowing the plan of Vitellius’s revolt, Otho made an offer to
Vitellius for peace and harmony; (2) Otho and Vitellius exchanged letters, first in
genial tones but then later with abusive languages; (3) around the time of
exchanging the letters, various areas and provinces proclaimed their loyalty to Otho;
(4) in the meantime, Otho gave Crispinus a mission to bring back the seventeenth
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cohort from Ostia to Rome; (5) when Crispinus did his job by equipping the troops
in the camp during the night, the soldiers interpreted Crispinus’s act as a rebellion
to the emperor and started a riot; (6) the soldiers marched to the Palace in Rome
where Otho and a great number of the senate had a supper; (7) Otho was afraid of
the appearance of these agitated soldiers and the people in the supper were in turn
terrified by seeing Otho in terror; (8) Otho sent the prefects of the guard to appease
the soldiers and at the same time he told people to leave the banquet speedily; and (9)
since the riot was still not quieted, Otho stood up on his couch, and after many
exhortations, entreaties, and tears, the soldiers were finally dismissed. As in his
usual pattern, Tacitus contained a fuller version of the story, and the biographers
adapted the material for their own purposes. Since Suetonius offered more
compressed and selective version of the story, I will discuss first the narrative
components that all three writers contained and then those that only Tacitus and
Plutarch had.
All three writers contained the first two narrative components about Otho
and Vitellius. The gist of the story was the same, but their accounts varied
depending on the authors. One remarkable difference had to do with the sequence of
the event. Suetonius and Tacitus depicted the event as if the incident between Otho
and Vitellius occurred before the riot of soldiers, but Plutarch placed the story of
Vitellius’s rebellion after the soldiers’ riot. Although the absolute case about who
kept the original order cannot be made, as far as the texts indicated, Plutarch is likely
the one who made alterations. According to Tacitus’s account, which contained a
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fuller version of the story, Vitellius’s rebellious activities and Otho’s responses
involved another series of events (Hist. 1.75–77) that Plutarch failed to list in his
biography. Given that Plutarch already here altered the account by compressing the
story, one may suspect that Plutarch would also change the sequence of the event.
This suspicion gains more probability when one looks at the point where Plutarch
introduced Vitellius’s rebellion and Otho’s response. Plutarch brought up this scene
as an additional example, showing that Otho “courted popular favour [rather than
acting in accordance with principles] because of the war” (Plutarch 4.1). Plutarch’s
previous example was about how Otho handled the riot of the soldiers. In other
words, Plutarch seemed to connect two events (i.e., Othos’s response to the soldiers’
riot and Othos’s response to Vitellius’s revolt) under a similar topic, and in doing so
he modified the sequence of the event. If this analysis is correct, then Plutarch was
also responsible for displacement of the event.
One minor difference has to do with Otho’s offer to Vitellius. Plutarch and
Tacitus made similar remarks about the offer (i.e., money and a place where Vitellius
could live for the rest of life), while Suetonius provided quite a different account
about it (i.e., “a share in imperial dignity” and a proposal “to become his son-inlaw”). Plutarch and Tacitus essentially talked about the exclusion of Vitellius, while
Suetonius the inclusion. Regarding who conserved the original account, appealing
evidence was absent in texts. One can find another minor difference between the
similar accounts of Plutarch and Tacitus. In quoting their words about Otho’s offer,
Plutarch said it to be “a large sum of money, and a city, where he could live in the
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utmost ease and pleasure and be undisturbed,” but Tacitus described “money and
favor and any quite place he chose wherein to spend his profligate life.” Tacitus
tended to contain a fuller account in this episode, and this is also the case at this
point because Tacitus had three items (money, favor, and a place) for the offer but
Plutarch listed only two (money and a place). This is an example of paraphrasing by
subtraction on the part of Plutarch. Plutarch also paraphrased by addition in other
parts because he added a qualifier to money (“a large sum of money”) and he
unpacked Tacitus’s idea of “to spend his profligate life” with further descriptions
(“he could live in the utmost ease and pleasure and be undisturbed”).
Another major discrepancy among the three writers can be detected in the
fourth to sixth narrative components. Especially regarding the issues of who the
soldiers in riot were and where the riot occurred, writers’ accounts seem to vary.
Plutarch and Tacitus shared more of the narrative components and contained fuller
series of events, but Suetonius had a compressed version of a similar story.
According to Plutarch and Tacitus, Crispinus loaded arms during the night, and the
soldiers in Ostia misinterpreted this act as a rebellion to Otho. Thus, the soldiers
started a riot in Ostia and then they marched to the Palace in Rome to kill the
senators because they thought that the senate was ultimately behind this rebellion.
According to Suetonius, similar series of events were mentioned but attributed to a
different place. For example, Suetonius mentioned the act of loading arms during
the night (without the reference to Crispinus) and then the soldiers’ riot due to this
act, but he depicted the series of actions as if they occurred in the praetorian camp,
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which was in Rome, not in Ostia.5 In other words, while compressing the story (i.e.,
omitting the element that Crispinus was sent to Ostia), Suetonius displaced the
event and transferred the items, which originally occurred in Ostia, into the context
in Rome.
There were minor differences in the accounts that only Tacitus and Plutarch
had. For one thing, regarding the motives of the soldiers’ march to Rome, Tacitus
had more random and multilayered motives, whereas Plutarch spoke of a unified one.
According to Tacitus, some soldiers had a suspicion that the senators were behind
this movement of rebellion and this was why they marched to Rome where Otho had
a supper with the senators. Tacitus also noted other kinds of soldiers who joined the
march with different motives: “A part of the soldiers were ignorant of the
circumstances and heavy with wine; the worst of them wished to make this an
opportunity for looting; the great mass, as is usual, were ready for any new
movement, and the natural obedience of the better disposed was rendered ineffective
by the night” (Hist. 1.80). However, according to Plutarch, at first a few soldiers
started a riot, suspecting the ultimate responsibility of the senate, but then the other
soldiers joined the riot rather easily and speedily, sharing the unified motive for the
march to Rome. In other words, Plutarch seemed to simplify the story by altering
some of the details that might complicate the general picture of the soldiers.

5

Rolfe mentioned this point in his comments on Suetonius Otho, 8.2 (Rolfe, LCL; p. 228).
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Another minor difference between Plutarch and Tacitus emerges when one
examines the parallel accounts about Otho’s responses to the soldiers’ riot. Both
Plutarch and Tacitus recorded that Otho became terrified after seeing the fearful
faces of the guests and then he ordered the prefects to appease the soldiers’ anger
while at the same time he tried to dismiss the guests. All these accounts were not
included in Suetonius’s; thus Suetonius seemed to compress the story. Plutarch and
Tacitus still diverged in some details. The general impression is that Plutarch made
alterations of the original account in order to emphasize Otho’s fear. Plutarch added
some details that Tacitus did not address. According to Plutarch, Otho’s fear started
from himself before being intensified by seeing the fearful faces of the guests: “[T]he
city was in great commotion, expecting to be plundered at once, in the palace there
were runnings to and fro; a dire perplexity fell upon Otho” (Plutarch 3.5, emphasis
mine). Otho’s fear came before his looking at the guests in terror. There was another
change that Plutarch made, and this seemed to indicate how terrified Otho was. Both
Tacitus and Plutarch mentioned the prefects’ appeasement of the soldiers’ anger and
Otho’s help in the escape of the guests. Regarding Otho’s job, Tacitus said that
despite some difficulties “most of them hurr[ied] to the houses of their friends and
the obscurest hiding-place of the humblest dependent each had” (Hist. 1.81), but
Plutarch said, “[T]hey barely succeeded in making their escape” (Plutarch 3.6).
Plutarch changed the account so that he could emphasize that Otho’s terror made
him incompetent in his job. If this analysis is correct, Plutarch was responsible for at
least two or three compositional techniques: paraphrasing by addition, expansion of
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narrative details, and simplification. It is either paraphrasing by addition or
expansion of narrative details because Plutarch added the narrative element that
Otho’s fear started from himself before seeing the guests. It is simplification because
Plutarch altered the account in ways that might enhance a specific picture of the
hero (i.e., Plutarch’s modification of the account about Otho’s incompetency in his
job nicely emphasizes his terror and timidity).

6.3 #30 Otho’s Expedition
(Plutarch 5.1–3; Hist. 1.88, 90, 2.33; Suetonius 9.1)
As in the usual pattern, Plutarch and Tacitus shared more of the narrative
components and Suetonius had a compressed version of the story. The narrative
components that two or three writers included are as follows: (1) Dolabella was sent
away to the colony of Aquinum; (2) for one of the persons in authority who was
going to join the expedition, Otho selected Lucius, the brother of Vitellius, and he
treated him equally as he did with the others; (3) before the expedition, Otho
appointed a prefect of the city; and (4) Otho himself did not participate in the
expedition and remained behind at Brixellum.
In this episode, one can find several minor differences. First, among these
narrative components, Suetonius included only the fourth narrative component. In
this sense, Suetonius compressed the story because he omitted a series of events that
occurred before Otho’s retreat to Brixellum. Second, regarding the first narrative
component, Plutarch and Tacitus had diverging accounts. According to Tacitus’s
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account, “Dolabella was banished to the colony of Aquinum” without specifying the
reason for the banishment. In this account, the name of Otho was not mentioned
although the passive verb (“was banished”) and the surrounding context implied
Otho to be the agent of this punishment. In Plutarch’s account, the reasons for the
banishment were mentioned explicitly and they seemed to highlight a specific
characteristic of Otho: “Dolabella, a man of noble family, was suspected by the
praetorian soldiers of revolutionary designs. Otho therefore sent him away (through
fear of him or of someone else) to the town of Aquinum.” Given that in the
immediately previous episode (i.e., #29) Plutarch edited his material in order to
highlight the fear of Otho, one may suspect that Plutarch did the same here too. In
other words, Plutarch either paraphrased by addition or expanded narrative details
or simplified the story by altering some of the details in order to emphasize a specific
characteristic of Otho. Third, regarding the descriptions about Otho’s equal
treatment of Vitellius’s brother, Tacitus and Plutarch carried the same idea, but with
different wording (compare especially the parts in italics):
Among these was Lucius Vitellius, who was treated in the same way as the
others and not at all as the brother of an emperor or as an enemy. (Hist. 1.88)
He [Otho] included also Lucius, the brother of Vitellius, without either
increasing or diminishing his honours. (Plutarch 5.1)
Given the normal pattern of Tacitus including a fuller account, Plutarch probably

paraphrased Tacitus’s more extended description, still delivering the same idea.
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6.4 #31 A Council of War in the Camp at Bedricum
(Plutarch 8.1–9.5; Hist. 2.32–33; Suetonius 9.1)
The episode describes the council of war where Otho and his associates discussed
whether they should proceed to the war or protract it. This episode has also shared a
number of narrative components, indicating that at least at this point the three
writers were probably extracting the material from the common source: (1) Paulinus
had an opinion that they should protract the war for various reasons; (2) one reason
is that the opponents had all the resources at the moment but they would not be able
to get supplies continually “since they were occupying a hostile country” (Plutarch
8.3); (3) another reason is that Otho’s camp not only had all the resources at the
moment but also could expect continual support from allies both in army and
supplies; (4) the last reason is that additional forces from other regions were soon to
join Otho’s camp, which then would strengthen Otho’s already powerful army even
more; (5) Marius Celsus supported the opinion of Paulinus; (6) Annius Gallus
expressed the same opinion although he was not present in the council due to the
fall from his horse, so his view was delivered to Otho by another means of
communication; (7) on the contrary, Titianus and Proculus called for the immediate
battle against the enemy; and (8) Otho favored an immediate action. Despite the
considerable points of contact, the three writers still demonstrated some liberties to
express the same idea with different wording and details.
As indicated in the list of shared narrative components, the description of
Paulinus’s views took up most of the space in this episode, and one remarkable
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difference among the writers is that Tacitus contained it in a form of direct speech
while Plutarch in indirect speech or simple statement. This is most likely the
difference caused by generic expectations.6 Ancient historians preferred to include
direct speeches for various purposes, and they did sometimes “completely invent
speeches” or at other times “adapt existing sources.”7 In this episode, Tacitus as a
historian seemed to adapt existing sources since, as previously seen, one could find a
number of points of contact with Plutarch’s parallel account. However, from the
standpoint of Plutarch, the movement from direct speech to indirect speech or
simple statement could be understood as the biographer’s paraphrasing. In several
previous episodes (i.e., #13, 16, 17, 18), a similar kind of paraphrasing was
employed.
There are two other differences between the accounts of Tacitus and Plutarch.
First, according to Tacitus’s account, one of the reasons why Otho should protract
the war was that an additional force from Moesia would join Otho’s camp soon,
which was pointed out by Paulinus. In Plutarch’s account, the same reason was
mentioned, but it was Annius Gallus who addressed this. Due to the lack of the
extant source, one cannot determine for sure who changed the original account, but
at least one writer was responsible for transferal. Either Tacitus or Plutarch
transferred the saying, which was originally attributed to one person, into the other
6

Keener, “Otho,” 165; for more extended discussion about speech in ancient historiography,
see Craig S. Keener, Acts: An Exegetical Commentary, vol. 1 (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2012),
258–319.
7

Keener, Acts, 1:258.
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person. Second, regarding another reason for the protraction of the war, both
Tacitus and Plutarch included the account that the enemy could not expect continual
support from surrounding regions, but they differed in how to narrate this fact.
Tacitus offered more details and names, while Plutarch simply mentioned the gist:
There are no strong reserves behind them, for the Gallic provinces are
growing restless, and it would be unwise to abandon the bank of the Rhine
when so many hostile tribes are ready to rush across it. The troops in Britain
are kept away by their enemies’ assaults and by the sea; the Spanish provinces
have no forces to spare; Gallia Narbonensis has been badly frightened by the
attacks of our fleet and by defeat; Italy north of the Po, shut in by the Alps,
can look to no relief by sea, and in fact has been devastated by the mere
passage of an army. Our opponents have no supplies anywhere for their
troops, and they cannot maintain their forces without supplies. (Hist. 2.32)
To the enemy time would bring a scarcity of supplies, since they were
occupying a hostile country. (Plutarch 8.3)
The difference could be understood as Tacitus’s expansion of narrative details in
formulating Paulinus’s speech. But given that the expanded details were closer to
verifiable facts rather than circumstantial details, a more plausible scenario was that
Plutarch paraphrased a more comprehensive account of Tacitus by subtraction or by

making a straightforward statement, probably because the details were not very
helpful for illuminating the character of his hero.
There is another major difference between Tacitus and the biographers. Upon
considering his options, Otho finally decided to take a decisive battle against the
enemy. However, the tone in expressing this idea was significantly different between
Tacitus and the biographers. Tacitus simply stated Otho’s preference with no
indication of Otho’s faults in this decision: “Otho was inclined to fight” (Hist. 2.33).
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By contrast, Plutarch and Suetonius offered extended accounts in listing possible
reasons why Otho made such a decision, indicating Otho’s faults. In this sense, the
biographers shined their literary spotlight on the hero because in comparison to
Tacitus’s account where Otho’s role in the decision was minimized, the biographers
depicted the event as if Otho played a prominent role in this bad decision. It could
also be understood as paraphrasing by addition or expansion of narrative details.
One might claim that the discrepancy between Tacitus and the biographers
was due to the biographers’ expansion of narrative details. However, the claim
cannot be warranted because Plutarch clearly indicated that at this point he was
relying on other sources: “Various other reasons for this [i.e., Otho’s decision] are
given by various writers” (9.1); “this is the account given by Secundus the
rhetorician, who was Otho’s secretary” (9.3). However, it is to be noted that at least
Suetonius and Plutarch shared some of the sources in these accounts that Tacitus did
not include because Suetonius listed two possible reasons (and thus faults) of Otho
in his account, and both were mentioned in Plutarch’s more comprehensive list. The
two reasons were Otho’s impatience about his own anxieties and “the impetuosity of
his soldiers, who clamoured for the fight” (Suetonius 9.1). Regarding the latter
reason, Plutarch simply mentioned the fault on the part of soldiers, but Suetonius
adapted the material further by highlighting Otho’s fault, namely, his “inability to
resist” the soldiers’ impetuosity. Suetonius seemed either to shine a literary spotlight
on Otho by stressting his fault or to simplify the story by altering some of the
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accounts so that he might emphasize a specific characteristic of the hero in a more
intensified manner.

6.5 #32 Otho’s Withdrawal to Brixellum and Othonians’ Defeat
(Plutarch 10.1–3; Hist. 2.33–35; Suetonius 9.1)
After the council at Bedricum, Otho decided to wage an immediate battle against the
Vitellians. The present episode described a series of events that followed this
decision: (1) Otho did not participate in the battle and instead withdrew to
Brixillum;8 (2) Otho’s withdrawal discouraged the remaining soldiers because he had
to be accompanied by the most vigorous and competent soldiers and his leave broke
the soldiers’ hearts; (3) around this time, Caecina (and his soldiers) tried to build a
bridge at the river Po, pretending to cross it; (4) in response, Otho’s soldiers
attacked them from land and tried to prevent it; and (5) Othonians made a separate
attempt to attack the Vitellians now at the river, but they were defeated.
The gist of the story among the writers is the same but the details vary. As
usual, Plutarch and Tacitus had more extended accounts about the episode, while
Suetonius provided a compressed version of the story. Suetonius included only the
first narrative component and, in doing so, had to compress the story as if the event
was happening over a shorter period of time than it actually lasted. Even in this

8

Although this narrative component was discussed briefly in an earlier episode #30, we are
dealing with this component once again because it showed a direct relationship with the following
series of events.
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compressed version of the story, Suetonius’s description about Otho’s withdrawal
demonstrated a remarkable difference from Tacitus’s. Tacitus depicted that Otho’s
councilors “urged … [and] persuaded him to withdraw to Brixellum (Hist. 2.33). In
this account, Otho seemed to follow the suggestion of his councilors rather passively.
By contrast, Suetonius emphasized Otho’s initiative in this decision, introducing
Otho as the subject of the action: “He himself did not take part in any of the battles,
but remained behind at Brixellum” (Suetonius 9.1; emphasis mine). The same
pattern can be found in Plutarch’s account as well. Just like Tacitus, Plutarch also
contained the scene of the council of war, but he, unlike Tacitus (and like Suetonius),
stressed Otho’s initiative in the decision of his retreat to Brixellum: “Otho himself
returned to Brixillum.” Moreover, Plutarch made it clear that this was Otho’s fault:
“and in this too he made a mistake” (Plutarch 10.1; emphasis mine). Given these, it
is plausible to think that the biographers are the ones who made changes in the
original account. If this analysis is correct, the biographers were responsible for
several compositional techniques. One is literary spotlighting on Otho because, in
comparison to Tacitus’s account where the combination of factors (i.e., councillors’
advice and Otho’s acceptance of it) resulted in Otho’s withdrawal, the biographers
emphasized Otho’s initiative in the decision. This could be understood as a sort of

transferal as well because the biographers transferred the determining factor in the
decision from councillors to Otho. Plus, the biographers seemed to be responsible
for simplification. For Suetonius, simplification of the story was achieved by
omitting the scene of the council of war altogether; in that way the biographer could
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focus more on Otho’s initiative. Plutarch simplified the story by altering the account:
Plutarch, despite containing the scene of the council, made alterations by stressing
the initiative and active role of Otho in the decision.
Regarding the second narrative component, the accounts of Tacitus and
Plutarch seemed to vary, but the difference should not be regarded as insignificant.
As the writers spoke about the disadvantages that Otho’s withdrawal incurred,
Tacitus listed three and Plutarch omitted one of them. What Plutarch omitted was
that the only figure in which the soldiers had confidence was Otho, and due to
Otho’s leave the soldiers’ distrust in the generals was intensified. Plutarch’s omission
was understandable because Plutarch had been stressing Otho’s faults in the decision
of the withdrawal to Brixellum. In other words, in order not to complicate the overall
picture of the hero as the one who made mistakes, Plutarch seemed to simplify the
story by omitting the account that threw a favorable light on Otho.
Other differences can be found in the scene of the battle at the river Po. One
is that according to Tacitus’s account the ones who participated in building a bridge
at the river were “Caecina and Valens … [and] their own men” (Hist. 2.34). In
Plutarch’s account, only Caecina was mentioned as a participant in the building
project, and in response to this project “Otho’s soldiers attacked him,” namely,
Caecina as a singular individual (Plutarch 10.2; emphasis mine). Since the project of
building a bridge should have needed more than one person, one can easily infer
that Plutarch modified the original account. Although it is hard to determine what
Plutarch could have made of this change, at least the change should have involved
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another compositional technique—literary spotlighting on Caecina. Although other
people such as Valens and their soldiers were present in the scene of building the
bridge, Plutarch mentioned only Caecina. Another difference in this scene had to do
with the description about the Othonians’ attack against the Vitellians. As usual,
Tacitus contained a fuller account in which the detailed steps and progress of the
Othonians’ attack were described, but Plutarch made a very simple statement that
there was an attack. One may think of two possible compositional techniques. It
could be understood as Plutarch’s paraphrasing by subtraction or by making a
straightforward statement because the biographer sacrificed many of the details that
Tacitus had. Another possibility is that Plutarch compressed the story because he
depicted the event as if it required less time than it actually took. In Plutarch’s
account, the attack from land was immediately followed by another attack at the
river. However, according to Tacitus’s account, the attack from the land itself
involved various stages and progress, including the Othonians’ building “a tower on
the opposite bank” (Hist. 2.34), which must have required at least quite some time.

6.6 #33 Further Defeat of the Battle and Otho’s Last Words
(Plutarch 15.1–6; Hist. 2.46–47; Suetonius 9.3–10.1)
This episode comes after the long descriptions about another battle between Otho’s
camp and Vitellius’s (Plutarch 11.1–14.2; Hist. 2.39–45). The episode contains the
accounts about how Otho and his men responded to the tidings that the Othonians
were defeated in the battle. The episode has shared a number of narrative
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components: (1) At first there came unverifiable rumors about the result of the war;
(2) after these rumors, the soldiers from the field brought the direct tidings of the
battle that the Othonians were defeated; (3) despite the sad news, the praetorians
kept encouraging Otho not to despair; (4) the praetorians continued to express their
loyalty to Otho and their determination to fight again; and (5) in response to these
kind words and acts of the praetorians, Otho made a final speech. Despite these
correspondences, reading the parallel accounts side by side would give an equal
impression that they demonstrated considerable differences.
Let us start with minor differences. Regarding the first two narrative
components, one can clearly see that they narrated the same incident but with
different wording:
To Otho there came at first, as is usual in such catastrophes, an indistinct
rumour of the result; but presently some of his soldiers who had been
wounded came with direct tidings of the battle. (Plutarch 15.1)
First there came a distressing rumour; then fugitives from the field showed
clearly that the day was lost. (Hist. 2.46)
The gist is the same: A rumor about the result of the battle came first, but then later
the soldiers from the field clearly confirmed it. Plutarch seemed to paraphrase the
same idea by adding some more details: Hearing a rumor of the result “is usual in
such catastrophes” and the soldiers “had been wounded.” Suetonius did not include
this scene in his parallel account; thus he was compressing the story. Plutarch was
also responsible for compression in another part of the story. For example, according
to Tacitus, not only the praetorians (i.e., his personal force) expressed their loyalty
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and determination but also “the advance detachments from Moesia” did the same
(Hist. 2.46). Suetonius also did not include this element in his account and once
again compressed the story.
More prominent differences emerge when one looks at Otho’s final speech.
One major difference is that Plutarch and Tacitus delivered Otho’s last words in a
form of direct speech, but Suetonius expressed similar content in the form of simple
statement. As seen previously, this was a type of paraphrasing. Another major
difference had to do with the content of Otho’s final speech. It is important to note
that the narrative element that all three writers shared in the speech is only one:
Otho decided to take his own life rather than going for another fight. Everything else
in content was diverged. Some of the elements in the speech were shared by only
two writers but most of the elements were unique and confined to one writer. Thus,
one may suspect that the writers expanded narrative details. In other words, based
on the common knowledge that Otho decided to give his life freely rather than
continuing the civil war, the writers expanded narrative details about Otho’s sayings
and behaviors. The expansion of narrative details might be more understandable if
one pays due attention to the compositional conventions of ancient writers. For
ancient historians such as Tacitus, speeches were the areas where the historians
often had considerable liberties to adapt, rearrange, and invent the material
depending on a host of factors, including harmonization with their own picture of
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the hero and intelligibility to their readers.9 For ancient biographers such as Plutarch,
it was common that “background and feelings may be imaginatively reconstructed
‘as they must have been.’”10 Given that Plutarch and Tacitus demonstrated
considerable discrepancies in the details of Otho’s final speech and that Plutarch
himself confessed that some of the details about the war were uncertain due to the
disorder of the affairs (Plutarch 14.1), it is likely that the biographer fleshed out
Otho’s final speech according to historical verisimilitude.

6.7 #34 Otho’s Final Moments
(Plutarch 16.1–17.4; Hist. 2.48–49; Suetonius 10.2–11.2)
The episode concerns Otho’s final moments. The parallel accounts of this episode
share so many narrative components that one can hardly think of other possibilities
than that the three writers were drawing on a common source: (1) After his final
speech, Otho told his friends and people to depart; (2) then he consoled his nephew
Cocceius not to fear Vitellius but to stand firm in courage; (3) Otho left words of
consolation to Cocceius, and the punch line of the saying was to remember that
Otho was his uncle; (4) then there was an uproar where the soldiers threatened to
kill those who tried to depart; (5) Otho reproved the soldiers’ excessive loyalty and
dismissed them; (6) Otho distributed his money to his people; (7) when the evening
9
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came, he was thirsty and drank a cup of water; (8) he had two swords and tried the
points of both and placed them in some locations; (9) after this, he slept soundly
during the night and woke up at dawn and killed himself using the sword; (10) after
hearing Otho’s dying groan, his servants entered and saw Otho’s death; (11) the
funeral was swiftly conducted; and (12) some soldiers bore his body to the pyre,
some touched and kissed his members and wounds, some slew themselves near his
pyre, and still others expressed their sorrow at a distance. Despite the considerable
points of contact, how and in what sequence this series of events unfolded were
different among the writers, and these discrepancies merit further discussions.
Regarding the first two narrative components, Plutarch and Tacitus stated
that Otho’s meeting with his friends was followed by his consolation of Cocceius,
but Suetonius depicted the event as if the meeting with his friends and nephew
happened simultaneously in the same location. In other words, Suetonius seemed to
be responsible for either conflating the story or compressing it.
As for the third narrative component, Plutarch and Tacitus have a very
similar punch line of Otho’s saying but not exactly the same (thus paraphrasing):
Never forget or too constantly remember that Otho was your uncle. (Hist.
2.49)
Do not altogether forget, and do not too well remember, that thou hadst a
Caesar for an uncle. (Plutarch 16.2)
However, for the words of consolation to his nephew, the content was significantly
different. Tacitus delivered words of consolation in the form of direct speech and its
content was this: Since Otho saved another fight even if his soldiers demanded it,
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Vitellius would show clemency by guaranteeing Otho’s fame and his kinsman’s
safety. According to Plutarch’s account, the words of consolation were expressed in
the form of simple statement and its content was this: Since Otho did not hurt but
took good care of Vitellius’s family, so would Vitellius do the same to Otho’s nephew.
Given the previous discussion about the compositional conventions of ancient
writers (#33), the discrepancies between the accounts of Plutarch and Tacitus might
be due to the writers’ expansion of narrative details.
Another major difference among the writers can be found in the sixth
narrative component. All three writers mentioned Otho’s distribution of money to
his people, but they differed in the accounts of when it happened. According to
Tacitus and Suetonius, the distribution of money occurred before the evening when
he was in a private place. According to Plutarch, Otho distributed his money during
the evening in his private place. Without checking with the common source, one
cannot determine definitely who preserved the original sequence of the event.
However, more probable is that Plutarch made changes. Once again, one may ask
the question of who would have benefited more by the changes of the original
account. If Plutarch preserved the original order and Tacitus/Suetonius made
alterations, then it is hard to find what the latter writers could make of these changes.
However, if Plutarch altered the original account, then one can easily identify
Plutarch’s benefits. By relocating Otho’s distribution of money to a later time,
Plutarch could have emphasized more intensely about the parsimony and strictness
of Otho even to the very last moment of his death. In fact, according to Plutarch’s
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account, right after his distribution of money, Otho killed himself. If this analysis is
correct, then Plutarch was responsible for at least two compositional techniques. He
seemed to displace the event because he uprooted Otho’s distribution of money,
which originally occurred before going to his private place, and transplanted it in a
later context during the evening in his private place. This could be also understood
as simplification because Plutarch altered some of the accounts in order to stress a
specific picture of Otho.
Concerning the descriptions of Otho’s suicide, there were a number of
discrepancies among the writers, and some of them seemed to involve several
compositional techniques. First, there was a minor difference between Tacitus and
Plutarch, but the difference should not be regarded as insignificant. According to
Tacitus’s account, the swords “were brought” to Otho, although the historian did not
specify the giver. By contrast, the biographers emphasized the initiative of Otho,
introducing him as the subject of the action: “he had two swords” (Plutarch 17.1),
“he caught up two daggers” (Suetonius 11.2). In this sense, the biographers seemed
to shine their literary spotlight on Otho, even though others such as the giver of the
swords might be involved in the preparation of Otho’s death. Second, Tacitus and
Suetonius said that after the sound sleep Otho woke up at dawn and killed himself.
However, according to Plutarch, this series of events was separated by another event.
Plutarch said that Otho had a sound sleep, and “just before dawn” he (presumably
woke up and) called a freedman to discuss the previous arrangement for the
departure of the senators. After taking care of this, he sent his freedman away and
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then he killed himself. Given that in the scene of his distribution of money Plutarch
added circumstantial details that the other two writers did not have, it was probably
the case that Plutarch, once again, expanded narrative details. If this is not the case,
then Tacitus and Suetonius compressed the story, omitting the scene of Otho’s
discussion with his freedman before dawn. Third, other minor differences had to do
with the soldiers’ expressions of grief in losing the emperor. Regarding one of the
various expressions of grief, Tacitus mentioned that some soldiers kissed “his wound
and his hands”; Suetonius stated that some soldiers “kissed his hands and feet”; and
Plutarch said that “some … kissed his wound, others grasped his hands.” All three
writers spoke about the soldiers’ kisses, but they diverged in which parts of Otho’s
body were kissed. This could be understood as paraphrasing, delivering the same
idea while displaying minor discrepancies.

6.8 Conclusion
Chapters 5 and 6 (about Galba and Otho) provide a similar analysis to the one in
chapter 4 (about Agesilaus). One major difference with chapter 4 has to do with the
interrelationship among the works under consideration. As for the works about
Agesilaus, it is easy to determine the direction of dependence because the period of
each writer’s composition is relatively clear, and Agesilaus the biographer’s
dependence on his historical material is also evident. However, for the works about
Galba and Otho, it is harder to determine the direction of dependence for two
reasons: (1) All three writers are contemporary and the times of their compositions
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are debatable, and (2) although the theory of the common source has been held by a
majority of scholars, the common source is not extant. Due to these constraints, this
chapter focuses on the parallel accounts that have considerable points of contact. In
that way, we are in a better position to assume that at least in these passages the
writers under review are probably relying on the common source rather than
consulting other sources. These constraints involve a certain amount of guesswork,
but they will be the same with any other analyses if they are dealing with the same
texts.
The chapters about Galba and Otho demonstrate that the biographers employ
a number of compositional techniques in order to highlight the character of a given
figure, often being the hero. Plutarch and Suetonius are conservative enough to
adopt the existing sources, not simply fabricating or inventing the story out of the
air. At the same time, they are liberal enough to adapt the available material in order
to achieve their own purposes. The adaptation is expressed in several ways. The
most common form is paraphrasing. The biographers do not simply copy and paste
the common source but they omit, add, or change the wording even though they
narrate the same story. They also sometimes compress, simplify or conflate the story
by omitting or altering elements that are not relevant to illuminating a virtue or vice
of a given figure, especially the hero. Since one of the prominent generic features of
biographies is a sustained focus on the hero,11 Plutarch and Suetonius also often
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make bold movements—bold from the standpoint of modern biographers and
historians but common enough among ancient biographers—by transferring items,
displacing events, shining a literary spotlight on the hero, or expanding narrative
details that could enhance a specific picture of the hero. These compositional
techniques are also used for the depiction of other figures than the hero.
I offer now some observations about these comparisons of the writings about
Otho. In the investigation, I detect 65 instances of the biographers’ use of the
compositional techniques. As expected, paraphrasing is the most frequently used
compositional technique. The next group in terms of frequency is expansion of
narrative details, simplification, spotlighting, and compression, being attested from
9 to 12 times. The last group includes transferal, displacement, and conflation,
occurring from 1 to 5 times. The table below shows the frequency of each
compositional technique.

Compositional Techniques

Frequency

Paraphrasing

15 times

Expansion of Narrative Details

12 times

Simplification

10 times

Spotlighting

10 times

Suetonius the Biographer: Studies in Roman Lives, ed. Tristan Power and Roy K. Gibson (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2014), 4–5.
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Compression

9 times

Transferal

5 times

Displacement

3 times

Conflation

1 time

In comparison with the works about Galba, there is one noticeable difference.
In the works about Galba, displacement is the second most frequently used
compositional technique and expansion of narrative details is less attested. However,
in the works about Otho, the frequency of these compositional techniques is
reversed. Expansion of narrative details is the second most frequently used
compositional technique and displacement is placed at a lower rank (i.e., the second
least used compositional technique). Of course we cannot penetrate the mind of the
biographers in order to identify the reasons why Plutarch and Suetonius employ
expansion of narrative details more often in the biographies about Otho. There could
be no specific reasons for this change of frequency; the biographers have different
compositional techniques in front of them and they simply choose to use one over
others. However, one reason for the increase in the frequency of expansion of
narrative details is because, in the cases for which it is hard to pinpoint a specific
compositional technique due to the presence of other possible techniques, I often
happen to include expansion of narrative details as a possibility. In 7 instances out of
12 (#28 [2 times], 29, 30, 31 [2 times], 34), expansion of narrative details appears as
a possible compositional technique along with other techniques.
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When comparing the works about Agesilaus and the works about Galba and
Otho, one remarkable difference emerges. In cases in which the biographers of
Agesilaus make use of different compositional techniques for the depiction of the
hero, the techniques serve exclusively to throw a favorable light on the hero (e.g., #1,
8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18). However, when the biographers of Galba and Otho
employ similar compositional techniques for the depiction of the hero, they
highlight not only the positive side (e.g., #23, 34) but also the negative side of the
hero (e.g., # 20, 21, 22, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32). Although both sets of biographers
differ on which aspect of the hero they are emphasizing (i.e., positive side or
negative side), they have same interests in placing sustained focus on the hero.

CHAPTER 7
Conclusion: Summaries, Contributions, and Implications

Why the gospels look as they do (i.e., the same yet different) is the overarching
question behind our analyses of different stages of the Jesus tradition. As opposed to
the traditional literary paradigm which puts an almost exclusive focus on the writing
stage, this study claims that the final shape of the gospels might be the result of
various stages of the Jesus tradition—at least three, namely, the initial stage, the
transmission stage, and the writing stage. Thus, the study takes an eclectic approach
that incorporates different perspectives from various research areas. Thus, this study
examines three areas of research: orality, memory, and ancient biography. In this last
chapter, I summarize major findings of the study and then discuss its contributions
and implications.

7.1 Summaries
Chapter 1 points out that the traditional literary theories (such as source criticism,
redaction criticism, and literary dependence theories), despite having some strength,
prove to be insufficient in many respects. The primary reason is because they focus
almost exclusively on the last stage of the Jesus tradition—the writing stage—and
then resort to orality and memory in passing when they lose explanatory power.
Chapters 2 and 3 attempt to compensate for this tendency, arguing that due
attention must be given to these areas of research. There has been a great advance in
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various areas of interdisciplinary research on orality and memory, and these chapters
show that the research findings in these areas can shed new light on the
comprehension of the Jesus tradition in general and the SDGA in particular.
Chapter 2 examines different aspects of orality studies, and its primary
concern is to demonstrate how they can enhance the understanding of the final
shape of the gospels—the same yet different. The chapter stresses that the previous
scholarship often ignored the simple fact that the first-century Mediterranean world
was a deeply oral culture. However, this fact should be considered seriously in any
investigation of the SDGA because back then the literacy rate was extremely low, a
word of mouth was usually regarded as more reliable than a piece of paper, and the
dominant modes of communication were oral delivery and aural reception. The
primary assumption of this chapter is that Jesus and those who initially experienced
his words and deeds and then later passed them on to others were also the children
of this culture.
Another issue addressed in this chapter is that orality studies offer a
reasonable explanation about the stability and flexibility of the Jesus tradition and
the SDGA. A prominent position of orality studies regarding characteristics of oral
tradition insists that two extremes should be avoided and any proposal for this issue
should find a way between them. One extreme position claims that one can detect

general or universal characteristics of oral tradition that are shared by any culture
across time and place. The other extreme maintains that, due to the specific nature
of a given oral tradition, one cannot find characteristics of oral tradition at all.
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However, avoiding the second extreme (i.e., the specificity of oral tradition), this
chapter argues that at least one striking characteristic of oral tradition can be found,
which is performance. The fact that oral tradition involves performance at some
point can explain the flexibility of the Jesus tradition well, because performance
tends to produce varying accounts of the tradition. In avoiding the first extreme (i.e.,
the universality of oral tradition), this chapter draws attention to specific social
contexts where the Jesus tradition was produced and reproduced. The combination
of the facts that the Jesus tradition was often performed in liturgical settings (where
the careful preservation of the tradition was normally expected) and didactic settings
(where ancient disciples usually had deep respect for teachers and their teachings)
and that many tradents of the Jesus tradition were eyewitnesses seems to increase
the chance for the stability of the Jesus tradition significantly. This is part of the
reason why one can find the same yet different accounts in the gospels.
Chapter 3 revisits a number of scholars and works in memory studies in order
to explain the SDGA. The chapter begins with a brief history of research about the
issue of how memory has been largely neglected as an independent analytical
category in biblical studies. The previous scholarly attempts either completely
disregarded memory as an analytical category (as in form criticism claiming that
memory was an obstacle to historical investigation) or did not fully grasp various
aspects of memory that could have illuminated better the SDGA (as in Gerhardsson
who primarily focused on the stability of the Jesus tradition or in Dunn who did not
incorporate insights from contemporary memory studies). Thus, in order to fill this
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lacuna, the chapter deals with several relevant subjects from contemporary and
ancient memory studies.
As for contemporary memory studies, three topics are addressed: fact vs.
interpretation, past vs. present, and individual vs. social memory. Regarding fact vs.
interpretation, memory studies underscore that memory is neither a simple retrieval
of historical facts nor a completely subjective interpretation of them. On the topic of
past vs. present, our investigation demonstrates that in our memory, the past is
stable enough that we have similar expressions about what happened, but the past is
also malleable enough that we often come up with its fresh expressions in
conformity to the present concerns. As regards individual vs. social memory, the
following points are made: individuals who experienced a same event can have
common memory about the past, but at the same time the capacity of recollecting
the past varies depending on individuals; regarding social memory, some memories
that solidify the group identity tend to be remembered or amplified while other
memories that disrupt the group identity are likely to be forgotten or suppressed.
From this investigation, one can now understand that a host of memory factors
might contribute to the final shape of the gospels.
With regard to ancient memory studies, the study examines many factors that
might highlight the stability of the Jesus tradition. In ancient oral society, people
used memory more extensively than moderns do. The information that moderns can
gain by reading books and articles, ancients could access primarily by hearing and
remembering the words of elders and teachers. The frequent use of memory does
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not guarantee its accuracy, but one can have a general expectation that ancients had
better ability to remember than moderns. It is also discussed that memorization was
the main component in every level of ancient education. However, ancient education
had another aspect that might point to the flexibility of the Jesus tradition. In other
words, the ultimate purpose in ancient education was not the simple memorization
of important contents but the internalization by reworking and retelling those
contents. In short, just like contemporary memory studies, ancient counterparts also
address several memory factors that might cause the final shape of the gospels.
If chapters 2 and 3 are primarily concerned with the first two stages of the
Jesus tradition, chapters 4 to 6 mainly focus on its last stage, namely, the writing
stage. Building on the assumptions that the gospels were ancient biographies and
that the evangelists would have equally adopted compositional techniques of ancient
biographers, the study examines three sets of ancient biographies and histories that
deal with the same figures (i.e., Agesilaus, Galba, and Otho). The investigation
shows that ancient biographers, who wrote both before and after the evangelists,
made use of similar compositional techniques, which, in turn, created a number of
discrepancies among the parallel accounts. Ancient biographers were conservative
enough to adopt the existing sources, but at the same time they were liberal enough
to adapt them for achieving their own purposes. Some of the changes that the
biographers made were so trivial and frivolous that it is hard to identify what they
wanted to make of these changes. However, as argued previously, many of the
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changes nicely served the primary purpose of ancient biographers, which was to
highlight a character of the hero.
In doing so, ancient biographers were “not indifferent to chronology” but
they were not obsessed with it either.1 Due to this, ancient biographers sometimes
displaced the event, either putting the later event in the earlier context or vice versa.
They sometimes conflated the story by picking elements from separate events and
placing them in the same event, and at other times they compressed the story as if
the event occurred over a shorter period of time than it actually took. The
biographical concerns could be expressed by such changes of chronology, but also
could be met by modifying the details. Spotlighting and simplification might be the
most apparent forms of this modification. Ancient biographers sometimes shined a
literary spotlight on a hero even though others involved in the event were present,
and in that way they could maximize the responsibility of the hero. At other times
the biographers simplified the story by omitting or altering the accounts that might
complicate the overall picture of a given hero. A more radical form of this
modification can be found in transferal and expansion of narrative details. In order
to highlight a character of the hero, ancient biographers were sometimes bold
enough to transfer a certain item, which originally belonged to another person, into
the hero. The biographers also had less or no scruples in adding circumstantial

1
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details if these details served well to meet the biographical concerns. These are the
compositional techniques that ancient biographers commonly used,2 and the study
argues, by implication, that the evangelists as ancient biographers of Jesus would do
the same as well, which might result in many discrepancies among the gospels.

7.2 Contributions, Implications, and Further Studies
As I indicated in the introduction to this project, the contributions of chapters 2 and
3 about orality and memory are limited because of the nature of these chapters.
However, some possible areas of contribution remain. As mentioned earlier, one can
rarely find the focused study about what the various factors of orality and memory
are and how these factors may offer equally confident answers to a number of cases
of the SDGA about which the traditional literary paradigm has good explications.
Although the chapters do not provide the actual analyses of the gospel texts in light
of various factors of orality and memory, the clear implication of these chapters is
that these factors should be considered equally seriously as literary activities of the
evangelists when finding a plausible answer to a given SDGA. Given that the
2
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Selection of Eight Roman Lives, by Plutarch, trans. Robin Waterfield [Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1999], xxiv).
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traditional literary paradigm puts almost exclusive focus on the literary activities of
the evangelists in explaining the SDGA, the insertion of these chapters in this study
is deliberate. The fact that the first-century Mediterranean world was a deeply oral
culture and “memory was the most effective retrieval device available”3 in an ancient
oral society seems to force us to grapple with the relevant questions and issues of
these topics (i.e., orality and memory) in reimagining the Jesus tradition. Thus, in
any future investigation of the SDGA, either complete absence of the discussion of
these topics or a simple mention of them in passing, as is frequent in the traditional
literary paradigm, will be inadequate. The kinds of issues and questions one may
deal with regarding these factors are implied throughout these chapters and
explicitly mentioned at the conclusion to chapter 3.
The most original contribution of this study can be found in chapters 4 to 6
where we examine a number of ancient biographies in light of their compositional
techniques. As stated earlier, there have been similar approaches to the SDGA.
Downing and Derrenbacker performed similar research, but their scope was broader,
investigating several areas in ancient compositional conventions. Furthermore, their
samples were from a wide range of ancient literature, not necessarily focusing on
ancient biographies. They certainly advanced the discussion by exploring the literary
activities of the evangelists in light of ancient conventions. However, given the
broader scope and wider samples, the results of their studies could be far-reaching
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but were not narrow enough to address the compositional techniques that ancient
biographers commonly used.
Michael Licona’s recent work is, to my knowledge, the first book-length study
focusing on the compositional techniques of ancient biographers. His choice of
Plutarch’s biographies was commendable for several reasons, but his samples are still
insufficient in three important respects: (1) They did not include ancient biographies
that existed before the compositions of the evangelists; (2) they could not show how

different authors spoke about the same hero differently; and (3) they did not focus
on recent heroes.
To fill these lacunae, this study examines several ancient biographies of
Xenophon, Nepos, Suetonius, and Plutarch, in comparison to the histories of
Xenophon and Tacitus. Regarding the first criterion, by investigating ancient
biographies written before the gospels, the study demonstrates that similar
compositional techniques that Plutarch (as an ancient biographer who wrote after
the evangelists) adopted had been also employed by earlier ancient biographers. In
this way, this study positively shows that the compositional techniques are not
confined to one biographer in a specific period of time but widely attested in various
biographers who wrote not only after the composition of the gospels but also before

it.
If we grant that the genre of the gospels was ancient biography and the
evangelists wrote their biographies of Jesus as ancient biographers, then it is safe to
assume that they also could know these well-attested compositional techniques and
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use them in order to highlight the character of Jesus. As Licona’s analyses of the
gospel texts demonstrate, similar compositional techniques are found in a number of
parallel accounts of the same episodes in the gospels. This study, by supplying
additional pieces of evidence from the earlier biographies, strengthens the overall
thesis that many of the differences can be reasonably explained by the evangelists’
use of these compositional techniques.
As for the second criterion, by examining biographies written by different
authors, the study can provide a better analogy for the evangelists’ compositions of
the gospels. As the different evangelists wrote about the same figure, Jesus, with
different wording and details, our sets of parallel accounts show how different
authors talked about the same hero with different wording and expressions.
Concerning the third criterion, our samples of ancient biographies offer a
better analogy than Licona’s because the study reviews the ancient biographies that
dealt with more recent heroes. In Licona’s samples, Plutarch wrote about the heroes
who were chronologically distant by approximately 150–200 years. But most of our
biographers dealt with either a contemporary hero (i.e., Xenophon’s Agesilaus) or
the ones who died less than 50 years earlier (i.e., Suetonius’s Galba and Otho, and
Plutarch’s Galba and Otho), just as the evangelists wrote their gospels not long after
Jesus’s death.
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Agesilaus
Paraphrasing

H: 3

Compression

A: 0 N: 25

Galba

Otho

H: 7

A: 0

N: 7

H: 6

A: 0

N: 9

H: 15 A: 1 N: 1

H: 6

A: 0

N: 2

H: 6

A: 0

N: 3

Simplification

H: 13 A: 0 N: 0

H: 4

A: 3

N: 0

H: 9

A: 1

N: 0

Spotlighting

H: 5

A: 3 N: 0

H: 2

A: 3

N: 0

H: 9

A: 1

N: 0

Expansion

H: 8

A: 0 N: 0

H: 4

A: 0

N: 0

H: 12

A: 0

N: 0

Transferal

H: 6

A: 2 N: 0

H: 2

A: 1

N: 0

H: 4

A: 1

N: 0

Displacement

H: 1

A: 0 N: 2

H: 5

A: 0

N: 4

H: 3

A: 0

N: 0

Conflation

H: 6

A: 0 N: 0

H: 1

A: 0

N: 0

H: 0

A: 0

N: 1

<H: Hero (137 times), A: Another Figure (16 times), N: No Objective (54 times)>

The table above shows how and on what purpose each compositional
technique is used. H and A, respectively, mean that the biographers adopt various
compositional techniques in order to highlight a specific picture of a Hero or

Another Figure. N, which stands for No Objective, means that it is hard to find a
specific objective in the biographers’ use of these compositional techniques. Our
textual investigation detects 207 instances of compositional techniques in three sets
of writings about Agesilaus, Galba and Otho. As the table indicates, most instances
(137 out of 207 times) serve for the depiction of a hero. Although the compositional
techniques are sometimes used for the depiction of another figure (16 out of 207
times), the difference in frequency between H and A is significant enough to indicate
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that the primary focus in using these techniques is on the hero. Some might think
that a quite high frequency of N (54 out of 207 times) may lead to the suspicion of
our project itself, doubting the utility of the compositional techniques altogether.
However, it must be noted that most instances of N are found in paraphrasing (41
out of 54 times). As mentioned earlier, ancient writers were generally expected to
paraphrase the same ideas or thoughts and ancient biographers were no exception.4
Ancient writers (as well as orators) paraphrase the work of others for several reasons,
including, “to expand what is by nature brief, amplify the insignificant, vary the
monotonous, lend charm to what has been already set out, and speak well and at
length on a limited subject,” most of which concern the vitality and beauty of the
composition.5 It is also to be noted that other instances of paraphrasing (13 out of 54
times) are used exclusively for the depiction of a hero.
All in all, the investigation demonstrates that ancient biographers—the ones
both before and after the evangelists—commonly used the compositional techniques
primarily for the depiction of a hero. In this process, a wide range of variations
among the parallel accounts was created and ancient biographers did not find these
variations as concerning as some modern interpreters might. As Licona shows, many
differences among the gospel accounts are within the proper range of these

4
5

Kwon, “Charting the (Un)Charted,” 71–75.

Quintilian, Inst. 10.5.11 (Russell, LCL). Quintilian’s statement originally concerns the
orators’ paraphrasing but his description can be equally applied to ancient writers. The more
extended but similar description of writers’ paraphrasing can be found in Morgan, Literate Education,
204–15.
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variations found in ancient biographies. The implication is that if modern readers
would read the parallel accounts of the gospels properly—respecting ancient
conventions rather than expecting the modern standard of accuracy—they could
better appreciate many of the different gospel accounts as understandable
divergences rather than outright discrepancies.
A number of important observations regarding the tendencies of the
compositional techniques can be made. First, expansion of narrative details is the
only compositional technique whose focus is placed exclusively on a hero. The other
compositional techniques are, from time to time, used for the depiction of another
figure or with no specific objective. However, when expansion of narrative details is
adopted, adding circumstantial details serves to emphasize a specific virtue or vice of
a hero. Second, most instances of compression (28 out of 34 times) occur in the
contexts when the omitted materials are not relevant to the illumination of the
character of a hero. The parallel account in a historical work tends to include fuller
information about an event, while the biographical account focuses on some of the
narrative components that best contain the words and deeds of a hero. Third,

displacement stands out as a compositional technique that is often used with no
specific objective (6 times out of 15 times).6 Since most of the altered accounts due
to this compositional technique concern minor details about exact timeline or place,
this partly implies that ancient biographers are more flexible in these details as long
6

Compression with no explicit objective is also attested 6 times but its total number of
frequency (34 times) is far more than that of displacement.
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as the overall biographical accounts effectively illuminate the character of a given
figure. Fourth, as the table below shows, spotlighting and simplification are the two
compositional techniques that most frequently involve other techniques. This
probably has to do with the nature of these compositional techniques. By shining a
literary spotlight on a certain figure despite the presence of others on the scene, the
biographer has to transfer certain words or deeds, which are originally attributed to
another person, to the figure under consideration (e.g., #4, 17, 20). While using this
technique, the biographer is forced to simplify the story by altering some of the
accounts that may complicate the overall picture of a given figure (e.g., #12, 13, 15,
23, 28). The sustained focus on a given figure sometimes involves the compression
of a series of events where the figure does not play a prominent role (e.g., #4, 27).
While using this technique, the biographer sometimes either adds or omits some of
the details in order to highlight the prominent role of the figure (e.g., #23, 27, 31).
For the similar reason (i.e., due to the nature of the compositional technique),
simplification involves or occurs concurrently with other compositional techniques
including spotlighting (#13, 15, 23, 28, 31, 32), expansion of narrative details (#25,
28, 29), compression (#13, 14), displacement (#21, 34), paraphrasing (#23, 29), and
transferal (#32). Fifth, beyond Licona, who correctly notes the interrelationship
between conflation and transferal/displacement, I further argue that transferal and
displacement can also occur as concomitant results of other compositional
techniques, as the fourth observation demonstrates. Sixth, as the fourth and fifth
observations and the table below indicate, each compositional technique in a number
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of instances occurs with other compositional techniques. This means that there are
ambiguous areas where determining what compositional techniques are involved in a
given episode is not so easy.7 However, the ambiguity does not undermine the fact
that ancient biographers did use these compositional techniques widely and
frequently in order to highlight the character of a given figure, often being the hero.
All these observations about the tendencies of the compositional techniques are
drawn from the investigation of our samples of ancient biographies, but in order to
label these tendencies as patterns, it should require more investigation of wider
samples of ancient biographies.

CT

Agesilaus

Galba

Otho

Transferal

A: 3 T: 5

A: 1 T: 2

A: 1 T: 4

Displacement

A: 2 T: 1

A: 6 T: 3

A: 1 T: 2

Conflation

A: 2 T: 4

A: 1 T: 0

A: 1 T: 0

Compression

A: 13 T: 4

A: 4 T: 4

A: 7 T: 2

Spotlighting

A: 5 T: 3

A: 1 T: 4

A: 2 T: 8

Simplification

A: 9 T: 4

A: 3 T: 4

A: 2 T: 8

Expansion

A: 6 T: 2

A: 2 T: 2

A: 5 T: 7

Paraphrasing

A: 25 T: 3

A: 12 T: 2

A: 10 T: 5

<CT: Compositional Technique, A: The CT Occurs Alone,
T: The CT Occurs Together with Other CTs>
7

But it can also imply the interrelationship among the compositional techniques.
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Although the present study already examines ancient biographies that best
suit the case of gospel writing, for future study, one may still expand the research by
including other kinds of ancient biographies. This could mean that one may not
meet some of the criteria, but the investigation can still be fruitful in other directions.
For example, if one conducts similar analyses of other ancient biographies that came

after the gospels, he or she will be able to either confirm/strengthen or
disconfirm/weaken the argument that it was conventional for ancient biographers to
utilize compositional techniques to highlight the character of the hero. One can
explore another avenue of research regarding whether there are patterns in using
some of the compositional techniques depending on the chronological distance
between a biographer and a hero. In other words, if one investigates other ancient
biographies that dealt with chronologically distant heroes, then he or she may detect
some differences in biographers’ preference of certain compositional techniques over
others. For example, the biographers who dealt with distant heroes might have used
more frequently a certain compositional technique (say, expansion of narrative
details) than the biographers who concerned recent figures would do. These
occasions are found in our investigation when Nepos, who is more distant from the
hero than is Xenophon the biographer, provides extended accounts in the depiction
of Agesilaus (#8, 11). But once again, further investigation of wider samples of
relevant biographies will be required in order to speak of a pattern of usage.
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Further study, which will be my next research project, is needed in the areas
where one can see the actual analyses of the gospel texts in light of all these factors
in different stages of the Jesus tradition. Although I make comments here and there
about how various factors of orality, memory, and ancient biography can help us to
better appreciate the SDGA (especially the different gospel accounts), a fuller scale of
these textual analyses is not performed due to the limited space. As mentioned
earlier, I am hesitant to propose a systematic model in identifying various factors
and judging the priority of some factors over others that may contribute to a given
SDGA because the process is more like performing an art rather than applying a
mathematical formula. However, it will be helpful to provide a number of actual
analyses of the gospel texts that show the process of weighing the evidence among
the possible factors in various stages of the Jesus tradition. The kinds of questions
and issues that one may have to address in these analyses are as follows: whether a
given episode contains more oral sources or is shaped largely by literary
dependence;8 what stage of the Jesus tradition is most responsible for the formation
of a given SDGA; and whether a given SDGA results primarily from orality factors,
memory factors, the compositional techniques of the evangelists as ancient
biographers, or the combination of some or all of them. Although the present study
does not provide these concrete analyses due to limited space, it certainly goes

8

Our investigation notes that the significant agreements among the parallel accounts in the
level of exact wording and expressions are best explained by literary dependence.
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beyond the traditional literary paradigm, which put an almost exclusive focus on the
literary activities of the evangelists at the writing stage.
The overall contribution and implication of this study is that the traditional
literary paradigm should not be assumed to provide the ulitmate answer to the final
shape of the gospels. As the present study demonstrates, a number of other factors
in various stages of the Jesus tradition might contribute to “the same yet different
gospel accounts.” A case of the SDGA can be the result of the evangelists’ literary
activities at the writing stage, but one can also find reasons for another case in
different stage of the Jesus tradition. Of course, other cases may be attributed to the
combination of various factors or to the accumulation of the different stages. At the
end of the day, it will be a matter of judgment, and the answer for the primary factor
will vary depending on a given SDGA. This study does not provide a systematic
approach to this judgment, but it clearly shows that this judgment should consider
various factors and stages. The answer about the reason(s) for a given SDGA can be
simple, but how to get the answer cannot be simple.
Another overall implication of this study is that our answer should reflect
sensitivity to ancient conventions. How much more ancients valued the word of
mouth, how extensively ancients used memory in their everyday lives, and how
frequently ancient biographers adopted compositional techniques should be
incorporated into our answer. The more one pays attention to ancient conventions
(rather than forcing modern standards and conventions upon ancients), the better
one can comprehend why the gospels look as they do. Sometimes this
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comprehension is easy to attain when ancient conventions suit our expectations, but
at other times the comprehension is hard to gain when ancient conventions surprise
us due to the distance between them and us, then and now.
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